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Useless Verbiage to Fill the Page
I guess I musta been paying at least 

a little attention in my journalism class all 
those years ago, because somewhere in 
the dim recesses of my alleged mind I 
recall the professor saying something 
about blank space being bad? 

Of course, that was 50 years ago and 
styles have changed. If you don’t believe 
me, look at the pic of yours truly at the top 
of this page. That was me in the early 70s. 
As they say, you can’t teach an old dog 
new tricks. So I gotta fi ll this area with 
something. Of course, you don’t have to 
read this useless verbiage. You weren’t in 
that class, right?

But I’ll tell ya what. Maybe, if you do 
read all this useless space fi ller, there 
may actually be something in it for you. 
I’m not making any promises. But it could 
happen, so read on if you want to.

Ya see, the reason the space is empty 
is because in the new world of digital 
technology, a lot of our advertisers have gone 
to the internet. Add to that what happened to 
the boating industry back in ‘08, and, well, 
magazines started to die off .

But we were pretty lucky. You see, we 
are a mom-and-pop magazine. No! Really. I’m 
Mom & Jody is Pop. Our editor is my youngest 
daughter, Katie, who is also a school teacher. 
Our social Media Director is Tabitha, my 
granddaughter. Our ad director, Lisa, is married 
to Darren, our marketing guy (also the former 
producer of our TV show) and they live aboard 
their boat in the San Juans with their 9-year-old 
daughter, Arriana.

Our “offi  ces” are located at our home in the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, near Paradise (yes, THAT 
Paradise, the one that burnt down last year!). The fi re 
missed us by two miles. We have no offi  ces, no rent, 
and have solar power and our own well. No overhead. 
That’s why we can exist with less than 40% ads. All 
the “other guys” have to have at least 60% ads to 
stay in business. We don’t! That’s why we have 
become the #1-selling boating lifestyle magazine on 
the newsstands in the US!

Even the folks who write for us as they cruise 
are part of our expanded family. Jessie and Katie, 
who sometimes help us out at the boat shows, call 
me “Dad Bob” and Jody “Mom Bob.” Actually, they 
usually call me “Bad Dad Bob.”

Okay, it looks like I have almost fi lled the space. 
In fact I’ve had to shrink this verbiage down, so any 
of you who were silly enough the read this space-fi ller 
might actually get something for your trouble. What 
we call this in the publishing biz is a bribe! So, now I 
have to fi gure out how I can give you a bribe for reading 
this, with out costing us too much money, as that’s the 
secret these days to staying in business.

How about this? Since I wasted so much of your time 
reading this trash, how about I give you more trash to read? 
Here’s what I’ll do for all of you who decided you had nothing 
better to do than read these pearls of wisdom gushing forth 
from my pie-hole.

All I gotta do is fi gure out how I can give away something 
without costing me any money. If I give away something as 
simple as a bumper sticker, you’d feel cheated for wasting all 
that time, and I would still have to put the darn thing into an 
envelope, which I’d have to buy, and then pay about a buck 
postage. So, if a few hundred of you were silly enough to read 
this useless crap, it could cost me mega-bucks.

Ah-ha! I’ve got it. For any of you who did read down 
the very bottom of this small print, email me at bob@
latsatts.com and I will send you a digital copy of either 
of these two books: Starboard Attitude or Brotherhood 
of Outlaws. Your choice. Take your pick! And, I will send 
it digitally. Kewl? See, it wasn’t a waste of time after all! 
And, it’s not gonna cost me a lot of money 
because digits are free, at least for now!

Cash “Bitchin” Chestnut
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No Fear! You’ve probably seen this phrase on 
t-shirts and hats over the years. I remember when I saw 
the first shirt and a friend of mine who had a boat down 
the dock said he’d invested in the new company.

I thought he was nuts! “No fear”? What the hell 
is that supposed to mean. At least that’s what I asked 
myself when I first heard about it, back in the 80s.

Sitting here, almost forty years later, I now realize 
just how smart he was.

No, not because he was going to make some 
money. Actually, the company filed for bankruptcy in 
2011. But what those two words meant, as I learned later 
in life, may be the true way to freedom and getting the full 
enjoyment out of your life.

Here’s what I mean.
I remember well the fear I had when I first started 

sailing. I pretty much feared everything there was about 
getting on a small boat and going out onto the extremely 
large and scary ocean. Hell, they have things that live 
“out there” big enough to eat me, and to enjoy my boat 
afterwards for dessert. And have you seen those waves 
in the movie “Perfect Storm”?

Aaaaghh! Why would anyone in their right mind go 
out there, right?

Now, let’s jump ahead thirty to forty years and 
about 100,000 miles of ocean cruising.

Fear? That’s for wussies! What the hell is there out 
there to be afraid of? I remember sitting with my sails 
furled about ten miles off Point Loma surrounded by 
90-to100-foot blue whales. It was absolutely spellbinding 
watching these gigantic, gentle behemoths casually swim 
around our boat, turning on their sides so they could see 
us. There was no fear. There was only awe! How could I 
have ever feared them?

But the sharks? Nothing but huge, ravenous 
creatures that could gobble up a man (or woman!) in 
seconds and never even say thanks for lunch! But when 
we were sailing the islands in the South Pacific we swam 
with sharks all the time. Heck, when we were in the 

Marquesas we used to actually swim up to white tip 
and black tip sharks and grab a fin for a free ride!

In the forty years I’ve lived aboard and sailed 
the world, whatever fear I ever had disappeared. 
When I’d see a squall approaching I’d actually get 
a little excited. Stow the loose gear, make sure 
your sails are reefed, tie down loose goodies, close 
the hatches, and get ready to enjoy the action. 
Because after being through forty to fifty squalls 
you know your boat can take it. There’s no other 
way to experience the combination of exhilaration, 
excitement, joy, and triumph that fills your heart 
after making it through the squall.

You can’t get that feeling reading a book or 
watching a movie. You have to come out from under 
the clouds into the sunshine and look back at what 
you just accomplished! 
 Fear keeps those other boats you see in the 

marina around you tied to the docks. Fear is what keeps 
people (some of whom are reading this right now!) from 
going out to sea. 

Fear. Fear of the unknown. Fear you might screw 
up. Fear you may never return.

But cruisers do return. You know why?
Easy. It’s because once you untie the dock lines 

and experience what’s out there, you realize there’s 
nothing to fear.

Yes, you need to prepare. Being aware of what 
can happen and preparing for it is half the enjoyment of 
cruising. Once you’ve sailed in thirty-foot seas and fifty-
knot winds, you will never fear it.

One of my favorite stories to tell at seminars is when 
Jody and I were sailing Lost Soul across the ʻAlenuihāhā 
channel between Maui and the Big Island. We’d sat for 
weeks, anchored while a storm ravaged the islands. I 
finally got impatient (patience is a virtue, and I have very 
few of those!) and decided we could just triple reef the 
main, put out a handkerchief of a headsail, and go for it.

Mid-channel we had 50-to-55 knot winds and 
30-foot seas, but boats float, and we just floated up and 
over the waves. Bitchin! That is, until two 30-foot waves 
crossed, making a rogue wave of about 50 feet. Add to 
that the 30-foot “valley” and we soon enjoyed (ha!) my 
very first inverted knock-down.

That was the day I came up with the saying:
“Attitude is the difference between an ordeal 

and an adventure.”

It was also the day Jody came up with the rebuttal, 
“Sometimes it’s just an ordeal!”

The moral to all this? Simple. As Theodore Roosevelt 
put it so well in his Inaugural Address almost 100 years 
ago, “We have nothing to fear except fear itself.”

I can vouch for that!

www.Latsatts .com14  Latitudes & Attitudes
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The first time I flew a 
helicopter alone, I was 
20 and at an aviation 
school in a small, 
Southern California 

airport. The first time I sailed a boat 
alone, I was 23 and did a lap around 
a small bay in Lake Michigan while my 

dad waited for me in a dinghy at the 
mooring ball.

Today, I am sailing from Bimini, Bahamas, 
to Coconut Grove, Miami, alone. I 
admit some things have changed since 
we sailed across from Portugal. My 
self-reliance has strengthened without 

me realizing how strongly I’d been 
exercising it. I have a new understanding 
of my capability at sea. I have a new 
understanding of self-reliance while at 
sea—and plus, I’m 30 now, so I’ve really 
honed my “screw-it” attitude. Crossing 
the Gulf Stream solo in a sailboat (my 
father’s boat, might I add, and the family 
heirloom) is one of those things that had 
you asked me about a few years ago… 
I would have slapped my knee laughing 
and said, “Absolutely not.”

Wide eyed at 02:00. Three hours and 
47 minutes ‘til my alarm is due to piss 
me off. I could depart now, if I could 

ALONE ACROSS THE STREAM
BY JESSIE ZEVALKINK-YEATES

One never forgets the first time they do anything significant alone. 
I remember the first time I got on a plane alone, I was 11 and off to visit 
my cousins in New Hampshire. The first time I drove a car alone, I was 

14 and my parents were at work. The first time I moved to a new city 
alone, I was 18 in a Los Angeles apartment with three strangers.

T
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work out a way to get off this dock 
single-handedly. Tide and wind glue me 
into the slip. I’m sealed in. I need more 
appendages if I am to break this seal. 
I consider asking the marina security 
guard to assist me. No. Just wait. Sleep. 
Try to sleep. I can’t sleep. Try harder. 
I’m not even close. Try again. Internal 
conversations debate loudly. Nerves 
stand restless at my chest. The familiar 
tensity creeps in and it’s no stranger. 

My super-sailor husband, Luke, is in 
the thick of his Green Card application. 
During this process traveling is quite 
difficult and he must comply by “the 
rules.” One of these rules is that without 
a specific visa he cannot arrive in the 
U.S. on a private vessel. We learned 
this the hard way in St. Thomas, USVI, 
when we were denied and had to sail 
back to the BVI. He is required to arrive 
in the U.S. via a commercial carrier, may 
it be a ferry or plane. This leaves us 

in an awkward predicament: To get to 
America, Luke must be on a ferry, and I 
must stay with the boat. 

I had plenty of time to find someone 
to help me sail across, but I just kept 
letting it pass without reaching out to 
anyone. A small voice of confidence, 
domesticated in my gut, tells me I 
don’t need help. I listen to her. “You 
know what to do.” Luke acts as the 
external and very pragmatic man-
voice, understanding my need to build 
confidence as a captain and reminding 
me I am capable. He also tells me, 
“You know what to do.” Naturally I ask, 
“But do I?” 

When I was 24, I sat with my best 
friend, Katie, aboard our Cal 27 in 
Miami. This was the year we were 
introduced to Bob and Jody Bitchin, 
the year I began writing a series of 
stories for this magazine. We were 

terrified of crossing the Gulf Stream; 
we were not confident sailors. We 
waited two weeks at anchor in Dinner 
Key before trusting the forecast enough 
to cross. Our tactic was to wait until 
there was no wind. We motorsailed 
across with less than ten knots on 
glassy rolling seas. I remember working 
hard to manage the fear of entering the 
open ocean. I felt incredibly unqualified. 
It was one of the greater days of my 
entire life arriving on the other side. It 
was, in a way, a coming of age. 

This 51-nautical-mile passage is 
commonly traveled. What lies between 
the two landmarks is a 35-nautical-mile 
wide river that runs north, exposed 
to the open Atlantic, known as “The 
Gulf Stream.” Sailors have an odd 
relationship with this stream because 
this conveyor belt can help you or hurt 
you. It can be your best friend or your 
worst enemy. The flow of the Stream 
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tends to take on a Venturi effect as it 
squeezes through the Bahamian islands 
and Florida, speeding up the current. 
When crossing perpendicularly, your 
passage must be wisely calculated and 
weather accurately forecasted. I am a 
stronger sailor than I was six years ago. 
I understand the Stream. I understand 
the consequences. I understand the 
rewards. I still feel unqualified. 

Bimini Blue Water Marina is full of 
cruising sailors. Luke and I spent all 
week here, collecting conch, eating 
fresh Bimini bread, congregating under 
a pavilion with new friends to avoid 
the sun. We meet wonderful people. 
Endless subjects are discussed. So 
many incredible women on this journey, 
along with their partners and families. I 
meet one young woman my age, who’s 
been across the Stream single-handedly 
twice now. This woman is exactly who 

I need. She’s humble. She’s kind. She 
arrives in the perfect moment. She 
cracks sarcasm at me for expressing 
my nerves. She reminds me that I’ve 
crossed the Atlantic twice now. Half of 
that time Luke was sleeping. I do the 
math. “I guess I’ve crossed one ocean 
solo then.”

This passage is the tail end of our two-
year journey from Michigan to England 
and back. Cruising through the 
Caribbean and Bahamas has been an 
outstanding finale and solidified some 
aspects of a new marriage that may 
have otherwise taken a decade to learn 
about each other. In Miami, I will be 
disembarking. I must get back to work. 
Luke will return Desirée to the Great 
Lakes with other crew. I’m anxious for 
him to get on the ferry. I feel the weight 
of our journey ending. My superstition 
is heightened by the popular phrase, 

“Most accidents happen within a few 
miles of home.” 

……

04:00. Still not asleep. Luke’s made it 
to Miami and is waiting for my arrival 
this afternoon. Making a husband 
proud feels the same as making a 
father proud, and because of this I am 
motivated. I think back to the times I’ve 
had to wake him up during his off-watch 
for help since we began sailing together. 
I categorize them. 

1 - Things I’ve asked him to help me 
with because he was simply better at 
doing them.
2 - Things I’ve asked him for my own 
reassurance.
3 - Things I’ve asked him to help with 
because I had no prior knowledge and 
would be at a complete loss without his. 

ALONE ACROSS THE STREAM
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Almost every situation falls into Category 
1. Several fall into Category 2. And I can 
think of only one situation where I might 
not have survived had he not been there. 
Percentile-wise, I am irritated thinking 
about Category 1 and all the times I’ve 
asked for help just because he was 
better at it. Why didn’t I try harder? If I’m 
not naturally good at something I tend to 
give up quickly; in retrospect, I feel this 
was lazy of me. Category 2 I’m not too 
fussed over as I believe reassurance is 
acceptable and sometimes necessary 
for one’s sanity. Category 3, well, 
sometimes someone will be there to 
save your ass and sometimes they 
won’t. I’m taking my chances here today. 
No one to help. No one to reassure. No 
one to save me. 

My alarm sounds at 05:30. I boil water 
and prep a stiff French press, incessantly 
peering out the ports, waiting for any 
of the other cruisers to turn on a light. 
A few of them offered to help me with 

dock lines as the dominant incoming tide 
has now turned. I get everything ready. 
Everything. I triple-check the engine, 
cables, hoses, and fluids to make sure 
we are reliable in tough currents to get 
out of here. I get all sails ready to hoist. 
Clear the deck. Secure the kayak. Coil 
all lines. My route is plotted. The others 
notice me rustling about and come over 
puffy eyed to shove me off. 

I know this helm. I know this boat. I 
know that, first, the tide is going to try 
and shove me sideways onto the dock 
directly behind. I know that, second, 
the wind is going to catch the bow to 
compensate, but it is not strong enough 
to overpower the tide. I know I don’t 
have room for mistakes. I drift back 
with the tide and little-to-no steerage 
until I have enough space to clear the 
dock and put Desirée in forward gear. 
I make it. Just. With full forward revs, 
I have inches to spare between the 
transom and the dock I knew I might hit. 

Everyone waves goodbye. I fly out of 
the marina at full speed to avoid the tide 
shoving me any closer to other boats. 

Motoring out of the channel, the sun 
has yet to rise above the tree line. 
Avoiding the patches of light sand 
that have drifted into said channel, 
I follow the deeper blues until I am 
abeam of the entrance to South Bimini 
Sands Marina and turn west. Desirée 
and I slip off of the shoal and into the 
Atlantic Ocean. Heading up into the 
wind to raise the main sail, I turn on the 
autopilot to hold a course into the wind. 
It blows a friendly 18 knots from the 
southeast, and as soon as the breeze 
catches the freeboard of Desirée’s bow 
it overpowers the autopilot. I have to 
reset and try a few times before we 
are able to hold a course into the wind 
long enough for me to raise the main. 
Once it’s up I run to the helm and bear 
us away. We fall into a beautiful heel 
towards Biscayne Bay and I roll out 
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the big overlapping genoa and cleat 
it off with one reef. I set a course 
25 degrees south of my destination, 
knowing Desirée will get kicked north 
in the Stream. I shut off the engine and 
lock the propeller in reverse. Trimming 
the sails to the best of my ability, I sail. 

Sweating by 06:00, I helm for a while 
so I can simply feel the boat’s behavior. 
So I can feel the ocean’s behavior. So I 
can feel my own behavior. It blew a stiff 
northerly for the last three days before 
veering to the southeast, and the seas 
haven’t caught up. They are turbulent 
and perplexed. Desirée moves along 
swimmingly and I myself feel quite 
good. A twinge of nausea stops by to 
say hello. I politely ask it to piss off. I 
turn on country music because no one 
is here to tell me not to. And, well, I am 
headed for the genre’s homeland. 

It feels normal out here. Alone. Naked 
but not afraid. It feels like every 
other mile I’ve sailed while Luke was 

ALONE ACROSS THE STREAM
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sleeping. I admit, I’ve learned a lot from 
him. Quietly, however. I always pay 
attention to what he’s doing; he just 
doesn’t know it. In the beginning, he 
tried to turn everything into a lesson and 
I became a considerably poor student. I 
reverted to exactly how I was as a child 
and would shut down or get upset. 
Learning happened on my time and my 
time only. Full stop. Any other lesson 
felt unsolicited, forced. He’s learned 
that teaching me requires no words. No 
assignments. You do. I do later when 
you are not looking. I credit him for any 
seawomanship I have gained. 

The seas do eventually flatten out and 
find a softer rhythm with the wind. I 
snap out of my determination to helm 
and set up Penny, the hydrovane. I lay 
back in the cockpit and think. Hour 
after hour I do nothing but religiously 
check the horizon and stare at the 
GPS. Ships transport cargo along the 
horizon. Sport fishermen troll for mahi. 

My course remains efficient as I sail 
into the current of the Gulf Stream 
and I’m able to maintain 5.5 knots 
of boat speed. I crack a warm beer 
and reconfirm something I already 
know—I do not have the desire to sail 
alone. What happens out here must 
be shared. I admire those who thrive 
in isolation because it is a place I 
struggle. More hours pass. I do nothing 
but tweak the sails and think. Desirée 
essentially sails herself. She listens to 
me but doesn’t talk back. I’m wishing 
she would as I’ve always cringed at 
one-way conversations. 

When I see the Miami skyline I feel 
golden. I feel calm. Home free. The 
wind walks down the hallway and I 
don’t think it’s coming back. Desirée’s 
forward motion slows to the same 
pace as the northerly current. I can’t 
physically feel the pull of the current, 
but I know it’s happening. I’ve been 
overshooting for a while now in fear 

of missing the Biscayne Channel and 
decide to allow us to drift north with the 
Stream until we are lined up with Fowey 
Rock Light. An hour has gone by when 
the deep Atlantic rises up to shoal. 
With tiny pupils I can just make out the 
entrance to the channel. I eat a spoonful 
of peanut butter. I crack open another 
warm beer and cheers myself. Clink.

Unstable air sits over the city; it’s an 
incredibly beautiful contrast of deep 
greys underneath white, towering 
cumulus puffs. Nevertheless, the 
shallow bay sparkles in the late-
afternoon sun. Sailing through the 
runway-like channel and entering 
Biscayne Bay keeps me busy. I’m back 
at the helm. The wind backs to the 
east and I am dead downwind across 
the active bay. It’s rush hour. Fishing 
boats and powerboats hightail it in each 
direction. I wave at all of them as if I am 
Queen Elizabeth and they have all come 
out to greet me. Thunder cracks over 
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the city and echoes through the bay, 
but I’m still sailing under the sun. 

Outside the Dinner Key Channel I turn 
over the donkey and drop the sails. 
Entering the dark clouds of the city, I 
scramble to hang the fenders and get 
my dock lines secured in preparation 
for what appears to be a low-visibility 
situation. Idling forward, I circle the 
docks until I spot Luke and our friend 
Kim waiting by a cement wall where 
I can tie up temporarily. I pull Desirée 
alongside, just as I had 1,000 times 
over. Luke and Kim catch my lines 
and hop aboard. I receive exceptional 
hugs. The sky opens up and it pours 
rain. We celebrate. 

One never forgets the first time they 
sail across the Gulf Stream solo. This 
article is dedicated to every woman 
sailing who doesn’t believe they can 
do it alone. You can. I couldn’t be more 
confident in you. Create your own 
opportunities. Trust yourself. Sail on.

ALONE ACROSS THE STREAM
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Whether your watermaker is being used for 
short weekends away or serious expeditions 
to the Antarctic, you can be confident in the 
reliability of a Rainman system, being free of 
electronics and using simple pumps.
Our next generation release for 2019 is 4 kg (9 
lb) lighter and 30% reduced volume compared 
to our original electric systems.
See website for details.

rainmandesal .com

Rainman Naked - Minimum footprint installation

Water, water, anywhere
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Nautical TriviaNautical Trivia
When you are sailing across the equator, how can 
you tell when you crossed it without using your 
navigational equipment?

Wanna Cheat? Answer is on page 42

Cruisers Meet in Richmond
For the 23rd year in a row, Lats&Atts is getting ready for 

the Cruiser’s Party at the Pacific Sail & Power Boat Show in 
Richmond, California. Join the Lats&Atts staff once again, 
along with The Eric Stone Band live on stage, overlooking 
beautiful San Francisco Bay. We’ll have free beer, soft 
drinks, and pizza for all. So, be there or be square! There 
will also be a raffle with lots of great prizes. The party starts 
at the close of show, and the only rule is, you have to be 
in the show before it closes! There will be seminars and 
plenty to see at the show. For more information, you can 
go to www.PacificBoatShow.com

                Lats&Atts ScuttlebuttLats&Atts Scuttlebutt
                  If It’s Gonna Happen, It’s Gonna Happen Out There

Issue #30      All the News That Fits Between the Sheets Spring 2020

Webb Chiles Completes 6th 
About 25 years ago we had the pleasure of interviewing 

Webb Chiles for our television show when we anchored 
next to him in Tonga. At the time, he was on his third 
or fourth circumnavigation. Well, now—at 77—he has 
just completed his sixth circumnavigation, in San Diego, 
where he completed his first. Webb is a true adventurer 
and was one of the first to sail around Cape Horn single-
handedly. He is truly a sailor’s sailor!

How High?
The question was, “If you’re going to make a parachute 

jump, at least how high should you be?” The man replied 
“Three days of steady drinking should do it.”

23 Years & Going Strong
This issue marks our 23rd anniversary since starting 

Lats&Atts. The very first issue was dated March of 1997. 
Since then, we’ve produced 65 TV episodes, hosted over 50 
Cruiser’s Parties, and hosted Share The Sails in over a dozen 
countries. We’ve ruined thousands of lives and are proud of it!
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FOR OVER 30 
YEARS THE MACK 

FAMILY HAS 
BEEN PROVIDING 

FIRST CLASS 
YACHT REPAIRS 
AND SERVICES...

INTRODUCING 
MACK YACHT 
SERVICES!

 ♦chainplates
 ♦electronics
 ♦electrical
 ♦refrigeration
 ♦air conditioning
 ♦carpentry
 ♦fiberglass
 ♦painting
 ♦varnish
 ♦watermakers
 ♦folding props

Island Packet Refit Specialists
               www.mackyachtservices.com

772-260-4912  info@mackyachtservices.com  800-531-7024
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 Quiet-Smooth operation

 Low wind energy production

 Marine grade - 5 yr warranty

 12-24-48V / 13 lbs

 165,000 installed since 1995

 Made in the USA

Russian Spy Ship Active Off East Coast
The Coast Guard has warned boaters in Florida, South Carolina, and 
Georgia that a Russian spy ship 
is operating in an “unsafe manner” 
along the southeast coast. The 
agency said it has received multiple 
reports that the RFN Viktor Leonov, 
a surveillance ship, is operating 
erratically in international waters 
managed by Coast Guard Sector 
Jacksonville, which also covers the 
ports of Charleston, South Carolina, 
and Savannah, Georgia.

Salty Dawg Spring Rally From 
The Virgin Islands to the US

The Salty Dawg Sailing 
Association has opened 
registration for its 2020 
Spring Rally from the Virgin 
Islands to the US. The 
Spring Rally will depart the 
Virgin Islands on May 12, 
weather permitting, from 
Nanny Cay in the British 
Virgin Islands, heading to 
Blue Water Yachting Center 
in Hampton, Virginia (or 
other ports on the U.S. east 
coast), or to Bermuda. Pre-departure activities begin on May 1. The Salty Dawg 
Spring Rally to the US is an offshore passage in the company of other boats, 
usually a fleet of 25 to 35 boats of many nationalities. It is a great way to meet 
and enjoy the company of other sailors. Cruisers will gather in North Sound 
at the New Bitter End Yacht Club to begin socializing with fellow Salty Dawgs 
on May 1. Throughout the week there will be hikes, beach parties, evening 
happy hours, potluck dinners, and more. The boats will then move to Leverick 
Bay, and finally Nanny Cay to prepare for departure. You’ll find more here:  
www.SaltyDawgSailing.org/salty-dawg-spring-rally.
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FOR OVER 30 
YEARS THE MACK 

FAMILY HAS 
BEEN PROVIDING 

FIRST CLASS 
YACHT REPAIRS 
AND SERVICES...

INTRODUCING 
MACK YACHT 
SERVICES!

♦chainplates
♦electronics
♦electrical
♦refrigeration
♦air conditioning
♦carpentry
♦fiberglass
♦painting
♦varnish
♦watermakers
♦folding props

Island Packet Refit Specialists
               www.mackyachtservices.com

772-260-4912  info@mackyachtservices.com  800-531-7024
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Remote Warning Panel
With Alarm Mute

Made in the USA

Contaminated fuel is the most common cause of diesel engine 
shut-down! Our standard MK60SP system is our basic single filter 
model that offers everything you need to keep your fuel clean 
and motor running smoothly. 

Designed to be compact and affordable, it does far more than 
just remove water. It also offers fuel polishing, remote warning 
panel and integrated fuel pump for bleeding, priming and 
backup of the main engine pump. The MK60SP also works with 
commonly available Racor® filters. 

Premium Dual filter models also available that allow for on the 
fly filter switching so you do not need to stop the motors.

The Most Advanced & Compact 
Clean Fuel System Available

Is Your Fuel Keenan Clean?

Mention This Ad and SAVE $100!
Please Contact Us With Any Fuel Questions  
800.336.0315  |  www.ktisystems.com

Cleans

Warns

Tests

Primes

Saves

Essential & Affordable
Clean Fuel Control

MK60SP
Single Filter System 

With Remote Warning          
& Fuel Pump  

The Evolution of KTI’s Popular
System
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$7 Million Yacht 
Burns in Miami

   Marc Anthony’s 120-foot yacht 
caught fire and capsized in Miami. No 
one was harmed by the fire, which 
took two hours for firefighters to get 
under control. The yacht was worth an 
estimated $7 million. It took more than 
40 firefighters two hours to extinguish 
the blaze as the yacht capsized.

30 Boats Ransacked 
in Sarasota Marina

   A lot of boaters started their year off 
with some bad news. Dozens of vessels 
had been broken into at a local marina.
It happened at the Phillippi Harbor Club 
in Sarasota. Mostly electronics were 
taken from about 30 boats. Just a few 
minutes after opening the doors to the 
hanger, the crew at the Philippi Harbor 
Club noticed that the electronics of 
one of the boats were missing. As they 
checked into other boats they noticed 
that there was equipment missing from 
many more. More than 30 boats had 
missing equipment. The majority were 
the ones stored near the ground, but 
a few on the second level of the dry 
storage hanger were also affected.

kanberragel.com 

KanberraKanberra® ® 

naturally  naturally  
eliminates eliminates 

musty, fishy, musty, fishy, 
fuel, people fuel, people 

and pet odorsand pet odors
then keeps then keeps 
them from them from 

coming back!coming back!

•  Water-based, Alcohol/Chemical-free
• Made in the USA 
•  A complete line of products – gel, 

spray, wipes, soap, essential oils  
& anti-friction creams

Hawks’ Story Told 
On ABC’s 2020

Back in 2004, Tom and Jackie Hawks  
were murdered aboard their 55-foot 
power cruiser. They were part of the 
Lats&Atts family, sending in stories 
about their cruising life. In January, 
ABC’s 2020 did a story on their tragic 
death. The Hawks were last seen alive 
November 15, 2004, heading out of the 
harbor. The yacht returned, but they did 
not. Their bodies have not been found.

Who Was The First?
   Who was the first person to think, 

“See that chicken there... I’m gonna 
eat the next thing that comes outta 
it’s butt.”?
   Who was the first person to grab 
an artichoke and say, “Hey, this looks 
good, I think I’ll eat it!”?
   Who the first person to look at a 
beehive and think, “Those bastards 
are hiding something delicious in 
there, I know it! I think I’ll eat it!”?
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Remote Warning Panel
With Alarm Mute

Made in the USA

Contaminated fuel is the most common cause of diesel engine 
shut-down! Our standard MK60SP system is our basic single filter 
model that offers everything you need to keep your fuel clean 
and motor running smoothly. 

Designed to be compact and affordable, it does far more than 
just remove water. It also offers fuel polishing, remote warning 
panel and integrated fuel pump for bleeding, priming and 
backup of the main engine pump. The MK60SP also works with 
commonly available Racor® filters. 

Premium Dual filter models also available that allow for on the 
fly filter switching so you do not need to stop the motors.

The Most Advanced & Compact 
Clean Fuel System Available

Is Your Fuel Keenan Clean?

Mention This Ad and SAVE $100!
Please Contact Us With Any Fuel Questions  
800.336.0315  |  www.ktisystems.com

Cleans
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Tests

Primes

Saves

Essential & Affordable
Clean Fuel Control

Remote Warning Panel

Contaminated fuel is the most common cause of diesel engine 
shut-down! Our standard MK60SP system is our basic single filter 
model that offers everything you need to keep your fuel clean 

Designed to be compact and affordable, it does far more than 
just remove water. It also offers fuel polishing, remote warning 
panel and integrated fuel pump for bleeding, priming and 
backup of the main engine pump. The MK60SP also works with 

Premium Dual filter models also available that allow for on the 
fly filter switching so you do not need to stop the motors.

The Most Advanced & Compact 

MK60SP
Single Filter System 

With Remote Warning          
& Fuel Pump  

The Evolution of KTI’s Popular
System
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WE CAN GET YOU THERE...

Ready to get your cruising life started?
From helping you find that perfect-for-you
vessel, to fine-tuning the vessel you already have,
B&G Marine Services is the perfect partner to help 
ensure your cruising experience is everything you 
want it to be. With service locations in New England 
and and the British Virgin Islands, we offer a full 
complement of refit and supporting services, and 
are known for producing high-quality work and 
providing first -class customer service.

To discuss what we can do for you, give us a call on 
+1-401-324-9569, or send us an email at 
info@bgbvi.com - no matter what you need, 
we’re always happy to help.

bgbvi.com
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APRIL 16-19, 2020
Craneway Pavilion and 

Marina Bay Yacht Harbor
Richmond, CA

and Marine Sports Expo

Produced by:

PacificBoatShow.com
@PacificSailandPowerBoatShow

#PacificBoatShow @pacificboatshow

In-Water Displays of the Newest 
Sail and Power Cruising Boats

50,000 sq. ft. of Exhibitors on Land

On-Water Activities • Special Events 

On-Site Parking

Expert Seminars to 
Expand Your Knowledge

Ferry service from 

San Francisco to the Craneway

Porsche Helps Design New Elan
Elan Yachts launched a brand-new, 49-foot grand tourer, 
designated as their new GT6, a new concept of the modern 
performance cruising yacht. It is the result of a three-way 
collaboration between Elan Yachts, Humphreys Yacht 
Design, and Studio F. A. Porsche. This is the first time that 
Studio F. A. Porsche has been deeply involved in the design 
of a sailing yacht.

Problem Solved! 
“I finally snapped,” the man said. “Last night while I was going 

over the bills, I discovered how much money my wife squanders 
and I hit the roof.” “What did you do?” asked his friend. “I 
stormed into the bedroom and gave her a lecture on economy 
and thrift.” “Did it help?” “I’ll say. Tomorrow we’re selling my 
boat and sailing equipment.”

The First Was Way First
The first person to sail single-handedly around the world was 

Joshua Slocum in 1898. It took 69 years until the second man 
did it in 1967, Sir Francis Chichester!
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WE CAN GET YOU THERE...

Ready to get your cruising life started?
From helping you find that perfect-for-you
vessel, to fine-tuning the vessel you already have,
B&G Marine Services is the perfect partner to help 
ensure your cruising experience is everything you 
want it to be. With service locations in New England 
and and the British Virgin Islands, we offer a full 
complement of refit and supporting services, and 
are known for producing high-quality work and 
providing first -class customer service.

To discuss what we can do for you, give us a call on 
+1-401-324-9569, or send us an email at 
info@bgbvi.com - no matter what you need, 
we’re always happy to help.

bgbvi.com
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Reticulated Foam?
   The open cell structure of Eqodry®, pronounced “E-Co-
Dri,” allows water to pass through for zero water retention 
and fast drying times, which makes it perfect for marine 
applications where moisture can shorten the foam’s 
lifespan. Eqodry is fire retardant and protected from mold, 
fungi, and bacteria by Ultra-Fresh®, an antimicrobial 
that is incorporated during the manufacturing process. 
Ultra-Fresh keeps the foam fresh, clean, and odor free. 
It’s available in soft, medium, firm, and super-firm for a 
variety of applications. To learn more about Eqodry you can 
visit www.EqodryUSA.com. Tell ‘em Bitchin sent you!

Equodry with anti-bacterial Foam without anti-bacterial

Are Ya Hungry?
It was meal time during an airline flight. The flight attendant 

asked a man seated in front, “Would you like dinner?” He looked 
up at her and asked, “What are my choices?” We figure she wasn’t 
having  a very good day since she replied, “Yes or no.”

I Think I’m Safe!
The word is out. They say there are at least six people 
in the world who look exactly like you. There’s a 9% 
chance that you’ll meet one of them in your lifetime. If I 
run into my look-alike, I will have to pity him!
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Wanna Round the Horn?
   One of our biggest “Bucket List” items has been to 
sail around Cape Horn. But, as with many, I thought we 
could never do it... until... We are considering putting 
together an eight-day cruise around the Horn.  No, not 
on a sailboat, and not on a cruise ship.  We’ve been 
talking with the folks at Australis about taking a group 
on an exploration of the isolated fjords and wildlife 
of Tierra del Fuego and the Horn. We would cruise 
the Beagle Channel and Strait of Magellan on this 
adventure. The area is wild and beautiful, untouched 
by humankind and rarely seen by tourists. It would be 
a unique experience not to be forgotten. The vessel is 
a small adventure cruise and expedition ship with just 
100 cabins, no casinos, and a lot of zodiacs to take 
us to visit glaciers, penguins, and more. We need to 
see who would be interested. If this is something you 
might consider, email me at bob@LatsAtts.com, and 
we’ll get you info on the voyage of a lifetime!

What a Nice Guy?
   I hate people that say, “He’s a nice person once you get to 
know him.” They might just as well say, “He’s a real butthead, 
but you’ll get used to it.”
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Australians Take Refuge in Boats
About 4,000 people trapped by raging wildfires in an 
isolated holiday town took shelter on the shore and in 
boats, with the sky turning red and raining embers, as an 
already devastating fire season took a turn for the worse 
in Australia. In the southeastern state of Victoria, many 
took cover in small boats for more than four hours as the 
fire threatened the town. They thought the boat was the 
safest option.

Solo Sailor Dies
   A missing British man has been 
found dead on a yacht off Jamaica 
while attempting to sail solo around the 
world. Mark Brennan’s decomposed 
body was found in the hull of his 
30-foot sailboat after the vessel was 
spotted drifting 70 miles off the coast of 
Jamaica. The 42-year-old man traveled 
across the Atlantic to the Caribbean 
and was last seen alive as he left 
the island of Grenada. Mr. Brennan’s 
yacht had dirty fuel, no radio or mobile 
network, and had lost its dinghy while 
crossing the Atlantic, claimed Boat 
Watch, which described him as a 

“somewhat inexperienced sailor”.
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NOAA’s Plan to End 
Paper Charts!

   Recently, NOAA announced the 
start of a five-year process to end 
traditional paper nautical chart 
production. It plans to replace 
them with its electronic navigational 
chart (NOAA ENC®) product suite. 
Over the next five years, NOAA will 
transition to ENC-based products, 
such as providing access to paper 
chart products based on ENC data. 
The online NOAA Custom Chart 
prototype application asks users 
to create their own charts from the 
NOAA ENC data. Users can then 
download, view, and print the output. 
The application is supposed to be an 
easy way to create a paper or digital 
backup for electronic chart systems. 
They have a long way to go to make 
it user-friendly and “idiot-proof.” 
There are lots of variables when 
designing or creating your own chart, 
which will be challenging for most of 
us who aren’t cartography experts. 
We will also lose the expertise of the 
Raster Chart creators who decide 
what aspects are important, similar 
to using GRIB files versus weather 
forecasts from experts.
   NOAA is seeking comments from 
the public regarding paper and raster 
charts through the NOAA ASSIST 
feedback tool at the following link: 
(You can post your comment at the 
left of the screen where it says “Enter 
Your Comment or Question”). Here’s 
the link: https://nauticalcharts.noaa.
gov/customer-service/assist/.
   Take a few minutes and make your 
thoughts heard, either pro or con. 
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8 Die In Dock Fire
   A massive fire killed at least eight 
people and destroyed dozens of boats 
in an Alabama marina in January. It  
was spread so rapidly by the wind 
that there was nothing they could 
do. The fire began just after midnight 
and quickly consumed the dock as 
people slept. The wooden dock and 
at least 35 vessels went up in flames; 
an aluminum roof that covered many 
of the boats melted and collapsed, 
cutting off escape routes and raining 
debris over the area as boaters leaped 
into the river. Most of the vessels 
were houseboats and it was a heavy 
liveaboard area. Boaters dove into the 
icy waters to escape the flames.

One of Our Readers
   A decade ago, we ran a story by 
Mark Abernathy about living aboard 
in the Bahamas.  Now, 12 years later, 
he has just released his first book, 
Sons of a Citizen Soldier. It is an 
action-adventure fictional novel that 
begins in the mountains of Northern 
California and migrates through the 
Gulf of Mexico to the Florida Keys 
and across to the Bahamas. It has 
intrigue, romance, violence, boats, 
dogs, drugs, villains, and heroes in 
a veritable “page turner” that will rob 
you of sleep and have you wanting 
more. Lats&Atts readers can get a 
first edition direct from the author at:  
www.SonsofaCitizenSoldier.com.
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The Ocean Tribute Award Goes to Train 
The Women of Melanesia at boot

    The third “ocean tribute” Award was celebrated with a party on the evening 
of January 20 at the Blue Motion Night at boot Düsseldorf, the world’s largest 
boat show. The “Sea Women of 
Melanesia” won this year’s award, 
which is endowed with 20,000 
euros   —provided by the Prince 
Albert II Foundation and boot 
Düsseldorf.
  In this project, young, committed 
Melanesian women from the states 
of Papua New Guinea, Solomon 
Islands, Fiji, and Vanuatu are 
specially trained to establish marine 
protection zones around the unique, largest contiguous 
coral reefs in the world. An international team of marine 
biologists is onsite and trains the girls and women in 
diving and surveying techniques to preserve and protect 
the corals. Their stirring motto is “Too precious to lose.”
   Quoting the famous circumnavigator, Tracy Edwards, 
in his speech on the winners, Boris Hermann said, 

“Strengthen a girl and you strengthen the world.” It was 
pointed out the special challenges for the people of 
Melanesia. These are the survival of the coral reefs, which 
are threatened with extinction due 
to excessive CO2 emissions and the 
resulting acidification of the oceans.
   The award winners want to help 
the population maintain and care 
for their own habitat with hardware, 
software, and education. In this 
way, they can help to defend the 
resources for local fishing as a 
source of food for the population. 
The project and its initiators also 
promote the sustainable development of tourism. All this benefits the people and 
their home waters in Melanesia.
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Nautical TriviaNautical Trivia
Put some water in the galley sink 
and watch after you pull the plug. 
Water going down a drain swirls 
counterclockwise in the Northern 
Hemisphere and clockwise in the 
Southern Hemisphere. It’s called the 
Coriolis effect, and influences ocean 
as well as wind currents.

(Answer from page 28)
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Volvo Ocean Racer Gills Found Dead
   Zane Gills, a longtime Volvo Ocean Race 
sailor, drowned in a boating accident on New 
Year’s Eve. Gills, originally from Australia but 
living in the United Kingdom with his wife, 
was 37 years old. His wife, Sara, announced 
his death on Facebook. Gills was also an 
amateur rugby player for the Lymington 
Mariners. According to the Metro UK, Gills 
disappeared from a sailboat shortly after 
he and his brother sailed into Spain’s Port 
Vell on New Year’s Eve. His body was found 
under the boat by police several hours after 
his brother reported him missing

It’s Q & A Time
Q: What’s the difference between a 
lawyer and a dock line? 
A: One should be whipped at both ends, 
the other keeps your boat tied to the dock.

14 Rescued
A racing yacht was hit by a “rogue 
wave” which tore off its mast and 
left the crew stranded in the Atlantic 
Ocean for nearly two days. The 14 
sailors were rescued by the crew 
of a Royal Navy warship after the 
60-foot yacht, Clyde Challenger, 
was battered in stormy conditions.
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ACTIVE PIRACY REPORT from the International Commercial Crime Services: 
A Narrative of the Most Recent Attacks 

Jan. 28, 2020—Callao Anchorage, Peru. Two unauthorized persons from two skiffs came alongside and boarded 
an anchored tanker. Duty watchman on security rounds noticed the persons on the forecastle deck. Alarm 
raised and crew mustered. Seeing the alerted crew, the persons jumped overboard and escaped. Nothing 
reported stolen.

Jan. 26, 2020—Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia. The deck watchmen on routine rounds onboard an 
anchored tanker noticed the forward storeroom had been broken into and ship’s properties were missing. 
It was assumed that the thieves gained access via the anchor chain. 

Jan.  25, 2020—Lagos Anchorage, Nigeria. Duty crew onboard an anchored tanker noticed an unauthorized 
person near the forecastle and sounded the alarm. Seeing the alerted crew, the person jumped overboard 
and escaped with his accomplices in a wooden boat. Nothing reported stolen. Crew and vessel safe.

Jan. 21, 2020—Bayelsa, Nigeria. Around 15 armed persons in a speed boat chased and fired upon 
a container vessel underway. Alarm raised and the non-essential 
crew took shelter in the citadel. The vessel increased speed and 
the armed naval guard onboard returned fire, resulting in the skiff 
aborting the attack and moving away. Vessel and crew safe. 

Jan. 19, 2020—Cartagena Anchorage, Colombia.  Two robbers 
armed with a machete were seen on the forecastle of an anchored 
tanker. Alarm raised and crew mustered. Seeing the alerted crew, 
the robbers escaped. Nothing was reported stolen. 

Jan. 17, 2020—Lagos, Nigeria. Robbers in a small boat 
approached an anchored tanker. Two of the robbers attempted to 
board the tanker via the anchor chain. Duty crew on routine rounds 
noticed the robbers and raised the alarm. Crew mustered and patrol 
boat informed. Seeing the alerted crew, the robbers aborted 
the attempted boarding and escaped in their boat. 
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I was on the phone with Ashleen, my son’s 
girlfriend, listening to her story. About five days earlier, 
they’d headed south to a boat and an adventure of 
sunsets, sunrises, idyllic anchorages, and action sailing. 

You know, all that sailing dream stuff. 
Nicholas, the son, is in the merchant marines—he works 
on big ships. On his last job, he befriended another 
engineer, James, who’d bought himself a Baba 30. James 
didn’t know tons about sailboats, but he’d been seduced 
by the dream and a low asking price. And, the Baba is 
a sweet little double-ender with lots of teak and trim 
features that you’d draw in a picture of a pretty boat.  

He is most infatuated with a plank on the stern, into 
which his new lady’s name was engraved and gilded by a 
previous owner. He describes this special touch fondly and 
how, because of it, he has no desire to change the name, 
which is good when buying an inexpensive used boat. One 
less task on the long, getting-what-you-pay-for list. 

This particular project had been marinating in her 
own juices for a while—rainwater had filled the bilge and 
part of the cabin. Once that was drained, Ashleen says, 
mold took hold. She was doing a lot of cleaning. 

Before shipping out, James had also worked on 
the exhaust, rebuilt the injector, repaired the bilge pump, 
hooked up a solar panel, beefed up some fiberglass 
around the rudder, gotten sails and sail covers squared 
away, and painted the keel in preparation for her 
splashing. Then, he took off for four months of work and 
fantasizing where they’d go together. 

On the job, he hung out a lot with Nicholas, who 
certainly talked up his experience with cruising and 
sailboats. He’s a talker, that one. At the end of their 
hitch, Nicholas was jazzed enough to fly with Ashleen 
down to Florida and help James get going. “To where,” I 
asked? “To the Bahamas, to Cuba, to the Dry Tortugas, 
wherever,” he said. James has a sailboat; they are free 
spirits who can go anywhere.  

Given these details, you can imagine the excitement 
as they walk up the dock to the little lady with her 
green canvas bimini and sail covers, ready for tropical 
adventure. Other than keeping an eye on weather, all they 
apparently need are Navionics on the phone, some tools, 
and parts—and youth. They unpack, settle in, provision 
a bit, and take off down the waterway the next day, on a 

fine mid-afternoon. The intrepid don’t bother with early 
departures. They just go when they feel like it, see what 
happens, and deal with it. 

Ashleen describes gorgeous weather—Florida 
winter, not too hot, blue skies, scudding clouds. You can 
almost hear the cocky banter. Dude, we’re on a boat! 

Fortunately, they pull up the sails right away, 
because that’s what you want when smoke starts 
billowing out from down below. “Epoxy patch on exhaust 
must have failed,” James says, as he shuts down the 
engine—twenty minutes in. 

They are on a river canal and some current is 
carrying them along, being helped by a light wind. And 
suddenly, what the heck, Navionics! Why didn’t you tell us? 

A lock appears right in front of them. Mayhem 
ensues. Fearful of turning the smoking engine back on, 
they rush to drop the sails and hit the riverbank. The sails 
are still up. The bank is soft. 

Everything is happening in slow motion. 
The current helps suck them back to mid-channel. 
“We have to drop anchor,” Nicholas exclaims, and runs 
forward to do just that. It pays out for about ten feet, then 
stops. Totally jammed. What? Nobody checked out the 
anchor situation while safely dockside?

Hauling chain back in and scrambling to drop sails 
for real, they get funneled into the lock and the engine has 
to be turned on anyway. The lockmaster watches them 
pinball their way in, locking them down the eight-foot 
drop. Is he bemused, or concerned? Engine still smoking 
alarmingly, the two metal doors open before them and 
they are out. “Hey, guys,” the lockmaster calls, “you 
better put on your PFDs!”

No time to catch their collective breaths, they 
cut the smoking motor and hoist the sail again. The 
sun is beginning to set, nightfall looms, and they spot 
a small marina up ahead. James reaches for his phone 
and his heart plummets further. No phone? Wait, no 
wallet, too? Oh no. Okay, lots going on, worry about 
that later. 

And then, there’s a blast. What now? A foghorn? 
No, it’s a trumpet. Directly ahead, coming out of the 
marina, is a family on a little sailboat. Man, woman, and 
child. Sensing a problem, they wave and steer closer. 
“You boys having some trouble?” 

ANOTHER WAY
By Tania Aebi

LIVING THE DREAMLIVING THE DREAM
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I can imagine the guys trying to play it cool with 
worried faces betraying true feelings. Wretched boat, 
wretched anchor, wretched engine. All they want is a dock! 

“So,” Ashleen tells me, “the guy is, like, okay, we’re 
going out for an evening sail, we’ll check up on you on 
the way back.” 

Nicholas salvages pride and authority and tells his 
shipmates, “If they can go out for an evening sail, so can 
we.” They ghost around in front of the marina entrance, 
as if they’re just out for an evening romp afloat as well, 
longingly eyeing their potential rescuers drift further away. 
The man proceeds to play the trumpet beautifully, a 
sunset concert for unknown appreciators ashore. Angels 
play trumpets, too.

They come back and offer a tow. “Hey, I’m Scott,” 
the angel says, throwing a line. He tells them about a free 
town dock with power just past the next bridge up ahead. 
He pulls them forward, gives a few blasts on his trumpet, 
the bridge opens. They turn on the engine and, in a haze 
of smoke, manage to make it through, hang a left, and 
tie up with just a few embarrassing misthrows of tangled 
lines and fumbled cleatings.

“Is it pretty there?” I ask Ashleen. 
“Yes, I mean, no, not super 

pretty,” she replies. But, pretty is in 
the eye of the beholder. There is lots 
of water in the engine oil that has 
turned into a milky sludge. Not at all 
pretty. They’re not going anywhere 
anytime soon, but this free dock has 
shore power and a bathroom. 

So, it’s actually beautiful. 
They go out for what they feel is 

a well-earned dinner, try to get a drink, 
and James is denied. No wallet, no ID. 

The next morning, Scott returns 
to check on them, says he’s headed 
to Galveston to fetch a boat to use 
on day trips with kids and fossils and 
other marine science activities. The 
least they can do is make a generous 
donation to this outfit. He then offers 
a ride to the marina they’d left from 
one short night and afternoon earlier, 

where James has parked his car. It feels like it’s on the 
other side of the Gulf, not just twenty minutes by a road 
they travel over and over again for the next five days. 

The adventure is romanticized by replacing head 
gaskets, repairing the water pump, and rebuilding the 
exhaust line, only to go out for test run and have water in 
the oil again—after twenty minutes. Best of all, aside from 
locating the lost phone and wallet in the bilge, they start 
hanging out with the yard guys, hearing their stories and 
what brought them to Florida to work on boats, live on 
boats, and dream of being on boats. 

And, we’re back to square one. 
The dream, and another story. Dreams never play 

out literally, as dreamed. They operate on their own 
terms, providing nothing but opportunity to gain more 
experience. Nicholas and Ashleen are home again; an 
abused engine, neglected boat, and a lot more work 
stand between James and the Bahamas, Dry Tortugas, 
and Cuba. The ideal isn’t going anywhere. They’re all 
young, they’ve got opportunity. 

The dream lives on.

In May of 1985, an 18-year-old Tania set sail from Manhattan, New York and became the first American 
woman and youngest sailor at the time to circumnavigate the globe. Upon her return to Manhattan 
in November 1987, Tania had visited 23 countries and sailed 27,000 miles. Nowadays, Tania runs 
charters and delivers boats all over the world when she’s not at home, raising her sons, working on 
her next book, or battling snow in the winter and weeds in the summer.
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Sailing the Mediterranean for non-EU liveaboard cruisers and dealing with Schengen is always a challenge. 
But, the biggest challenge is where to winter to explore new areas. We, the crew of SoulMates, know some cruisers 
that put their boat on the hard and travel all winter to other parts of the world, or some that have relatives who take 
them in, or others who return to the same location each year. There is nothing wrong with any of those decisions, but 
for us, Chuck and Patty—without relatives and with the monetary availability for travel, and the need to explore new 
destinations—the challenge is surveying the map of the Med to discover where to winter.
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IsraelIsrael
By Chuck Ritenour

SailingSailing
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After spending two winters in Tunisia and seeing most of it, and three winters in Turkey and again visiting most of 
the country, the question was, “Where to next?”. Looking at the map, there were a few countries we had not yet visited, 
but some had issues like war or unsettled conditions—namely Syria, Libya, Algeria, and Lebanon. But one little island and 
one country did not escape our purview: Cyprus and Israel. It was quickly determined that Cyprus would become boring 
very fast, but Israel seemed interesting. Chuck put out a general query on the Jeanneau Owners Proboards internet site, 
after all SoulMates is a Jeanneau DS40, and quickly got an answer from Alex who said, “Come on down.”

The Red Sea Pilot had some information on ports, but Alex quickly became the source on everything Israel. 
After all, he too sailed a Jeanneau DS40 so he must be a very smart man with impeccable taste. But first, regardless 
of what you may think, Israel is a very small country. It is said an American came to Tel Aviv to explore the country, so 
he rented a car and headed east only to discover that two hours later he was at to Jordan River. Not to be deterred, 
he decided that he would go from north to south, so he left the Golan Heights after breakfast and headed south—and 

Sailing IsraelSailing Israel
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was soon having lunch in Eliat. For comparison, Israel is a quarter of the size of Chuck’s home state of Ohio. It has a 
coastline of around 115 nautical miles with multiple ports. 

Starting in the north is Haifa. The largest commercial port has a small harbor for sailboats in the back part. It gets 
cold in Haifa. It has a small boat harbor that is really isolated, and getting to anywhere in Israel is a real journey. Traveling 
south, the next port is Herzliya, warm and centrally located, with a modern 800-boat marina and all amenities. Next to 
Herzliya is Tel Aviv, with a small, crowded marina. It is the commercial hub of the country, but its amenities are few. 
Traveling farther south are Ashdod and Ashkelon. Both are a bit older and less expensive than other ports, but it’s not 
as easy to get around Israel from them and amenities are a bit out of the way. So we decided it would be Herzliya. Alex 
made arrangements for a berth for us, but anyone can do it by contacting the marina itself.

 We left Cyprus for the 30-hour sail to Herzliya, which depending on the winds can be quite good. As you approach 
the Israeli coast you must call Haifa RCC to announce your arrival. They will play Twenty Questions with you, but are quite 
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helpful. Later, expect a call from the Israel Navy who will 
again play Twenty Questions, but again be quite nice. Oh! 
And do expect a visit from an Israel warship just to check 
you out. They came out to visit 
SoulMates and quickly determined 
that two old Americans were OK, then 
left after the same Twenty Questions. 
SoulMates has checked in and out 
of over 49 different countries, some 
multiple times, so we are quite use to 
these procedures. 

Arriving in Herzliya, SoulMates 
tied to an arrival dock. In short order, 
the port police and Immigration were 
welcoming us and we had a 90-
day visa. Alex came on board and 
greeted us, saying, “Let me show 
you your new home,” then directed 
us to a slip close to all the amenities: 
groceries, showers, chandleries, 
and restaurants. Oh yeah, and bars. 
All of the docks, except those in 
the lagoon area, have finger piers, 
so it was easy getting on and 
off, and tying up—no need for a 
boarding ladder. To our surprise, 
water at the marina was free. But 
hey, this is a desert country and 
they make a lot of their own water 
with desalination plants. We were 
charged for electricity, but it was 
very reasonable. It is also warm all winter long, so we did 
not use our electric heater very often. 

Herzliya has a very active sailing community with 
two sailboat clubs and some instruction classes. Starting 

early in the morning, sailboats continually go in and 
out of the harbor until after dark. There is a very vibrant 
racing community with their weekly races. Luckily, next 

to SoulMates were Ron and Sara 
who are racers and great sailors. 
More than once, Chuck could be 
found sitting on their boat, drinking 
whiskey and talking sailing with 
them and their friends. Two of 
their friends, Gil and Batya, are 
the cream of the racing crowd, 
with Batya being one of the top 
helmspersons in Israel and a world-
class racer. They win a lot. 

The weather in Herzliya was 
great or awful, depending on who 
you talk to. To us, the weather 
was great, so almost every day we 
wore shorts and t-shirts. But to the 
Israelis it was a terrible winter—
some say the worst they have 
ever seen—with lots of rain and a 
southwesterly blow about every 
ten days or so. Then again, they 
would laugh and say thank you 
for coming and bringing this rain, 
as Israel is a desert country and 
rain is good. When the blows did 
come, it was with 20 to 35 knots 
of wind. The marina staff was very 
active day and night, walking the 

docks and making sure all of the boats were secure. The 
marina is well protected with high breakwaters, but to 
the marina staff this was part of the routine to keep the 
boats safe. We have been through a lot storms; the ones 

Sailing IsraelSailing Israel
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in Israel were mild but taken seriously. One afternoon, 
when it was raining and blowing hard, we went into 
the sailor’s lounge to hang out and drink coffee. The 
guys came in off the dock to rest for a minute and we 
decided they needed a treat. Alex had introduced Chuck 
to Tony Vespa Pizza, so he had one of the young ladies 
behind the desk order three large pizzas with a variety of 
toppings. Boy, was that a hit, but they deserved it; it’s a 
lot to watch over 800 boats. 

There are certain things that you have to get used 
to in Israel. First, Friday is really Sunday, and Saturday 
is a different type of Saturday, but Sunday is really 
Monday for Americans. Things close down on Friday 
afternoon and do not open again until Sunday morning. 
That includes the transportation system. Second, 
Israel is a land of multiple holidays—and all are taken 
seriously. One holiday, Alex brought us a special dish 
he prepares for that particular holiday. Then there was 
Diane who immigrated from New Jersey many years 
ago and celebrates the American Thanksgiving Day. 
When she found out that two Americans were in the 
marina, she invited us over for Thanksgiving dinner; 
just like the old days. We were invited to celebrate an 
Orthodox Passover with a local friend. For another 
holiday, Yossi and his wife, who were on our other 
side brought us something she had prepared. On Yom 
Kippur, nothing, and I mean nothing, moved. Chuck 
walked down the middle of a usually busy highway and 
was all by himself. 

With the many countries SoulMates has been to, 
we have learned to adapt to the local cuisine. The best 
experience was just before we headed to the USA for 
Chuck’s 55th high school reunion. We decided to have a 
pizza, so we went to the mall at the marina and ordered 
a medium pizza with onions, mushrooms, peppers, 

cheese, and pepperoni, only to be told this wasn’t 
kosher. Undeterred, Chuck said, “OK, ground beef,” to 
which the reply came, “This isn’t kosher.” “OK,” Chuck 
asked, “so what meat can I put on a pizza?” The answer 
was salmon. But later, when shopping in the center of 
Herzliya, Chuck wandered into a Russian meat store to 
find bacon, pork, smoked roast beef, and turkey, as well 
as really great sausage. 

Having been in and out and around marinas in half 
the world, we were constantly amazed with the number 
of boats going out for a daysail from early morning to late 
evening. In most marinas, a few people take their boats 
out mostly on the weekends. But, in Israel, every day a 
lot of boats went out for a daysail. We also were inspired 
to work on our sailing and teamwork skills. We had spent 
the past two summers doing short hops and not a lot of 
sailing, so we took advantage of the opportunity, sailing 
once or twice a week and getting into the routine again—
that is, until our Quest radar mount broke and we had to 
get the local Jeanneau dealer to design and fabricate a 
new one. As they were working on it, Chuck asked about 
other work SoulMates might need, so it was decided that 
she would get a lot of necessary work done, from a new 
water tank to a compete rigging check. 

With Israel being so small, we wanted to see and 
experience the entire country, from the Golan Heights 
through the West Bank to Eilat, and we did with the 
help and advice of our sailing friends. Jerusalem is only 
two hours away by train from Herzliya, so day trips were 
the norm. In fact, we went to Jerusalem seven times to 
explore everything from the Old City to Temple Mount 
to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust museum, and the Israel 
Museum where the Dead Sea Scrolls are housed. 

But Israel is much, much more, and we tried to 
discover it all, along with some really good winter sailing. 
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I was reminded this week of the expression, and 
so-called definition of cruising, while reviewing another 
book for Latitudes & Attitudes magazine. Bob Perry, the 
designer of Valiant yachts, was introducing the book, 
which follows the author’s cruise from California through 
the Panama Canal and over to Key West, Florida, in one 
of his yachts. 

The expression states that the definition of ocean 
cruising is “fixing your boat in exotic places.” 

My first thought was that it was odd he would bring 
to the reader’s attention that one of his yachts needed 
so much “fixing,” but then I forgave him, knowing 
that it had been bought used, with assumed deferred 
maintenance; and, it also reminded me of all the exotic 
places I was fixing my brand-new, out-of-the-box, 
South African catamaran on its maiden voyage from 
South Africa home to California.

The more I thought about this, the more I realized 
that if it hadn’t been for the necessity of heading 

toward a safe harbor for a repair, I would have 
missed some of the most memorable cruising 

experiences I have ever had.

The first of these exotic places that come to mind 
on this cruise was Cape Town, though to be fair we had 
previously planned to stop there anyway. I had picked 
up the boat from the factory in Durban with a friend and 
had hired a local captain. We headed southwest along 
the famed Agulhas Coast. Those that know or have read 
about this coast know that is tricky at best, with wind and 
currents playing an adversarial game, so small yachts 
must be prepared to use the winds when they are with 
you and be prepared to duck in at a moment’s notice 
when they go against you. We were lucky and had a 
favorable several days predicted, so not long after taking 
off from Durban, up went the spinnaker. We enjoyed 
several days of cruising with the spinnaker keeping us 
at top speed, but soon the wind veered and we ducked 
toward Port Elizabeth. When we got the spinnaker down, 
we noticed a chafe several feet from the head of the 
halyard, meaning there was something inside the mast 

several feet from the top that was causing the chafe. We 
taped the halyard to help prevent any further chafing. 
Soon the weather changed in our favor again and we bid 
the nice folks at the Port Elizabeth Yacht Club farewell. 
Off we went and up went the spinnaker.

After another day we were forced into Mussel Bay, 
and upon inspection of the halyard, we saw that the 
protective tape had been worn off and all the braided line 
cover chewed away. I had to retire the spinnaker rather 
than chance losing it under the boat. I was furious with 
the builder. After all, this was not supposed to happen 
to a brand-new boat, was it? I called the factory and 
promises were made that the spar maker would “make 
it right” when we got to Cape Town. We finished the leg 
around Cape Agulhas under main and genoa, and sure 
enough, the spar maker had a team there waiting for 
us. After several days of head-scratching, they figured 
something out that apparently solved the problem. I was 
also having an SSB and watermaker installed, so we 
took the opportunity to explore one of the most historic 
and nautically exotic ports of the world. My thanks to 
whichever King Louis it was that kicked the Huguenots 
out of France in the 16th century, forcing them to restart 
their vineyards in South Africa, because the Cape wine 
is some of the best I’ve ever had.

This of course begs the question: 
 “What is an exotic port?” 

Cape Town was certainly exotic to me, but would it be 
considered exotic to those that live and work there every 
day? A few years ago, while I was doing “America’s Great 
Loop,” a series of interconnected waterways around the 
eastern portion of the United States, I had to spend almost 
a week in Wilmington, North Carolina, having a windlass 
fixed. I wouldn’t necessarily call Wilmington exotic, but if 
you were from Europe and had the opportunity to indulge 
yourself in a wonderful example of America’s old South, 
with its quaint waterfront restaurants, pubs, and galleries 
along the Cape Fear River, it too could be considered 
exotic. I know the stop was not on our initial cruising 
agenda, but later I realized the “Loop” would not have 
been quite as rewarding without it.

Another example from that same cruise from Africa 
was our unscheduled stop in Namibia. I had not even 

By Capt. Jim Cash

The Definition of Cruising The Definition of Cruising 
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remembered from grade-school geography where Namibia 
was, but after three days out of Cape Town, hugging 
the coast but still more than 100 nautical miles offshore, 
I discovered seawater coming into the port hull of the 
catamaran. After a thorough search of the obvious culprits, 
we could not determine from where the leak originated and 
decided we had better find out. We rolled out the chart to 
find the closest port that could possibly haul the boat. The 
captain I’d hired tapped the chart with his finger. “Lüderitz,” 
he said, explaining he had been there once, while in 
the South African Military 
Service. We changed 
course and headed back 
toward the continent, to 
Namibia. We arrived in the 
middle of the night early 
on Easter Monday. 

Lüderitz was 
founded by a German 
trader in the early 19th 
century when the country 
was a German colony—
and it lies on one of the 
least hospitable coasts 
in Africa. Its citizens 
celebrate Easter Monday, 
so it was Tuesday before 
anything was open, and 
Wednesday before we 
were able to be hauled 
up onto the quay. A crack 
in one of the keels that 
was supposed to have 
had positive flotation 
had filled with seawater. 
I arranged for the repair 
by a fiberglass expert 
that worked for a local 
company that built 
diamond mining boats. 
In the meantime, we 
enjoyed a port in a part 
of the world we would 
not have seen otherwise. 
We were inducted 
into the Lüderitz Yacht 
Club as temporary members and became known as 
“The Americans with the Leaky Boat.” We discovered 
the history of diamond mining nearby, in the now-
abandoned town of Kolmannskuppe, and learned

 we were stranded on the infamous “Skeleton 
Coast” where the desert meets the sea.

Would the locals consider their community, where 
there is nothing but an unforgiving sea to the west and 
encroaching desert to the east, “exotic”? Probably not. 

But to this cruiser, the experience was priceless. Later we 
would have to have the keel fixed again at the Flamenco 
Marina in Panama City on the Pacific side of the Canal. 

Again, not a planned stop, but the resort (Yacht 
Club) connected to the marina treated us to some great 
meals and allowed us to use their pool and provided a 
home base from which to tour the three phases of old, 
medium, and new Panama City. 

Panama… all pretty exotic to me.
Remember the SSB 

radio I had installed in 
Cape Town? Well, cruisers 
know that to make an 
SSB operate effectively 
it must be grounded 
properly. After we left 
the African continent 
and tried to bring in a 
weather fax (the primary 
reason for the SSB), it 
quit working. Later, in a 
rather nasty blow, the 
whip antenna we had 
installed (no backstay 
on a catamaran) broke 
in half and sailed into the 
Atlantic, so we traversed 
the Atlantic from Africa to 
Trinidad without an SSB. 
When we finally tied up in 
Chaguaramas, Trinidad, 
there was a Raymarine 
dealer who discovered 
the installation had been 
improperly grounded. This 
fix was accomplished 
and the antenna also 
replaced. Yes, I was 
fixing my boat again 
in yet another exotic 
destination, and so it 
goes. There could have 
been worse things to 
happen, after all. I could 
go on with more stories, 

but you get the idea. As a cruising boat owner, you will 
be continually fixing, repairing, adjusting, and upgrading 
anyway, so it may as well be in an exotic place. You just 
have to get out there! 

Happy cruising… or fixing. What the heck… it’s 
all the same thing.

For the complete story of Capt. Cash’s cruise from South 
Africa to California, his book First Time Across is available 
on Amazon or through your local bookstore.
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When embarking out on cruising life you 
will inevitably come across a certain amount 
of nervous questioning about your plans. 
Stepping from the safety of the land and onto 
the wildness of the sea tends to be perceived, 
quite rightly, as waving goodbye to a sense of 
what is normal.

The fact of the matter is that we all live 
with varying levels of risk every day of our 
lives—it’s simply that there are many forms of 
risk for both yourself and your children that 
are accepted as reasonable. Getting into a 
car and driving down a motorway; flying as a 

family across the Atlantic; cramming into an 
overcrowded bus in Central America—these 
things are considered par for the course, part 
of the adventure and anecdotes that flavour 
the richness of travel.

Liveaboard sailing is much the same, it’s 
just that our acceptable common incidences 
of risk involve situations that landlubbers 
don’t experience in the quite the same way. 
And, of course, you need to love and not fear 
the water.

Storms, for example, always tend to 
grip the imagination of any non-sailor. How 
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do we cope in them? What are the worst 
ones we’ve faced? Do we ever get scared? 
Strong weather on land, with lashing rain 
and howling winds, means that it’s time to 
draw the curtains and curl up with a hot, 
comforting meal. It is not the time to suggest 
that you all go for a nice drive and a picnic. 
On the water it means much the same; at 

Anchored in Indonesia

Pilings in Panama

anchor or in a marina you hunker down, 
turn on a movie, read a good book, and 
lay low; the only difference being that you 
will have checked your mooring lines, that 
your headsail is securely tied up, and that 
you have enough chain down. If you’re 
unfortunate enough to be out in adverse 
weather, then, with today’s forecasting, 
the chances are that you were anticipating 
it and have made suitable provisions for 
it. Cruisers are not racers; we are not 
generally pushing ourselves or our boats 
to the limits by any means. As a fleet we 
tend to sail for comfort and experiential 
enjoyment—none of which go hand-in-
hand with bad weather. It stresses your 

Squall in Costa Rica
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New friends in New Guinea

Tethered while at seaTethered while at sea

gear, it stresses your crew, and it makes 
for a fairly unpleasant time. So, we tend to 
do as much as possible to avoid it.

Once the hurricanes, tsunamis, and 
squalls are dealt with, the next menacing 
threat to our safety that occurs to the non-
yachtsman is piracy. Have we ever been 
chased? Felt endangered by rascals? Or, met 
any amount of cutlass-waving, eyepatch-
sporting fellows? In fact, the pirates that 
awaited us was so definite in the mind of one 
of our friends that, when told of our seafaring 
plans, he insisted loudly that we were both 
surely going to die and that he did not want 
any phone calls demanding ransom. Yes, 
piracy is very real, very unamusing in it’s 

non-Disney-gilded form, and not to be taken 
lightly. However, like adverse weather, it is 
well tracked and documented. It too doesn’t 
sound like the sort of thing that a family sailing 
a yacht particularly wishes to tangle with, so 
again we are quite happy to steer clear of it. 
So, we don’t pick Somalia as a destination, we 
don’t dawdle in the shallows off the east coast 

Squall out to sea
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of Nicaragua, and we don’t hop onto the VHF 
in the Malacca Strait to let all and sundry know 
where we are. It just wouldn’t be a smart move. 
Our only run-in with anyone who seemed 
remotely foreboding turned out to be the 
Panamanian Coast Guard checking our papers, 
smiling while brandishing their government-
issued weapons.

As for throwing children into the mix 
of our sailing lives, there is no more risk 

for them in this environment than there 
is for land kids; it’s just a different kit 
used to alleviate any perils. Life jackets, 
harnesses, lee cloths, tethers, and netting 
are just equipment that they need in the 
same way that we adults do to make our 
lives more comfortable. They’re the aquatic 
equivalents of buggies, cots, and car seats. 
Of course, we try to get them comfortable 
with playing and swimming in the water 

Black clouds at anchor mean check your chain

Safety netting 
is your friend

Hand-in-hand while Hand-in-hand while 
on the dockon the dock
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far earlier than their land counterparts. 
Part of embracing life as a sailing family 
means embracing all the things that will 
make it easier on them, and if that leads 
to taking on extra crew, sailing shorter 
passages, or just reefing earlier in order 
to give them and us a better time, then 
why not? Because, in truth, parenting is 
always a risky business, whether you live 
in a house or a sailboat.

Better days, anchored in Polynesia

The whole family, 
safe in port
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“Send me some articles! 500-or-so words, a few photos. Make it … anecdotal!” Bob 
Bitchin said, flaring his eyes and waving a hand (as if that would enlighten me).

 While I felt a fuzzy recognition of the word, I don’t always trust my blonde brain, so 
my first impulse was to look it up. 

an·ec·do·tal - 
/anek’dodl/ adjective
1. (of an account) not necessarily true or reliable 

because based on personal accounts rather than 
facts or research.

When I read the definition to Phillip, his immediate reaction was to 
laugh out loud. “That’s pretty much everything you write,” he said. 

Not necessarily true or reliable … but darn sure entertaining! 
We’ll call it Annie-dotal. Bob, this one’s for you. 
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They Don’t Answer Stupid Questions in the Bahamas
Coming into the Exuma Islands in the Bahamas on our 1985 Niagara 35 it was my day to be captain. Since I 

had gotten my license, my boyfriend, Phillip, and I trade off all roles on the boat pretty equally, except Engine Room 
Monkey. Only I fit down there. As captain, however, I have one very unfortunate shortcoming: I get dumb on the radio. 
I can’t explain it. I become nervous and mousy, a little desperate even: “You do have a slip for us? You sure? Are you 
sure you’re sure?” It’s just because I’m in charge and I don’t want to screw it up. 

This day was no different when I had to hale the Land and Sea Park headquarters at a point where I could 
either sail north toward the narrow inlet if they had a mooring ball for us, or I’d have to head due west to the 
anchorage if they did not. With my one burning question, this is exactly how the conversation goes down: 

Radio Lady: “Exuma Cays Land and 
Sea Park.” 

Radio Annie: “Hello. Hi. Umm … I 
was hoping to come into the channel if 
there is a mooring ball available. Please. 
Thank you. Umm … over?”

Radio Lady: “Boat length and draft?” 
Radio Annie: “35 feet long with a 

6-foot draft.” 
Radio Lady: “Call me when you get 

to the channel.” 
I stared at the radio as if it was a 

magic wand that wasn’t working. The one 
thing I wanted to know … I clicked the 
button to hale her again but Phillip—often 
far more savvy with the local ways than 
me—stopped me. “Do not call her back,” 
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he said sternly. I huffed. “She knows,” was all he said. Stewing, I continued toward the narrow channel, but (despite 
every inclination to) I did not call her back.

Radio Annie: “Hi. Hello. We spoke recently. I’m at the entrance. Do you have a ball for us?” 
Radio Lady: “Call me when you get to the headquarters.” 
At this point I felt like the butt of a bad joke. The headquarters were about a quarter-mile in along a 

frighteningly-narrow channel with a rip current. But, again, under Phillip’s stern eye, I did not call her back. 
After we got settled on our ball that was, yes, readily available for us with plenty of depth and surprising room 

to turn around, Phillip and I dinghied up to the headquarters to check in. In the office we could hear another boat over 
the radio.

Radio Guy: “Hi, we’re planning to 
come into the Land and Sea Park. Do you 
have a ball for us?” 

Radio Lady: “Boat length and draft?” 
Radio Guy: “42 feet long with a 

7-foot draft.” 
Radio Lady: “Call me when you get 

to the channel.” 
Phillip and I shared a fantastic “here 

we go” look as the radio cackled back to 
life. Radio Guy was apparently not the rule-
follower I was.

Radio Guy: “Ma’am, we’re motoring 
toward the channel. We’re seven feet. Do 
you have a ball with enough depth for us?” 

Silence.
Radio Guy: “Ma’am. Hello?” 
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Radio Lady gave Phillip and me a “Can you believe 
this guy?” look and said: “I’m going to ask his draft and 
not know to put him on a ball with enough depth.” She 
clucked and shook her head and said: “I don’t answer 
stupid questions.” 

Three Types of Fish
While most sailors know about the three types of 

wind—wind that’s either blowing too much, too little, or 
in the wrong direction—not many know about the three 
types of fish: they’re either too big, too little, or bite at the 
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wrong darn time. Sailing across the Gulf Stream toward 
the Bahamas on our 1985 Niagara 35, Phillip and I—with 
nothing but time and hunger on our hands—would stare at 
our trolling line, practically daring a fish to bite. Then they 
do! The first one bites our $20 lure clean off. Too big. The 
next one isn’t big enough to make one fish taco. Too small. 
Then there’s that third type.

As we approached the Tongue of the Ocean, we 
were expecting a light south wind to let us beam-reach it 
over to the Exumas. But, I’ve already mentioned the types 
of wind. A forecast is just that. In reality, it was blowing 
too much (22 knots) and in the wrong direction (more 
southeast, so right on our nose), so Phillip and I decided 
to tuck into the nearest protected harbor: Morgan’s 
Bluff on Andros. While navigating a new inlet to a new 
anchorage always brings on a healthy dose of nerves, 
it’s even worse in the Bahamas where there are many 
unforgiving reefs and many missing markers. 

Sliding around in the cockpit while trying to plot our 
lats and lons on the paper Explorer Charts, I realize I’ve 
made a grave mistake. For whatever reason, my blonde 
brain decides the space between each lon line was one 
unit while the space between the lats was ten. Don’t ask … 
Now I see we’re bashing up and down a path littered with 
little Xs. Just as I start to mutter and stutter and explain to 
Phillip the pickle we’re in, our hand reel flails over the stern 

rail with a yelp. Phillip and I stare blankly at it for a moment 
forgetting what it is and what we’re supposed to do with it. 
With the weather, the new nav plans, and now the pickle, 
we honestly forgotten we’d had the line out at all and were 
struck dumb by it. 

“FISH ON!” Phillip snapped to first and began reeling 
it in as I grabbed the helm. With the excitement of the fish—
firmly hooked and flipping occasionally out of the water—I 
forgot momentarily we even had a keel or that it was 
leaping and landing between reefs. All that mattered was 
the fish! With a stroke of luck, I slipped his slimy body over 
our stern rail and into the cockpit just as we slipped safely 
into Morgan’s Bluff.

It was a gorgeous green and yellow Mahi. He was 
definitely not too small. Rather, he was almost (though we’ll 
never admit it) too big. And, while he bit in the middle of a 
madhouse, it turned out to be the perfect wrong moment, 
granting us a much-needed distraction from danger and one 
of our most gratifying dinners on the hook. I’ll guess he was 
somewhere in the 25-30 pound range, and I’d wager Phillip 
and I ate about four of those pounds that night! Amazingly 
he stayed on my hook the entire time I was wrestling him in 
and was only able to flail himself off the exact moment Phillip 
snapped the winning shot. Thankfully, he was already aboard, 
so (even though he was off the hook!) I didn’t have to say he 
was the one that got away. 
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Cruising CatamaranCruising Catamaran

The Majestic 530 has been designed for 
the cruising lifestyle—and built for safety, space, 
and style. The spacious cockpit is perfect for 
entertaining guests. Hull speed and performance 
are two characteristics that are sure to impress.

The 530 offers good ventilation and light with 
more hatches and portlights than in equivalent 
boats. Aft facing portlights offer good air flow.

This South African catamaran has six double 
en-suite cabins, with a galley top, and spacious salon 
and cockpit areas. In all, this is a cruiser’s catamaran, 
made to go the distance in comfort and style.

If you’d like to get more information on this 
cruising catamaran, you can do so at their website: 
www.royalcapecatamarans.com. Be sure to tell 
‘em where you saw it!
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What’s Out There?What’s Out There?  Royal Cape Majest ic 530

Majestic 530
LOA 530’
LWL 49’
Draft  4’6”
Beam 28’
Displacement 44,092 lbs
Power  Two 80-hp Yanmar
Fuel 317 USG
Fresh Water 264 USG
Holding Tank 119 USG

Get al l the facts:
www.RoyalCapeCatamarans.com
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Power CruiserPower Cruiser

This is the next-generation Selene. She is 
the smallest model of the popular and proven 
Selene Pilothouse Trawler line. Designed and 
built like her larger sisters, she is a serious 
passage-maker, and a superlative coastwise 
and inland cruiser. The galley can be offset to 
starboard providing a spacious salon with an 
L-shaped sofa in genuine leather. The raised 
pilothouse watch settee offers a good view for 
the crew with a fixed table. This new Selene 
design has been created or the power-cruiser 
who wants style and comfort. For more info 
you can go to www.seleneyachts.com.
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Selene 45 PaSSage Maker

LOA 48’5”
LWL 43’11”
Draft    5’6”
Beam 15’8”
Power  330-hp diesel
Fuel 1000 USG
Fresh Water 210 USG
Displacement 62,828 lbs
Speed 9 knots

Get al l the facts:
www.SeleneOceanYachts.com
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What’s Out There?What’s Out There?  Catalina 545Cruising MonohullCruising Monohull

I have been a Catalina 
fan for over 40 years. 
During those years I have 
owned two, my first being 
a Catalina 30, the second a 
Catalina 22 I called Passing 
Wind that I used to race.

Over the years I was 
lucky enough to sail on a 
few more. In fact, I once 
sailed on Frank Butler’s 
personal 47. I loved it!

But when I saw the 
new 545 at the Annapolis 
International Boat Show I 
thought I was dreaming.

When I stepped aboard, 
the boat didn’t move. 
Weighing in at about 295 
pounds, that was not normal. 
The boat has been built 
for cruising, from the great 
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What’s Out There?What’s Out There?  Catalina 545

stern with its “garage” with 
hydraulic transom, to the 
large anchor rollers on the 
bow, this boat was designed 
with the cruiser in mind.

Now, I gotta admit, my 
mind was a little blown 
when they showed me the 
optional dumbwaiter to get 
things from the galley to the 
cockpit, and even more so 
when they showed me how 
the bunks in the starboard 
aft cabin could go from 
two twins to a queen with 
the flip of a switch. But, the 
multiple ways the dining 
table can be configured 
topped it all.

But first and foremost, it 
is a sailboat that is rigged 
from the get-go to sail.

By 
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The rig is solid and that staysail configuration is just what the skipper ordered. It has self-furling sails, of course, and 
self-tailing two-speed winches, which are to be expected. But the way the lines are run, and the anchoring setup, these 
were obviously designed by an experienced cruiser.

The galley is designed so the cook can be safe and comfortable in just about any seas. The near-centerline sink is 
just where it should be. And, as I said before, the optional dumbwaiter will be the envy of all cruisers who see it. And 
we haven’t even started to get into the easy access to the engine, and the smart way the filters have been set up for 
ease of maintenance.

Gerry Douglas has designed most of Catalinas since the 70s, and this is his crowning achievement. Oh, and this is 
the first boat we have ever awarded “New Design of the Year.” And the title is well deserved. 

Catalina 545Catalina 545
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Catalina 545 Monohull of the Year

LOA 56’2”
LWL 50’6”
Draft (Bulb Keel) 6’6”
Beam 15’6”
Displacement 42,500 lbs
Power   Yanmar Turbo 110
Fuel 147 USG
Fresh Water 201 USG
Ballast Ratio 32%
Lighting All LED

Get al l the facts:
www.CatalinaYachts.com

Catalina 545Catalina 545  New Design Monohul l of the Year
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What’s the best way to 
ruin your life?
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n Dec 22 at 0230am, a young couple in the final stages of sailing from 

Kiribati to Hawaii were caught up in very nasty seas in their 37-foot 

catamaran. They were 40 nautical miles off the south coast of the Big 

Island. They were being pounded by waves in 25-foot seas when a particularly 

strong one slammed the side of their catamaran, causing the starboard hull to break 

loose from the bridge deck and start separating from the boat. This was in the 

dark, in the middle of the night, and they were in imminent danger of sinking as 

their vessel, taking on water with every wave that came, had essentially started to 

break in half.

They did not call a mayday, but raised the Coast Guard on the radio, who 

offered helicopter evacuation. The couple refused. They did not want to abandon 

ship as it would mean leaving everything behind. The Coast Guard agreed to 

send a ship out to escort the vessel as far as it could go and provide assistance 

as needed, and in case the boat began sinking. The seas were so rough that 

the Coast Guard ship lost an engine and half the crew were sea sick by the time 

THIS A STORY ABOUT AN AMAZING COUPLE SAILING ON A HOME-BUILT 
CATAMARAN AROUND THE WORLD ON A SHOE-STRING BUDGET, USING 

INGENUITY AND DETERMINATION TO SURVIVE.

ZINGARO
The True Spirit of Cruising

O
Story Submitted by Steve Lindsay

Photos by James and Kimmi on Zingaro
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Zingaro on better days with 
Kimmi walking on the beach

the cutter Oliver Berry sailed the 170 nautical miles to reach s/v Zingaro. The ship 

arrived at around 2130 hours that evening, some 19 hours after Zingaro had been 

broadsided and damaged.

By the time the Coast Guard arrived, James, the captain, had tried to 

stabilize the separating hull with plywood and fasteners, but to no avail. He 

realized that the only way to secure the hull was to run rope around the vessel and 

use the winches on the other side of the boat to pull the hull back in and keep it 
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from breaking off completely and sinking. The only way to get the ropes around the 

hull was to swim them under the boat. In the pitch-black middle of the night, while 

the boat was being tossed around like a toy in big seas and very choppy water. 

It was a tremendous feat—and a remarkable demonstration of seamanship and 

levelheadedness in crisis. 

They were very relieved to see the Coast Guard later that evening. They were 

given several gallons of diesel to fuel their one remaining motor, and escorted the 
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rest of the way to the Honokohau 

fuel docks. James and Kimmi 

cannot say enough good things 

about the Coast Guard and the 

professionalism and kindness 

they showed. And, reports are 

that the Coast Guard crew were 

equally impressed with how the 

crew of Zingaro responded to 
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Anchored off Mo’orea in the 
Society Islands
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and handled an extremely tense 

and potentially life threatening 

catastrophic failure at sea.

James and Kimmi are 

currently resting up in Kona, 

and working on plans to deal 

with Zingaro. They plan to repair 

Zingaro, look for a new boat, and 

resume their cruise! They have 

the spirit of what the cruising life 

is all about!
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 By Nathaniel Howe, taken 
near Castine, Maine

U n d e r w a y !U n d e r w a y !

Latitudes & Attitudes  85WWW.LATSATTS .COM

Ever wondered why people love the boating lifestyle? 
Well, here in the Underway section, folks from all 
over the world show us what it’s really like out there. 
If you have a photo you think tells a good tale, why 
not send it to us? We prefer you send a digital pic in 
the highest resolution possible. Tell us who took the 
pic and where it was taken. We will probaby throw 
it into our “digital pile” and pull it out someday. We 
won’t send you any money, but you will be famous 
worldwide! Email to: Underway@LatsAtts.com.
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 By Doug and Crystal Hendrix, a beautiful sunset 
dinner in Sunset Key, Key West, after our day on 

the charter Danger was complete

By Donna, in the Abacos

Cindy Holden on Tenacity

By Ken Peckham,
 of Captain Beagle
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By Dave Vind Deloras, of s/v Dolly on 
Lake Onalaska, Wisconsin

By George, a stormy Monday at Boot Key Harbor

By Conn Williamson, trying out 
our new MPS sails on Jasmyn, 
a 1982 Amel Mago, in Magnetic 

Island, Queensland

Terry Hogan, the BVI end 
of our Atlantic crossing
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By Chuck Cropp

From s/v From s/v Blue DogBlue Dog, at Haulover , at Haulover 
Canal ICW by Merritt Island, FLCanal ICW by Merritt Island, FL

By Daniel Bowman, of a cool morning
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Dean Jones and 
dad, Hayden, 

moored at The 
Bitter End

By Christy Parry, Shaun leaves the 
helm to demonstrate the tensile 
strength of a spare halyard to a 

wary crew on Lake Lanier, GA

By David Shuttleworth, 
Allison contemplating 
journeys ahead while 
aboard s/v Pelican, a 
‘69 Coronado 25

By Gary, a breaching humpback whale in Kenai Peninsula, Alaska

By Mike, in Lake Tashmoo, 
Martha’s Vineyard

Taylor Swift coming back Taylor Swift coming back 
from a day of sailingfrom a day of sailing
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From B. Payne, the crew of Tictac
for the Osaka Yokohama race

By Brent and Dayna Johnson, 
of s/v Daze Dream
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By Chris Stokes, of the family out for a sail

 By Yan Ness, taken aboard 
Flying Lady, our Hylas 54, at 
anchor in the North Channel 

of the Great Lakes

Did I say something wrong?
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By Ed Collis, of Beagle Channel  

By Brian Duckett, sunset at Berkeley 
Marina in San Francisco Bay, CA

By Cheryl, of 
Ben, our sailor, 
in the Straits 
of Mackinac

By Greg Sage, at 
Toba Inlet, Desolation 

Sound, BC

A goal w
ithout a plan is just a w

ish. - Larry Elder
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By Janice Hagar, waiting out hurricane season 
in Luperón, Dominican Republic

By Mack Boniface of sunrise on Green Cay

By Donna, in the BVI

By Mark, marina for the 
night with one hell of a 
view, in Calpe, Spain
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By Ian Davis, leaving Mooloolaba

By Ken Peckham, 
of Scallywag in Darien, GA, 

on the shrimp boat docks
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By Brian Perry, 
sailing out of Noank, CTBy Bradley Cavedo, of Angus in the shade under the chair

By Melanie Farmer, of Herreshoff 28 
Scout in Boot Key Harbor

By Jeff Poulsen, 
taken at the Sand 

Bar in Kaneohe, HI
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By Erik Paschke, of Lily holding course 
through Lake Huron aboard s/v Seaduction

By Ric and Sherry Buschoff, of the sunset in Bonaire
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By Gary Rubin, of Soli in Fourche

By Gary, of 25th anniversary trip to the Kenai 
Peninsula in Alaska wite wife, Shandy

By Kyle Stryker, sunset in By Kyle Stryker, sunset in 
Florence, OR, before leaving for Florence, OR, before leaving for 

California on s/v California on s/v Grateful AireGrateful Aire

By Michael Cotton, 
of s/v M’aisling in North Bimini, Bahamas
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By Mike, in Stuart, Florida
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By Joe Pearce, of Clearwater Beach at sunset

From Cliff Moore, of a great way to resolve right of 
way conflicts. He’s pulling a dink behind him. The guy 

topside said it was a real sub, good for 3,000 feet 
down, but being used for a movie prop.

By Len Baker, 
of Jeannette 
Baker at tiller in 
Galveston Bay

By Captain Jeff, taken off of The Mouth That Roared
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By John Flamenco Beach, 
Isla Culebra, SVI
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By John Allums, in Galveston, TX

By Laura Hamilton, 
off s/v Ashika in Zihuatanejo, MX

By Mike Stinson, taken during 
Havasu Desert Storm 

By Captain Mambo, hard 
at work in the Bahamas
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By Linda Mook, anchored with 
friends aboard s/v Windwalker

and s/v Autumn Wind

By Crystal Bryant, of Eric 
Carlson and Jessica Hurley 
barreling into Two Harbors, 

with Beau Bryant at the helm
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Before I set sail, I spoke to as many people as I could 
to prepare myself for the transition from land life to liveaboard 
status. I devoured every morsel of information I could find 
online and read every book. I was a researcher and planner 
by nature and I reveled in this hugely daunting yet exhilarating 
project. I was a complete novice when I came up with the 
idea of cruising long-term. I had never owned a boat and I 
wasn’t a sailor, so I used the two years before my departure 
to learn all I could. For those two years, my desire to quit 
the rat race and travel by boat around the world bordered 
on the obsessive. I’d never felt so excited and motivated by 
anything in my life. By the time I moved aboard my boat, I 
was as prepared as I could be, or so I thought. 

My husband, Dave, and I had been together for 18 
years, and we were both 100% on board with our dream 
of cruising. We had a strong relationship, a solid financial 
foundation, and three gorgeous little boys. When I was 
warned that cruising was hard on relationships, it was the 
least of my concerns. I had so many other more important 
things to worry about: nautical first aid, sea survival courses, 
homeschooling, navigation, and weather. Sure, living on a 
boat might be hard for people that hadn’t been together 
long or didn’t have a good relationship to start with, but we 
had a long history together. We’d backpacked throughout 
Europe and Asia without a hitch. We’d renovated houses 
and subdivided land. We’d moved states and lived together 
happily for the past 17 years. Those kinds of warnings were 
not for couples like us. 

During the lead up to our departure, we were lucky 
enough to meet with Terysa and Nick from the sailing yacht 
Ruby Rose for a drink one evening. It was like we were 
old friends and the conversation flowed freely. Looking 
back now, that meeting was my first taste of the cruising 
community and the like-minded people I was soon to meet. 
Terysa and Nick were full of great advice and we talked for 
hours that evening, discussing everything from boat choice 
to cruising destinations. One topic I didn’t expect to discuss 
was relationship dynamics and the stress of living on a boat 
with your significant other. Later that evening my mind was 
racing. I was armed with even more valuable information and 
I couldn’t wait to get cruising. Dave and I kept rehashing the 
conversations, discussing what we’d learnt that evening and 
reveling in our excitement. However, if I’m entirely honest, the 
advice about relationships was not given a second thought.

In February 2018, my family and I flew from Adelaide, 
Australia, to Grenada in the Caribbean. The boat had 
been purchased sight unseen a few months earlier and we 
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arrived with ten suitcases and a whole lot of enthusiasm. 
The following six weeks spent on land in a boat yard would 
become some of the hardest times we have endured as a 

family, but our spirits were high, and our mental state not 
yet broken. Living on a boat, on land, with three young 
children is not for the faint-hearted. Looking back, it was 
lucky I hadn’t yet lived on the water, because I didn’t yet 
know what I was missing. There was no usable toilet, no 
running water, and no fridge or cooking facilities—but there 
was an abundance of mosquitos and heat! My husband 
worked himself ragged for six weeks straight and I became 
a fulltime mum in a foreign country to three little rascals that 
I wasn’t used to homeschooling or looking after fulltime. 

As for my husband, he is a handy, DIY kind of 
guy, but the boat presented a magnitude of issues and 
even he felt out of his depth. Instead of a shed and all 

the right tools, he had a cupboard and hardly 
any tools at all. Not only that, but he had 

a wife and three children under his 
feet, distracting him at all the wrong 

moments. Surprisingly though, the 
boatyard didn’t break us—though, 
little did we know that when we 
finally splashed the boat, the tough 
times were only just beginning. 

Early on in the piece, 
I remember thinking, had I not 
worked so hard and wanted to 
succeed with this dream so damn 

much, then I might nearly have quit; 
but alas, I was determined, and so 

we kept fumbling our way through the 
gauntlet of boat works and breakages. 

One sunny morning I was feeling particularly 
overwhelmed. I was exhausted from lack of 

sleep due to a rolly anchorage and frustrated over our lack 
of cooking facilities and refrigerator. I remember breaking 
down in the cockpit, my head in my hands, feeling helpless 
and defeated. I gathered my composure and at precisely 
the same moment that I raised my head from my hands, 
a stingray jumped from the water and flew through the air 
right beside our boat, a sure sign that I was not to give up 
and things could only improve.

The weeks passed and the time came for us to 
finally untie the lines and set sail. By this stage we had a 
working fridge, but we were still cooking breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner on a portable Webber BBQ on our tiny cockpit 

  Is it Really Liv    ing the Dream???  Is it Really Liv    ing the Dream???
By Erin Carey
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table. Needless to say, it was still quite a stressful time. We 
managed to sail ourselves to several Caribbean islands, and our 
boat proved to be solid, but not without its problems. Our bank 
account was dwindling almost as fast as our patience. While 
life was amazing, it was also extremely hard. We didn’t yet have 
a mainsail and the engine mounts on our engine were found 
to be all but completely sheared. Our generator only worked 
intermittently and our chart plotter died.

The constant boat maintenance and overwhelming 
responsibility to keep the boat afloat was extremely stressful 
for Dave, and his usual laid-back attitude was replaced with 
moodiness and angst. Surprisingly, the kids and I had become 
accustomed to boat life and were beginning to feel at home on 
the water. I absolutely loved not having the stresses of everyday 
life, not running the kids here, there, and everywhere, and having 
the opportunity to slow down and spend valuable, quality time 
with them. Sure, it was still extremely tough at times, but the 
more time I spent with them, the easier it became. Homeschool 
gradually improved and we were exploring new and exciting 
countries. I was living in paradise, I had made some amazing 
friends, and the kids were thriving. 

Unfortunately, it wasn’t the same for Dave and as the 
weeks and months went on, our relationship became more and more strained. 
Our different coping techniques, communication styles, and even the fact that 
he was an introvert and I an extrovert, all became more heightened on the 
boat. He struggled with my want to communicate often and I with his need 
for solitude. He struggled when the kids misbehaved, and he didn’t enjoy the 
constant social gatherings. I feared he would want to quit and go home, and 
I knew that would cause resentment and disappointment. He felt trapped and 
in-too-deep to confess to me that he wasn’t enjoying our chosen lifestyle. After 
all, we’d invested so much time, effort, and money into this, he couldn’t give 
up even if he wanted to. Could we have worked so hard to do something that 
was actually going to cause the demise of our relationship? 

We’d read so many blogs and watched so may YouTube clips, and 
everyone looked so happy; no one talked about relationship problems. Surely 
it wasn’t meant to be like this. It was meant to be fun and exciting and we 
were meant to be in marital bliss. This stage certainly wasn’t in the brochure! 

The good thing about living on a boat is that you can’t run away from 
your problems. You must face them head on because there’s nowhere to 
hide. Luckily for us, neither of us wanted to give up at the same time. We 
were both determined and we weren’t going to let this amazing opportunity 
pass us by. So, we worked at it: We talked, we gave each other space, we 
compromised, and we adjusted our expectations. Dave worked hard to 
get the boat comfortable for our family; I learned to deal with his need for 
solitude. Despite being together for 18 years, we had to relearn how to live 
together in a confined space under unusually stressful conditions. 

Boat life is hard! It’s physically and mentally hard, and you need to 
want to be there to make it work. It’s hard with kids and I have no doubt 
it would be hard without kids. It’s especially hard on relationships. Even if 
you’re certain your relationship won’t be affected like mine was, I can say 
with a high degree of certainty that it probably will be. I’ve met many women 
out here and we’ve shared our troubles in the way that women do, and they 
all agree: Living on a boat with loved ones presents a whole raft of different 
problems couples and families do not have to deal with in land life. Living on 
a boat is like living in a pressure cooker, and the problems you had on land 
life will still be problems on a boat; however, they may be amplified tenfold. 
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So, my advice is, be open to 
and aware of the possibility that your 
relationship may be strained when you 
first start living on a boat. It may be 
one of the hardest things you’ve ever 
done as a couple, and the stress of 
that may take its toll on one or both of 
you. Keep in mind that no matter how 
strong your relationship is on land, 
living on a boat opens a whole new 
can of worms and it may take many 
months for you to work through the 
issues. You may not have the support 
networks you are used to at home, and 
when you throw in additional stressors, 
like the heat, lack of shower, and very 
little privacy, life aboard may seem a 
little grim. However, I also want to give 
you hope, because if you are in this 
situation currently, I’m confident you 
can bounce back. Life will get easier 
and time will ease one’s fears and 
anxieties. The boat breakages will slow 
down and you will get used to living 
in such close proximity. Your coping 
mechanisms will be strengthened, 
and you will both learn more effective 
ways to communicate and deal with 
stress. With time and patience you can 
eventually overcome your issues and 
life on the water will be just like one 
big episode of “Delos” … at least that’s 
what I’m trying to tell myself. 
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My son Bill and his wife, Barbora, 
live in the land of deep powder snow and 
tall majestic mountains: Montana, Big 
Sky to be exact. They are skiers, hikers, 
and fly-fishing lovers. But, somehow, they 
ended up sailing the Hawaiian Islands on 
a ten-day seagoing vacation. Pretty cool.

Barb and Bill flew to the Big Island of 
Hawaii and rented a Leopard Catamaran. 
Along with a small seasoned crew, Billy 
and Barb set off in search of adventures in 
paradise, 2019 Gardner McKay style. As 
they cast off under tropical skies, a great 
blue heron took flight. Barb took that as a 
good sign.  

Heaven was right there at their 
fingertips. Every day started with brightly-
lit azure blue skies and no troubles. The 
two of them hung loose and lived life free 

Sailing Along the Hawaiian Islands 

By Bill Ciccotti

Adventures in 
Paradise
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and fast. Bouncing from one 
island adventure to the next, 
they savored each and every 
tropical breath as the present 
gift that it truly was. The boat 
glided across the ocean and 
they felt free and at home.

Unmolested shoreline of 
pink sandy beach drifted on 
into deep, clear, bottomless 
seas. Waves of splendor 
crashed into one magnificent 
coastline after the next, and 
Billy walked hand in hand with 
Barb along those golden grains 
of sand. The ocean waved at 
the beach and they waved 
back. There’s something about 
a pretty girl with a nice tan in 
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a bathing suit near the ocean that’s 
beyond words. But, maybe that’s 
just me. Regardless, nature kissed 
them with all her flowing passion. 

Sea turtles frolicked in 
multitude, carefree and unrestricted. 
Locals beamed and winked 
knowingly at their smiles. Splendor 
in the tropics. Hanging loose and 
living full out. Sixty second runs 
like a thoroughbred racehorse. 
Polynesian living is, indeed, 
something that you could really get 
used to. And the food was delicious 
as well as exotic. The shaved ice 
was very Hawaiian. 

Swimming, snorkeling, and 
surfing were the three tropical Ss. 
And the view above and below 
the water’s surface was utterly 
breathtaking. They even did some 
hiking in the high mountains. It was 
there they dove deep into nature at 
her finest. In fact, Bill seemed to 
be floating on air at times. Tropical 
vegetation and volcanic rock 
surrounded them in Monet-like lush, 
tropical beauty.

Barb and Bill went sport fishing 
one day, searching for marlin. It was 

Sailing Along the Hawaiian IslandsSailing Along the Hawaiian Islands  
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great fun casting for billfish 
like Ernest Hemingway did 
out rolling on the ocean 
blue. They didn’t land any 
marlin, but did reel in a 
few nice mahi-mahi and a 
couple of beautiful wahoo. 
Oh yeah, and a ton of smiling 
memories to last a lifetime. 
Fishing, snorkeling, and just 
strolling along the Hawaiian 
sand was breathtaking. 

But it was the sailing 
that truly captured their 
hearts. Sea water called 
alluringly and ardently to 
them. The ebb and flow 
of endless currents lulled 
them into peaceful awe. 
The water was as clear as 

Adventures in ParadiseAdventures in Paradise
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a cold country stream. Dorsal 
fins broke that foamy surface 
and dolphins danced, intertwined 
with their vessel as they all slid 
transversely along that softly 
rolling ocean blue. 

When you’re out there on 
the water and its very quiet and 
gentle, you feel like you’re in 
a timeless place. Time stands 
still and her sweet kiss lasts 
forever. True love shared there 
is priceless, a memory you can 
never forget. The swell and glide 
of your vessel chasing the wind 
is a joy to behold, a treasure to 
experience. And every glorious 
day drifts into peaceful evening.

Warm tropical nights flow 
end-to-end, accompanied by 
surfer music and the gentle pull 
of the maritime. The colors at 
sunset can set the world on 
fire. As the sun nears the trees, 
darkness falls and soon the fun 
stuff will start happening. While 
sitting on the beach, watching 

Sailing Along the Hawaiian IslandsSailing Along the Hawaiian Islands 
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the sunset and drinking assorted 
beverages, Billy said, “Our lives are 
like a Corona commercial.” Barbora 
clicked bottles with him, her feet 
wiggling in soft sugar sand, and 
said, “Only better. Because, you see, 
we get to live them.”

Surfers were silhouetted 
against the sun as they made their 
evening pilgrimage to the sea. 
Fading sunlight spread its graying 
fingers as they passed on by. And 
life was good, very good indeed. A 
full moon reflected across the water 
with palm trees gently swaying. 
Everybody’s seen full moons at 
night, but none compare to Hawaiian 
tropical moon dances. 

Success is getting what you 
want, but happiness is wanting what 
you have. Together, Bill and Barb have 
found their special paradise. You can 
find it too. Dare to be different. What 
have you got to lose? Laki maikaʻi 
(Good luck). I kahi manawa maikaʻi 
(Have a good time). And never lose 
your wanderlust. 

Adventures in ParadiseAdventures in Paradise
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The 2019 Pacific Northwest Beneteau Rendezvous 
was again hosted at Brownsville Marina, the weekend 
of August 23–25, and we couldn’t have asked for better 
weather or company. This year’s Rendezvous had over 50 
boats participating, making it the largest ever!

On Friday evening, Signature Yachts hosted cocktails 
and hors d’oeuvres on the dock with the best three 
appetizers winning a prize. (It was really hard to decide 
since they were all so good). Afterwards was the happy 

hour—meeting up with old friends while making new ones. 
We toured each other’s boats, checking out what’s new 
or innovative, especially Charlie’s new Beneteau Oceanis 
Yacht 62, which was more than impressive. Charlie was 
gracious enough to open his boat to everyone who wanted 
to explore and admire it.

The next morning, the Signature crew prepared 
breakfast on the dock. Then we had some more time to 
meet and mingle again. Afterwards, Nigel Barron, from 

2019 Pacific Northwest Beneteau Rendezvous
By Anon
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CSR Marine Boat Yard, presented a Tech Talk on Winch, 
Rig, and Boat Inspections.

It was then onto the Beneteau Cup Race! Ten boats 
competed with plenty of crew on each boat. There was wind 
and sufficient shenanigans for the first race, but the wind 
pretty much died down for the “fun race,” making it difficult 
to finish. Didn’t really matter, everyone had a great time.

Saturday evening happy hour featured the CSR Bow 
Thruster Blender, with Tori making her famous (or is it now 
“infamous”?) rum punch. Those who didn’t need a nap 
afterwards moved up to the pavilion for the barbeque dinner 
and awards party. The pavilion was filled to capacity—guess 
we’ll need to add an addition next year!
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To visit Inveraray is roughly 40 nautical miles up Loch 
Fyne. If you’ve used the Crinan Canal, it’s an easy trip from 
Ardrishaig. The anchorage in the bay is just northeast of this 
little town, giving good shelter from the west. If possible, 
use one of the blue visitor’s mooring buoys, as holding isn’t 
that fine due to the bottom being a mixture of mud, sand, 
and rock; you’ll need to make sure that your anchor has 
bitten in well.

When you’re ready, come ashore in your tender to 
the ruined jetty. This year it’s worth being aware that a tiny 
sandbar has built up in the winter north from the pier; be 
sure to come at low water (tide) if you have a heavy tender.

A new castle was built in Inveraray beginning in 1744, 
taking 40 years to complete. It was built by the Adams 
family in the style of a Georgian house. It looks like a fairy 
tale and is well worth visiting if time allows. The Inveraray 
Inn (formerly known as the New Inn, Great Inn, Argyll Arms 
Hotel, and Argyll Hotel) on Front Street is also designed 
by the family, as well as the Town House. Robbie Burns, 
Scotland’s greatest bard, scratched a wee poem on his 
bedroom windows of what is now this inn.

When he was alive, it was the Duke of Argyll’s place 
as a hunting lodge for guests. Apparently there was a small 
tunnel built from the castle (it’s now blocked up!) to this 

place of assembly, where no doubt they could relax to enjoy 
themselves; remember it was their town. (What’s more 
interesting, personally, is that there’s also another small 
unblocked tunnel running from the castle to a lookout point 
on the hill just north of the castle).

 It may have been more peaceable after the ‘45 and 
Culloden. The Campbells, having sided with Westminster, 
could never be certain of what might come from the north. 
Such was the continuing state of politics back then.

The fifth Duke re-built his small town after 1772 after  
moving the townspeople south, away from his new castle. 
The new town was mostly designed and built by Robert 
Mylne, a well-known Edinburgh architect, including the 
church, which is worth looking at. He also rebuilt the jail, 
which played a big part in those times—going back to the 
horrifying 1692 massacre in Glencoe of the MacDonalds 
(women and children) that had been sponsored by the 
lowland Scot’s government but delivered by a Campbell. 
They’d become traitors to the Highlands, but they were 
well rewarded…

Towards the top of the high street you’ll will find one of 
the best coaching inns in Scotland, the George Inn. It’s been 
run by David Clarke and his family many years now. If you’re 
in the summer season, you can’t book a meal because 

 Inveraray and Wee Loch Shira, Argyll
By John Simpson
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it’s always too busy. There’s never a long wait though, and 
the food’s usually good for the price. There’s often some 
excellent live music to be enjoyed with your meal.

There are several other places to eat as well, such 
as the previously described Inveraray Inn. There’s also the 
Samphire Seafood restaurant, run by an Irish chef who 
cooked for Loch Fyne Oysters (LFO), which is at the top of 
this loch. This is another great place to visit (there’s a good 
recording studio very close) if you’re into music, as there’s a 
good recording studio very close.

Inveraray is a hub on the visitor’s trail around the 
Highlands. There are many tourist shops with a daily paper 
for the town. It’s quite busy most of the year with French, 
German, North American, and other folk visiting. Most 
locals I know don’t seem to mind—and may even enjoy— 
welcoming these many visitors.

Inveraray has a top shinty team, which gives them local 
area bragging writes! It’s quite a big sport in the Highlands. 
There isn’t much employment now that the herring have long 
gone from their 60-mile sea loch, but fish farms are plentiful 
with plenty of logging, which does help.

If it’s forecasted to go southerly and strong, I’d bail 
out ASAP with your boat. This wind direction can funnel to 
strengthen it, which might turn into a very long beat out of 
this sea loch…Ed
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Eight years ago I wrote about the boat farmers of the 
Greek island of Samos for Latitudes & Attitudes and now 
I’m back to see what’s changed.

The island’s mountain road is mostly dirt, and on 
one side there is a drop straight down to eternity with 
no guardrails. We’d wanted to sail into Samos’s Agios 
Isidoros, but the tiny cove where the boat farmers work 
is too exposed to westerly winds, so for this part of the 
voyage I am at the helm of a miniature jeep called a 
Suzuki Jimny.

In places, there’s no way to tell if anyone’s coming 
from the other direction—and if they are, I think the only 
sensible alternative will be to get out and push the Jimny 
over the cliff because there’s no way I’m backing down, 
and buddy’s got little chance of surviving backing up a 
snake-wiggly single-lane dirt road on the side of a cliff. 

In North America, they’d put a skull-and-crossbones 
in front of this donkey path and absolve themselves 
of all responsibility. Here, it’s the only road. My wife is 
uncharacteristically quiet. Struck numb would be a better 
description of her state of being. 

“How are you doing?” I ask.
“Four thousand, one hundred, eighty-two,” she responds.
“Huh?”

“Four thousand, one hundred, eighty-three; four 
thousand, one hundred, eighty-four.”

Suddenly, here comes the nightmare. There is an 
SUV heading my way. From the perspective of the 
little Jimny, it looks like a locomotive. We both stop. 
Fortunately, I’m hugging the cliff. If someone is going to 
drive through the air, it won’t be me. He waves his hands. 
I wave back. That’s the extent of my strategy for dealing 
with this situation.

With a grimace, he accepts his role in the drama and 
begins to pull past. I can’t imagine how he’s staying on the 
road. I assume he’s held on by karma. When we’re mirror 
to mirror, he stops! “You know, my child,” the driver says, 
enigmatically, “up ahead the road is not too good.” With a 
nod of the head, he continues on his way, blithely ignoring 
gravity and the immutable fact that there’s no way he can 
possibly pass without hanging two wheels out in space. 
Yet another mystery to contemplate in my old age.

We are on our way to a village where they’ve been 
building traditional Greek fishing boats for generations. In 
Agios Isidoros, “they” is now limited to two people who 
are carrying on a boatbuilding tradition that begins with 
cutting black pine on their own land, hauling the logs to a 
workshop that’s been in their family for generations, milling 

Return to the Boat Farmers of Agios Isidoros
By Alex Morton
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the wood, and curing it outside. A month or so later, they 
use the wood to frame up another boat, using skills they’ve 
learned from childhood. There’s not much in the boat that 
isn’t made and grown by the men except for the nails and 
cotton used for caulking the carvel-planked hulls. 

 It’s the equivalent of mining your own iron ore, 
smelting it, and turning out an automobile. 

Eight years ago, we traveled for the first time to Agios 
Isidoros to meet what was then the latest generation of 
boatbuilders. Then, too, we opted to drive rather than 
attempt to drop the hook in the little bay. My wife was no 
fonder of the drive on that trip and had only agreed to a 
return bout with the road because she too is entranced by 
these boats. How can you not be?

The lines are of an older time and the roots are deep, 
dating back to the samaina, a vessel built in Samos in the 
sixth century. Like earlier vessels, the boats we see in front 
of us are built for their relationship with the sea rather than 
just optimum speed, and they’re designed to take on the 
weather without reservation. The Greek caïques may be out 
of a history book, but they are still one of the mainstays of 
the Greek fishing industry because the relationship between 
boat and the Aegean remains unchanged. The design 
hasn’t aged any more than the sea. The beam is traditionally 

Although this is an ancient style of boat, the 
design hasn’t aged any more than the sea

The boat farmers of Agios Isidoros have 
traditionally harvested and milled their own 

black pine and turned it into boats
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far aft and the bow is long and sharp. The predominant 
feature is the big rudder.

They look like something from a travel poster, 
brightly painted and visible far out in the water. They’re 
as perfectly suited to fishing or messing about in these 
waters as ever. Yet they’re slowly disappearing, and 
every year there are fewer people with the skill and 
knowledge to construct them. In an attempt to prevent 
overfishing, the EU paid over 10,000 Greek fishermen to 
relinquish their licenses and their boats. It cut out much 
of the market for replacement boats and with it went 
the livelihood of many traditional boatbuilders. Luckily, 
some of the slack has been taken up by people smart 
enough to realize that they’re perfect cruising boats for 
the Aegean.

As we finally make the last few bounces into Agios 
Isidoros, we see the heavy sawn frames, bright orange with 
wood preservative, of a caïque under construction. These 
are the bones of a vessel of grace, wide-bottomed, with an 
exotic curve.

A little further on, under a sun tarp stretched out 
on one side of the boat, we see two men planking up 
one of these beauties. They introduce themselves as 
Vangeli Manoliadis and his worker, Kyriakos Kozonis. 
They are the latest generation of boatbuilders in Agios 
Isidoros. Vangeli is the son of Stavros Manoliadis, whom 
I’d interviewed for the previous article. Stavros passed 
away a few years ago and, in the centuries-old tradition, 
Vangeli has now taken over.

When Vangeli takes us into the workshop where 
they mill the wood I feel as if I’ve stepped back in time, 
but then I realize that, no, I’ve stepped into the timeless. 
Vangeli doesn’t turn on the lights, so it’s dark and a 
bit mysterious inside the ancient building. The young 
boatbuilder has no idea of the age of the stone building 
but he does know that the sawmill is the same one used 

On the foreshore there is a newly-completed 
boat just about ready to be launched. It is still 
white and needs only a bright paint job before 
it’s slid into the sea.
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by his grandfather. He also tells us that in the back of the 
workshop are stored the frames and patterns that have 
been handed down through the generations.

Nobody lives in Agios Isidoros. It’s too small and 
isolated for the families. Instead, At the end of the day, 
Vangeli, like his father before him, makes the drive home 
to a populated village up above where he and his family 
live a modern life, complete with neighbors, school buses, 
and the Internet.

Earlier in the day, we’d met with another boatbuilder 
who lives nearby on the main road, just outside the village 
of Drakei. It was easy to find his house by the bright orange 
skeleton of a caïque in his front yard. Giorgo Klassos told 
us that when he was a child he had no idea that he’d be 
a boatbuilder, but when his mariner father was away at 
sea he spent his time with an uncle who was engaged 
in the ancient craft. Because he was his uncle’s shadow, 
Giorgo became familiar with the tools and gradually his 
uncle began to give him little jobs. Slowly, he became a 
full-fledged assistant. When his uncle passed away, he 
took up the mantle and became the next boatbuilder. 
Now, Giorgo’s grown son is his helper. His son is not sure 
whether he wants to follow the tradition, but the pull of 
history is slowly drawing him into it.

When I ask Vangeli if he thinks his own kids will 
eventually build boats, he says no, the work is too hard and 
that they’ll probably wind up as bureaucrats. It is exactly 
the same response I’d gotten when I’d asked his father the 
question, and we leave Agios Isidoros with the hope that the 
tradition just might carry on.

We bid goodbye to Vangeli and Kyriakos, promising 
to send them a copy of Latitudes & Attitudes when the 
article appears. Then I turn to my wife and ask whether 
she’s ready to go.

She answers quickly, “Five thousand and one, five 
thousand and two, five thousand and three …”

It was easy to fi nd George Klassos’s house by 
the bright orange skeleton of a caïque in his 
front yard.
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It’s August already, 
and my girlfriend and I 
are back on the boat 
after a month in the US 
and a month in Europe. 
The Bahamas are 
great, really great, but 
it’s hurricane season 
now, the islands are 
nearly deserted, and 
the storms are starting 
their summer march 
from Africa to us. And, 
not like we planned, 
now that we are back 
to the boat, it’s too late 
to go anywhere else.

The safest place to be would be in the Dominican 
Republic or in Guatemala. Guatemala is a long ass ways 
away. And Luperón, in the DR, we believe is a safe 
place, but is likely packed with a thousand drunken boat 
nerds waiting for the storms to pass. 

We could be one 
of those drunks, but 
that’s not our gig, at 
least, not right now. 
And there is no way the 
beaches are as good in 
the Dominican, not in 
Luperón, the port we’d 
be stuck in, as they are 
in the Bahamas. 

We’re stuck, yah, 
but let’s say, it’s 
probably the best 
thing that could have 
happened to us. The 
northeast Bahamas, 
Green Turtle Cay, in a 

town called New Plymouth, that’s where we are now. It’s a 
place that is not all that likely to be hit, historically. 

But, you never know, ya know? And it has 
happened before. And when they came here, they came 
in doubles. Dennis then Floyd. Jeanne then Francis. 

Waiting Through Hurricane Season
By Josh Longbottom

Confucius says, “When there is no direction forward, the superior man turns inward and cultivates his inner being.”
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Each second storm, twice the force of the first. Sandy 
started near here too. But the storms aren’t bad when 
they’ve just started.

The storms out here are driven by the heat of the 
water, which is getting warmer every year. I talked to a 
fisherman about heading from here to the Dominican 
Republic, and he said, “The water out there is already 
hot, best to take to the water once it cools down again.” 
(That’s November).

So we meet Donnie. Donnie is a recovering 
alcoholic in his late fifties, who’s been sober eight 
years now. His family goes back three generations to 
the original British loyalists who colonized the northern 
Bahamas when the American Revolution started. 
He has a specialized marina with mooring balls in a 
protected sound on our favorite island. He said, “You 
can stay here for $200 dollars a month, free showers 
and water. But we are going to need to bond, in case 
we’re holding hands and sitting in a circle when the 
big one comes.”

At this very moment, we have one tropical 
depression making its way up the Bahamian chain that 
will stall and dissipate over us. Nothing but rain and 
gusts. And another, out in the Atlantic, midway between 
the lesser Antilles and the west coast of Africa with a 
70% chance of turning into a proper tropical storm or 
hurricane and headed who knows where. The feeling 
is like being a bowling pin just before the pros set up.
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This season’s adventure will be 
watching the weather come to us. We’re 
not sailing the boat, we’re sailing an island, 
through the biggest storms of the year. It’s 
gonna be one of the coolest things I do in 
my life. Watching weather is why I sail, to 
be at the mercy of the majesty and glory of 
the stormy sea.

The other side of the coin is the time 
spent waiting. And what do we do with that? 
What would you do? Sit around and worry? 

When there’s little to do, as Confucius 
says, it’s time to cultivate your inner being. 
And what he says comes with an image 
from nature to illustrate the idea. You’ve 
descended down a mountainside, too steep 
to climb back up, and in front of you is a 
creek that has risen too high to cross. And 
ain’t that what happened to us?

“This is the value of adversity,” 
Confucius carries on. “An obstruction 
that lasts only for a time is useful for 
self development.” Although, it’s not just 
Confucius talking, but a team of early 
Chinese thinkers, whose wisdom is pooled 
together in the I Ching. 

So that’s what I’m going to do this 
year. The die has been cast. I’m gonna 
sweat my way, in an open air sauna, 
toward some ethereal enrichment on a 
beach in the Bahamas. I’ll meditate, I’ll do 
yoga, I’ll study Sanskrit—I’m that kinda of 
nerdy introspective. I see the opportunity 
in waiting.

But there is this other thing too. The 
storms themselves. They will be the real 
agents of my education, because awe is 
connected with fear, and I like that ledge. Isn’t 
that why I sail, to be in the elements, aware of 
every puff of wind?

And what weather has a greater impact 
on the soul than the storm? If I’d planned 
better, I’d probably be a half-thousand 
miles from here. But instead, I went with 
the flow. And now I’m here, probably where 
I should be. The constraint gave me the gift.

As the real storms pass over, they will 
split my spirit wide open. Everybody knows 
that’s what storms do. The wider the storm, 
the wider the rip. With the hurricane season 
comes my path to enlightenment, camped 
out on an outpost, waiting for a glimpse. 
I guess I’ve bought a ticket for the show, 
whether I meant to or not.
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From 30,000 feet, on a clear day, the flight south from 
Anchorage to Kodiak is spectacular. In a part of the country 
where almost every flight on a clear day will blow your 
mind, this one is always special to me. Kodiak is where I 
love to spend my time off and choose to keep my 35-foot 
single-diesel powerboat, Tide Dancer. 

 If I were in the lower 48 it would be referred to as 
a trawler, but here in Alaska “trawler” means something 
completely different than a small displacement-hulled 
pleasure craft. In the harbors of Kodiak, dominated by 
commercial fishing vessels, some of which really are 
trawlers, it’s just called a “play boat.” I’m okay with that.

On this mid-August day, I’m not flying the jet, I’m 
in the terminal waiting for its arrival. My “crew” for the 
next four days is inbound. My brother, Monty Buell, and 
our lifelong friend and “third brother,” Tom Shaw, exit the 
737 and enter the terminal. We collect their bags, I raise 
an eyebrow as Tom grabs a suitcase. “My bad” he says 
with enough embarrassment in his voice that I decide to 
let it go ... for now. It’s been years since we were all on a 
boat together and I’m just glad they’re here. We head off 
to the store for a few groceries. Provisioning complete, 
we decide to get some Mexican food and discuss our 
travel plans.

My brother, the university history professor, had done 
some research during his graduate studies that included 
referencing documents from the early Russian Orthodox 
Church at Three Saints Bay on Kodiak Island. The nearest 
present day settlement is the village of Old Harbor, and the 
professor thought it would be interesting to check it out. 
Visiting a church is usually not high on my list of stuff to do, 
but hey, it’s something different and I know there’s some 
pretty wild and scenic country between here and there, 
so count me in. Stuffed with all the tacos and burritos we 
could stand, we roll ourselves back to the boat to stow their 
gear. I find Tom a proper sea bag and leave the suitcase in 
the truck. I’m not saying I’m superstitious or anything, but 
why risk it? About now I’m thinking that three guys gorging 

Fishing Kodiak
By LeRoy Buell 
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themselves on Mexican food just before spending four 
days living in cramped quarters together may not be the 
best idea either. As far as I know there’s no superstition 
about that, but there probably should be.

I wake up in the morning to the sounds of activity 
on several neighboring boats. Steve Russell on the 
f/v Susan Kay, my slip neighbor, has his crew getting 
ready for a salmon opening. Steve has lived in Kodiak for 
years and fishes salmon and halibut. He used to fish crab 
in the Bering Sea before it was on the Discovery Channel. 
He keeps an eye on my boat when I’m not there, shovels 
my deck when it snows, and is my go-to source for local 
knowledge. If I sat down and invented the perfect slip 
neighbor, it would be Steve. “Where you guys off to?” And 
in response to my answer he assures me, “Old Harbor is 
very user friendly, you’ll love it. If you need a great place 
to stop on the way, pull into Santa Flavia Bay. I used to 
fish down there when I first started seining. Good holding 

at the head of the bay and absolutely beautiful.” I tell him 
we’ll check it out. Another neighbor stops by to advise 
us to watch for a couple of rocks that are hard to see as 
we turn the corner around Dangerous Cape. Living on an 
island in the North Pacific, where a significant number 
of people make a living in the Gulf of Alaska and Bering 
Sea, tends to foster a very high level of seamanship. If 
someone gives me some advise around here, they always 
have my attention.

Finally we’re under way. We glide out of St. Herman 
Harbor, through the clearly marked channel, past the 
largest Coast Guard base in the country, and into Chiniak 
Bay. It’s rare that I take this route and don’t see a sea otter 
or two, and today is no different. They watch us as we 
motor past. I don’t throw the word “cute” around much, 
but it definitely applies in this case. As we set a course 
for Cape Chiniak I start to get some fishing gear ready. 
I’m thinking we can troll up a couple of Coho salmon 
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to get this cruise started out right. Within the hour we 
have our first fish of the trip aboard and we’ve pulled our 
gear and rounded the Cape. We give the rugged ship-
eating rocks a wide berth and turn south along the east 
coast of Kodiak Island. I can’t believe our good fortune 
with the weather. Around here it can easily get what we 
call “nautical” at any time. While it’s not unheard of to 
have beautiful, flat calm, sunny conditions, especially in 
August, I feel very fortunate to get them at the same time 
I’ve got the guys up here for a cruise. Good thing we 
ditched that suitcase.

At my customary cruise speed of seven knots 
we have plenty of opportunity to watch the world go 
by. While working on a fresh pot of coffee, we see 
the stunning green foliage of summertime Kodiak to 
starboard. To port, the deep blue of the Gulf of Alaska 
stretches as far as the eye can see. My buddy Scott calls 
Kodiak “the northernmost Hawaiian island.” Today is a 
good example of what he means.

Closing in on Narrow Cape we can see the 
infrastructure of the Kodiak Launch Complex. The state-
owned facility was the first commercial spaceport not 
on a federal range and is the nation’s only high-latitude, 
full-service spaceport. At least that’s what the brochure 
says. No launches going on today as we cruise between 
Narrow Cape and Ugak Island. WWII-era bunkers sit 
high on the cape, still silently watching the horizon. It’s 
amazing to consider that in the space of a few years this 
piece of ground has gone from seeing young soldiers 
sitting in concrete bunkers on constant watch for the 
enemy to civilians launching satellites into space. The 
tide rips can be nothing less than impressive here at 
times, but today our timing is good and there is barely a 
ripple on the water. We cross the mouth of Ugak Bay and 
continue south toward Dangerous Cape.

Rounding the cape, giving ourselves plenty of room 
to clear the rocks, we take a look into Santa Flavia Bay. 
As inviting as it is, we can see about six purse seiners 
fishing. With three guys who grew up commercial fishing, 
we elect to give them plenty of room and continue on to 
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Shearwater Bay. Anchor down and holding we get a little 
dinner, play a couple hands of cards, and hit the rack.

The sun is up early this time of year in Alaska, even 
this far south. I always smile when people ask how I deal 
with all the darkness up here. Most people just don’t get 
it. I get some of that critical morning coffee going and 
crawl down in the engine room to give the Lugger a good 
looking over. After checking all the fluid levels, I step 
out on deck and check my own. It’s another absolutely 
beautiful Alaskan morning and I still can’t believe we hit 
the weather this perfectly. We decide to skip a trip to the 
head of Shearwater Bay where there is an abandoned 
cannery. If we get underway for Old Harbor this morning 
we can be there by early afternoon.

We’ve settled into cruise mode already. The three of 
us have spent so much time on the water together over 
the years that we almost instantly gel as a crew again. The 
biggest difference is now we’re just here to enjoy the trip. 
We watch a few purse seiners working along the bays and 
shoreline. As we round Left Cape and turn into Sitkalidak 
Strait our conversation turns to our incredible luck with the 
weather and stories of the times when traveling wasn’t this 
easy. These guys aren’t new to Alaska, and all of us have 
plenty of tales from the edge of disaster. Today, all we have 
to do is enjoy the calm water, sunshine, hot coffee, and 
enough natural beauty to overwhelm the senses. As we 
enter Sitkalidak Passage and shallower water we start to 
see signs of the outskirts of the village of Old Harbor. We 
easily negotiate the well-marked entrance to the small but 
beautiful harbor. It’s a fairly laid back Sunday afternoon. 
We find a spot on the new float and tie Tide Dancer off to 
the bullrail. The short walk into town along a gravel road 
feels good. A couple of cars pass by and the drivers smile 
and wave as if they’ve known us for years.

It’s always pretty simple to find the Russian Orthodox 
Church in town. The large onion dome is the most 
distinctive structure in sight. We make our way past homes 

and sleeping dogs to the small, neatly-kept church. Monty 
walks right up to the adjacent house and returns a few 
minutes later with the young priest who graciously gives 
us the tour and answers questions. I’ve never been inside 
an Orthodox Church and I’m fascinated by the icons and 
artifacts, some of which go back hundreds of years. My 
interest isn’t as academic as my brother’s is, but I’m glad 
I got a chance to be here.

A stroll back through town brings us to the harbor. 
We fire up the Lugger and leave Old Harbor behind. Steve 
was right again—a very user friendly village. As we motor 
out Sitkalidak Strait we are able to watch two humpback 
whales a couple miles to the east.

We set a course north toward Ugak Bay. It’s 
become downright hot this afternoon, at least by Kodiak 
standards. Even the boys from eastern Washington State, 
where it can easily top 100 degrees this time of year, are 
feeling it. Heroically, we carry on.

As we cruise back north we settle in, have some 
lunch, and catch some sun on the foredeck. As they say, 
this is why we cruise. Good friends and nothing to do but 
keep the bow pointed the right way and avoid running into 
anything. There’s no cell service down here, so we put 
the phones away. The stereo is playing the soundtrack of 
our trip. We enjoy the moment and remember it because 
times like this don’t come along every day.

Shortly after turning the corner into Ugak Bay and 
approaching Eagle Harbor, I get some trolling gear set up 
again. We spend the next couple of hours trolling along 
the beach. Two Chinook salmon later we’re ready to call it 
a day. The tide and remaining daylight aren’t conducive to 
entering Hidden Basin, so we find a good place to anchor 
just outside the entrance.

Day three dawns just as awesomely as the other 
days. I’ve decided to see if I can put the guys on some 
good halibut fishing. A leisurely breakfast and pot of coffee 
later we’re cruising past Saltery Cove and the rocks and 
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kelp of Long Island. I’ve got a specific spot in mind, but as 
we get closer there’s another play boat anchored right on 
my spot! That’s a real Alaskan cruising problem; three days 
out and I’m all annoyed that the first noncommercial boat I 
see is in my way. Plan B is to move far enough away that we 
can’t see the whites of their eyes and then throw the hook. 
We take our time gearing up, just enjoying another pristine 
day. My concern isn’t finding halibut to catch, I can catch 
fish. My concern is not catching really big ones. You know 
those guys that have their picture taken with 200-pound 
halibut? Yeah, that’s not me. Those big fish don’t taste 
nearly as good, kill off the big brood stock, and are way too 
much work to get aboard. (Trying to avoid the really big fish 
is what we call an “Alaska problem.” Try not to feel sorry for 
us). Shortly after we get the gear in the water we have our 
first halibut on the line. No sooner than we get it landed, 
a nice 40-pounder, the other line comes alive. Within 45 
minutes the guys each have two fish caught, ranging from 
20 or so to about 60 pounds. I really didn’t expect it to be 
this easy, but I pretend that I always do that. They think I’m 
the greatest guide ever.

We spend the rest of the day trolling for salmon 
around Ugak Bay. By evening we’ve worked ourselves to 
the head of the bay, further than I’ve been before. At the 
top of the peaceful and beautiful bay we find a good spot 
to anchor and spend a little time doing boat chores. In the 
middle of cleaning up after fishing, and getting our catch on 
ice, I call a timeout and we all climb up on the cabin top. We 
look in awe at the surroundings.

We’re seeing a simultaneous moonrise and sunset, 
the mirror calm water reflecting the shoreline. A waterfall 
to the southwest, to the northeast the moon reflects a path 
straight to the boat. There are times when silence says it all. 
The three of us, closest of friends as well as brothers, are 
well aware of the moment. Soak it in boys, I wonder what 
the rest of the world is doing tonight ... poor bastards.

Morning comes, bright and sunny again. This can’t 
be right. We take our time over breakfast. No real hurry 
to leave this perfect spot. Finally the hook comes up and 
we’re underway. We motor out of Ugak Bay, past Narrow 
Cape again, and by evening we’re in the slip in Kodiak. Four 
days of perfect weather, two coolers of salmon and halibut 
fillets, and time spent with my best friends. You can’t buy 
that for any money. Kinda glad I don’t golf.

In the morning we’re back at the airport under clouds 
and drizzle. It’s an uneventful flight back to Anchorage. The 
weather moved in a few hours later and no flights were able 
to land in Kodiak for a day and a half. Man, I’m glad we 
ditched that suitcase! Two days later I was fortunate enough 
to be piloting the flight from Anchorage to Seattle that Tom 
and Monty went home on. A great ending to a perfect trip. 
Kodiak may be way off the “normal” cruising grounds, but I 
feel pretty lucky to call it my cruising grounds.
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We have often pondered what it must be like not to 
have a boat. After all, many people have never set foot on a 
boat, much less owned one. Those that would perhaps like 
to are often of the opinion that it would simply be beyond 
their means to do so. A small boat need not cost a lot, and 
it certainly does not require a lot of costly maintenance. A 
small boat is all one really needs to get out on the local lake, 
river, or ocean inlet. Obtaining a boat, if you do not already 
have one, and if this is the path you 
choose, should not be a constraint. 
Sad, neglected boats at the back of boatyards

If you are on a tight or non-existent 
budget, go to any bigger boatyard or 
marina and wander around the last 
row—the “bone yard.” Or peer into 
people’s backyards, keep your eyes 
open as you pass down the road in 
areas near the sea, or just look online. 
You will inevitably come across a sad and forgotten 
but lovely boat. More often than not, the look is due 
to neglect rather than breakage. A little effort, some 
paint, oil, grease, wax, and new cordage, and away you 
go. It is often the case that a set of perfectly good sails are 
stored and taking up space in an attic nearby. All you need 
to do is find the owner or someone entitled to sell or even 
give her to you. Based on her looks and her history, the 
price should be right; if not, just keep looking.

Promising boats we have seen wandering about
In my most humble opinion, a boat is alive. It can and 

will speak to you. I had this happen to me again recently. 
We were working on our own boat, with whom we have 
a very close relationship, when I happened to glance 
over her stern and a lovely 30-odd-foot-long, double-
ended sloop on the hard caught my eye. My, she looked 
forlorn, so I went over to meet her. Her dock lines drooped 

sadly overboard through her chocks. 
The ropes had inch-and-a-half-long 
barnacles on them. The varnish had 
peeled off her toe rail and she was 
covered in dirt, but her hull and decks 
looked sound. She had been sitting 
there for five years according to the 
yard manager. 

She spoke to me, she got inside 
my head. She knew I was committed, 

but she wanted to go back out sailing, to be one with 
nature, and to find someone to care for her and love her. 
So, if by chance I have touched a nerve or your heart 
strings, please, please go out and find her. Give her and 
yourself a chance to capture the essence of boating.

An abandoned and wrecked dinghy “before” and “after”
On another occasion, I quite literally stumbled across 

a small, 12-foot dinghy. She had been left abandoned some 
15 years earlier and lay upside down on a rocky beach. 

Going Boatless—Not Us!
By Alex Blackwell
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Her gunwales were worn through, her hull was holed, 
and she had weeds and lichen growing all over her. The 
more I looked her over, the more compelled I was to bring 
her home; and bring her home I did. We power-washed 
her inside and out. Next, we cut out all of the damaged 
fibreglass and put what was left in a shed to dry out.

Wood and epoxy are both relatively easy to work 
with. In either case, the preparation is the biggest chore. 
It took a week to sand every inch down to clean material. 
After that we laid out the glass matting covering up the 
holes. We built up the new walls until she was sound 
and finished by fairing out all the irregularities, dings, and 
scratches. We even added a little foredeck. A couple of 
coats of appropriate paint later and she now looked better 
than new.

Perhaps one of the most important lessons we have 
learned in the process of fixing up our own boats is that if 
we make a mistake it does not really matter. If it bothers 
us we can fix it; or, if we so choose, we may just live with 
it. After all, it is our boat, and we have only to answer 
to ourselves. They are all beautiful in their own right; 
especially when carrying us out on the water. 

No, we will hopefully never be boatless, and nor 
should anyone else. There are simply too many vessels of 
all sizes and descriptions out there merely needing some 
TLC (tender loving care). So, sally forth and find them; for 
there is one thing that is certain, there is a boat out there 
waiting for you right now.
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Cutting through the swell on a reach between Antigua and 
Guadeloupe on a sunny afternoon, Mermaid is in her element. 
With the trade winds blowing from the east and spray flying off her 
champagne bow, she has a stable ride and solid feel. From her 
comfortable seating in the center cockpit, we have the sun on our 
backs and the wind in our faces. We’ve seen a lot of water under 
her keel since we moved aboard 18 years ago. Which is part of 
the reason it is so difficult to say we have made the decision to sell 
Mermaid. I miss our grandchildren terribly and want to be part of their 
lives. It is time for Mermaid to have a new family and new adventures.

Mermaid is an Aleutian 51 cutter-rigged sloop built in Taiwan 
in 1976. She’s a veteran cruiser with tens of thousands of blue-water 
miles under the keel. She is very sturdy and heavy, with a thick 
fiberglass hull and long, deep keel providing a comfortable ride. Her 
unique design has a center cockpit with the steering and navigation 
stations covered by a hard dodger and stratoglass enclosure that 
can be rolled down to keep out the rain, as well as a small, aft cockpit 
with storage under the settees, a swim step, and shower that is ideal 
for taking a dip at anchor or hauling in a fish. 

Below decks, Mermaid is old school, with gleaming teak 
covering most of the walls and a teak and holly floor. There is more 
than enough room to make her a very comfortable to live aboard. 
The spacious salon has over six-and-a-half feet of headroom and 
comfortably seats seven adults. Forward there are two staterooms 
with bunks and a head. Off the salon is a nav desk and single 
sideband radio, and the entrance to the engine room where Henry, 
the reliable Ford Lehman 120-horsepower diesel engine, a Kohler 
diesel generator, a 45-gallon-an-hour watermaker, battery bank, and 
other systems live. Also off the salon is a pass-through galley with 

Life AboardLife Aboard
Family Cruising as a Way of LifeFamily Cruising as a Way of Life
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a large refrigerator and pantry, and plenty of storage. The 
galley leads you back to the master stateroom. The master 
stateroom has a double bed on starboard and an L-shaped 
settee to port. There are two hanging lockers and a large 
aft cabinet, as well as drawers and shelving. There is also a 
head with a shower. The door in the master stateroom takes 
you out into the aft cockpit. 

When we decided to go cruising, we searched for the 
right boat for a long time. I wanted a comfortable liveaboard 
that felt like home. My husband, Mike, wanted a boat that 
was very seaworthy and would sail well. It often seemed 
like we would never find a boat that would satisfy both of 
our criteria. We looked at many boats and it always seemed 
that if I liked one, Mike wouldn’t, or if he was enthusiastic, I 
wasn’t. One day, we drove up to Ventura, California, to look 
at a boat and after being aboard just a few minutes I knew 
that we had found our boat. Finally, I was home.

We purchased Mermaid in August of 2002. That didn’t 
leave us much time to get to know the boat. We planned 
to head south to spend the winter in Mexico before making 
the puddle jump to the South Pacific the following spring. 
The months before we headed south were a blur of feverish 
preparations. We had to learn and get comfortable using all 
of the systems and make sure they were ready for a long 
ocean passage. We would start the trip by joining a big rally 
from San Diego to Cabo San Lucas. That gave us a date that 
we had to be ready to cast off the dock lines, which turned 
out to be a good thing. We made a long list of everything 
that had to get done before shoving off and redoubled our 
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efforts. We spent long days checking the rigging, sails, 
wiring, batteries, and watermaker, as well as making sure 
the engine and generator were in good 
working condition, and that we had 
appropriate spare parts. We didn’t finish 
the list until the early morning hours of 
the day we left the dock, but we did 
finish it! Mermaid was ready to go and 
so were we.

It’s an amazing feeling when you 
head out of the channel and raise the 
sails, anticipating the great adventure 
in front of you. We had our soon-to-be-
13-years-old son, Austin, and a couple 
of friends and family along for crew for 
the first leg down to Cabo. Everyone 
was excited. For me it was a dream 
come true. I had been looking forward 
to this day for many years and was 
finally putting into practice one of Bob 
Bitchin’s favorite sayings, “Don’t dream 
your life, live your dreams.” We spent 
the next several months heading south 
down the coast. Pacific Mexico is a great 
cruising ground with a vibrant cruising 
community, great anchorages, and interesting places to visit. 
I loved shopping in the local markets and learning about the 
local culture. Before long it was time to get ready to head for 
the South Pacific.

Mermaid departed from Zihuatenajo, Mexico, on a sunny 
morning and headed for the Marquesas 
in French Polynesia, a journey of almost 
2,800 miles. I felt uplifted as we left. 
While it’s a long journey, we were looking 
forward to a pleasant sail: first through 
the northeast trades, then across the 
doldrums at the equator before picking 
up the southeast trades that would carry 
us to the Marquesas. I was fulfilling a 
lifelong dream. We had made trips up 
and down the coast before, but this was 
our first time crossing an ocean. Mermaid 
was ready for the challenge, handling the 
passage with ease. I had a great sense of 
fulfillment when we dropped the anchor in 
Atuaona Harbor on Hiva Oa after 21 days 
at sea. The Marquesas are tall, volcanic 
islands with craggy peaks and sheer cliffs 
rising out of the ocean. After enjoying a 
few weeks there, we headed off to the 
Tuamotos where we would encounter a 
different kind of island.

Mermaid headed south, visiting 
several of the coral-ringed atolls in the Tuamotos, anchoring 
in the crystal clear waters of their lagoons where we enjoyed 

amazing snorkeling, then setting off for Tahiti in the Society 
Islands. While in the Societies, Mermaid also spent time in 

most of the other islands, including the 
magical anchorages in Mo’orea and 
Bora Bora. As the season wore on it 
became time to head north. We had to 
return to California and we wanted to 
avoid the difficult, upwind journey from 
points further west.

From Bora Bora, we headed 
to Penrhyn Atoll in the northern Cook 
Islands, where we had perhaps the most 
amazing stay of our voyage. Mermaid 
had anchored in a large sand flat near 
the lee shore of the lagoon. It was an 
amazing spot with a white sand bottom, 
clear water, and palm trees swaying in 
the trades. We were down below just 
before sunset when I heard someone in 
a boat pull alongside us. It was a large, 
wide-bodied Polynesian man, a young 
women, and a couple of children. As I 
came up on deck he asked, “Maybe one 
of you wants to go get some fish?” After 
a couple of questions, our son Austin 

was climbing aboard and the took off, saying they would 
be back in an hour or two. As they disappeared across the 
lagoon, I realized that I didn’t even know his name! A couple 
of hours later they returned with a laundry basket full of 
squirrel fish. This time we made sure to introduce ourselves 

to our new friend, Henry. He described 
himself as the constable of the little 
village on the banks of the lagoon and 
adopted us into the community. Over the 
next several weeks we went out with him 
on many occassions. We went spear 
fishing several times, went lobstering 
one evening, and even caught a sack 
full of fish gillnetting with him. He didn’t 
say he was going to go fishing, instead 
saying he was going to go get some fish. 
The lagoon was pristine and teeming 
with fish and a lot of sharks. Mostly they 
were whitetip and black-tip reef sharks, 
which aren’t typically aggressive, but 
there was an occasional gray reef shark 
that was more concerning. We were 
certain to see a shark any time we went 
in the water, but only got a stare from 
their large black eyes. The nearest store 
was ten miles across the lagoon and we 
discovered that Henry was fishing for not 
only his family but others in the village 

who were too old or sick to fend for themselves. We’ve been 
to so many amazing places, but it’s the people that you 
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encounter along the way that stick in your memory. For me, it’s 
Henry’s good-natured smile and generosity that always comes 
to mind when I recall our time in the South Pacific.

It was with sad hearts that we left our friend in Penrhyn, 
but we had to get north of the equator before the season 
changed. So, Mermaid set sail for Christmas Island, just 
north of the equator, then made the long hop up to Hawaii. 
After spending so much time in the remote islands of the 
South Pacific, the bright lights and busy pace of Honolulu 
dazzled us. We spent a winter in Hawaii making new friends 
and island hopping before heading back to California. This is 
almost 2,500 miles, and if you go the direct route it’s upwind 
all the way. Mermaid headed north when she left Hawaii, close 
reaching through the trades around 1,000 miles before we got 
on top the North Pacific High and had a nice downwind sail 
before making landfall in Long Beach, California, 22 days later. 

Back in California, we lived aboard but worked for several 
years to rebuild the cruising kitty. I had met Captain Woody in 
Bora Bora during his circumnavigation and he put me in touch 
with Bob Bitchin, who was producing Lats & Atts TV. We had 
done some filming along the way and struck a deal to show 
“Austin’s Adventures” on Lats & Atts TV. Later, I came on as 
production manager for the magazine in the Redondo Beach 
offices, and I still have a column in the magazine.

After a few years, I had the bug to go cruising again. So, 
after a major refit of Mermaid where she got all new wiring, a 
new generator, new rigging and sails, new refrigerator, and 
much more, we headed south for Mexico again. We spent our 
first winter in La Paz in Baja California. La Paz has a fantastic 
cruiser community and the best fish tacos on the planet. Later, 
we moved Mermaid to the Puerto Vallarta area, where we 
stayed for a couple of years before heading down the coast 
of Latin America to transit the Panama Canal.

Taking Mermaid through the historic Panama Canal 
checked off an item on my bucket list, and we loved the 
Caribbean side of Panama. Once through the Canal, we 
headed for Bocas del Toro and enjoyed many good times 
with the cruisers and liveaboards there. Next, we planned 
to spend a couple of weeks in the San Blas Islands, but 
when we arrived there we absolutely fell in love with the area 
and ended up staying six months. The main cruising area of 
the San Blas has several reef complexes with hundreds of 
possible anchorages. The area has a remote feel because 
it is controlled by the Guna Indians who haven’t allowed 
development of the area. The snorkeling was nothing short of 
awesome, and the culture was very interesting. 

From Panama we made the long upwind trip to the islands 
of the eastern Caribbean. Mermaid loves sailing between the 
islands. Her long waterline makes her a demon reaching through 
the trades, and she’s a delight to live aboard at anchor.

Mermaid has been my cherished home now for 18 
years, but it’s time to move on, I feel my grandkids drawing me 
to them. So, we’re putting her on the market. I’d love to see 
a new family on board. If you want to live your dream, please 
contact me at robin@latsatts.com.
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Like Bob Perry, designer of Valiant Yachts, states 
on the back-cover introduction to this voluminous book, 
he never intended to “really” read it, but one page led to 
another and during breaks he could not wait to get back 
to the story. The same happened to me, when this book 
came in the mail, all 600+ pages, it was a little daunting. 
However, the simple, naively honest style captured me, 
and I was quickly absorbed in it and the pages flipped by.

The adventure starts with two love stories, one 
between Garry and Yellow Rose, his dream Valiant 40, 
and the other with Carol, who he meets in Long Beach, 
California, marries on Catalina Island, and with whom he 
plans to sail into the sunset. Garry retires from the US 
Coast Guard, and their thoughts of cruising the world 
take priority. With family and friend fanfare, they leave for 
their “First Stop Hawaii” and head out. After several days 
of blue-water reality setting in—winds not cooperating, 
being beat up by waves and currents—they decided to 
go with the flow and turn back toward shore. They later 
change plans to a southerly direction along Mexico’s Baja 
coast, which would give them opportunity to familiarize 
themselves with the boat and blue-water sailing, but 
with the ability to duck in and rest at the many ports and 
anchorages along Mexico’s west coast and beyond.

Their first stop was Ensenada, Mexico, once a quiet 
fishing village about 90 miles south of the border, but now 
a real yachtie mecca for California sailors, with the famed 
Newport to Ensenada International Yacht Race which 
began in 1948. As a result, there are good facilities for both 
repair and provisioning. After that the ports get a bit rustic 
until reaching Cabo San Lucas at the far south end of the 
peninsula. During this leg is when Garry and Carol have 
long stretches of time at sea with lonely night watches 
and nothing to do but watch stars that are so thick that 
even the most brilliant fade into the mass. Cruising about 
50 miles offshore, Garry sums this stretch up nicely, “We 
had observed, today alone, whales, flying fish, as well as 
multitudes of both birds and fish. Cruising life so far, is 
more than we expected—peaceful and rewarding.”

Throughout the book Carol offers her very 
descriptive and objective insights into the stories as 
“Carol’s Thoughts.” One of her thoughts was to make 

Garry retire his fishing 
gear at one point as his 
obsession had caused 
the freezer to overflow 
with his catches and 
the boat was covered in 
fish scales. It was Carol 
more than Garry that 
brought in the social 
aspect of cruising 
as they meet and 
re-unite with other 
cruising couples and sailors 
as they pull into ports and the reader becomes 
acquainted with several other boats and a growing flotilla 
of Valiants.

We have all heard “The definition of cruising is 
fixing your boat in exotic places,” and this narrative would 
reinforce that concept. We learn of many challenges 
of jerry rigging and waiting for parts to come through 
Customs, of having friends smuggle parts in their 
suitcases as they fly in for a visit. There are great stories 
of lucking into introductions to local mechanics that 
would charge a fraction of what would have been paid 
in the US. Garry points out how astonishing the many 
things a cruising sailor must be able to do—electronics 
technician, electrical engineer, diesel mechanic, rigger, 
weatherman, fiberglass repairman, and painter—in 
addition to cooking, navigating, communicating, and 
cleaning. Gary says, “It makes the 8-to-5 job back home 
seem boring, and we would not ever go back to that kind 
of work again … if we could help it.”

In addition to all the interesting stops they write 
about, including Magdalena Bay (where the whales come 
in the spring from Alaska), Cabo, La Paz, the unique 
Puerto Bello anchorage, then across the Sea of Cortez 
(Gulf of California) to San Carlos and continuing south 
along the west coast of Mexico, the reader is treated to 
the many sights only cruisers will ever see, such as the 
sparkle of the phosphorescent trail of dolphins playing at 
night. Potential cruisers are also warned about the biggest 
enemy a cruiser can have—a calendar or schedule. All of 
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us that have been out there have been tripped up by this 
hazard at one time or another. The presumed necessity of 
sticking to a schedule makes it way more likely you’ll find 
yourself in trouble—be it weather, mechanical issues, or 
simply missing out on a fascinating part of the world you 
didn’t realize was there and had to miss.

Though the authors claim they did not intend to write 
a cruising guide, their descriptions of the harbors and 
anchorages they explored and the many passages taken 
from their library of cruising guides that are quoted make 
this a very handy book to keep on board if you plan to be 
cruising this region of the world. Just the description of the 
Acapulco cliff divers alone would want you to plan a stop 
at this famous cruising destination, if not just for the swim 
up bar at the Acapulco Yacht Club.

Farther south as they skirted Central America, 
they describe their apprehension of the famed Gulf of 
Tehuantepec and the “Tehuantepecer,” a violent wind 
formed by a mountain pass vortex after originating in the 
Bay of Campeche. [When I was sailing north to keep from 
being possibly caught by this wind, we navigated by depth 
sounder; if more than 35 feet deep, we turned toward 
shore]. Here, Garry refers to this strategy as “Keeping one 
foot on the beach.”

The opportunity to transit the Panama Canal in a small 
boat is quite the adventure. The history itself is fascinating 
and told very well in the book the authors doted on, “The 
Path Between the Seas” by David McCullough. Amazingly, 
the Spanish King was investigating a canal in the 16th 
century, and the ultimate engineering feat accomplished by 
the Americans after the French abandoned the project in 
the late 19th century is also a wonder. Garry and Carol did 
their preparation for the crossing at the Flamenco Marina on 
the southwestern entrance, and then tied up at the Balboa 
Yacht Club waiting their turn to pass through. Carol refers 
to the building, left over from the canal’s construction, as 
a fire trap. Subsequently, in 1999, it did in fact burn down.

Like many sailors, they took two days to transit, 
spending the night at the San Miguel Lock and finishing 
the transit the following day. Once on the Caribbean side 
of the Canal they head toward Isla Mujeres, Mexico, en 
route to Key West. Along the way they rendezvous with 
several of their cruising friends at another Catalina Harbor 
on Isla de Providencia, officially part of Columbia, and 
reminisce about their wedding on the island by the same 
name off the California coast. On several occasions on this 
stretch of the voyage, Garry keeps musing, “Sailing at its 
best,” while describing stops at Isla Guanaja, Honduras, 
and Cozumel, Mexico.

The book ends with our intrepid couple making 
landfall back in the US at Key West. [Oh, and there is a 
typo, the latitude of Key West is 24 degrees North, not 
42 … I’m just saying!]. They reflect on whether they have 
found their “Island in the Sun,” but realize it is wherever 
they are each day, discovering peace and beauty in each 
place. “Paradise … is what you make of it every day, each 
in their own way.” 
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Once you’ve mastered the rudiments of 
sailing and found by some miracle that you 
can on occasion get a sailing boat to go more 
or less where you intended with tolerable 
levels of stress and medication, if necessary, 
it’s time to up the ante. And the best way to 
do that is with a spinnaker. 

It’s a word that strikes a peculiar kind of off-kilter 
asymmetric fear into the heart of any normal, recreational, 
weekend sea plodder. But there really is nothing to be afraid 
of. Indeed, spinnakers hold no fear whatsoever for many 
amateur and professional seafarers alike, who delight in 
their colourful day-glow display reflected on the water and 
sometimes under it. For spinnakers provide entertainment 
and merriment for all sorts, including Sunseeker owners, 
jet-skiers, container-ship captains, frigate and submarine 
commanders, paddle boarders, ducks and swans, families 
and dogs on beaches, holiday-makers who’ve drifted into 
shipping lanes on pedalos and lilos, and golfers. 

The last group, it should be said, are unusual among 
landsmen, as golfers—unlike birdwatchers, radio hams, 
civil war re-enactment societies, and Morris dancers—know 
what spinnakers are. This is why they now play golf.

The cruising sailor, or sea plodder, on the other hand 
generally regards the spinnaker, or even mention of the word, 
with something a bit like dread but worse. That’s because, 
by decree, every cruising boat with a mast or the remains of 
one (a gaff cutter for example), has to come equipped with 
a spinnaker. This Spinnaker Tax was introduced by King 
Canute, who was well in with sailmakers.

But, as with every tax, there’s a time honoured way 
of avoiding it. And it’s entirely legal. You see, on bilge 
keelers and triple keelers, a standard suit of cruising 
sails— a jib and main —will serve reliably for at least 30 
or 40 years without any adverse or positive effect on boat 
speed, while taking on a variety of interesting shapes, 
eventually becoming tissue thin and prodigiously bellied; 
whereupon you can sell them for lots of money as a 
spinnaker to a racing sailor. 

Sails can last even longer on sailing boats that motor 
everywhere (i.e., motorsailers), unless you use them to 

shade your ice from the sun.
Ironically, spinnakers, which are at once 

incredibly delicate, eye-wateringly expensive, and 
eye-wateringly colourful, on account of being made 
from gossamer thread from silk worms fed entirely 
on fluorescent markers and spun by three-foot tall 
Tibetan eunuch-virgin priests high up in the foot hills 
of Valhalla, can lost longer yet. (For cruising sailors 
on a budget, cheaper versions are produced in 
Shangri-La, but they’re not as colourful).

Thus, the prudent and thrifty cruising sailor 
(is there any other type?) will get many decades of 
use from a spinnaker by deploying it as a bean bag. 
Better yet, the inclusion of a spinnaker in the sail 
wardrobe of a cruising boat is immensely useful when 
you come to sell it. The spinnaker, you see, implies 
performance and even sportiness, which of course 
is a lie, but will prompt the prospective purchaser to 
have visions of romping along in a greyhound of the 
seas instead of the 25-foot-long bilge keeler with 
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an 18-foot girth and nine berths that 
stands planted splay-footed on the 
hard in front of him. All you need to 
do is place an ad that reads: “Comes 
with brand new spinnaker, never 
used.” Best not mention it’s 40 years 
old. The only other type of spinnaker 
is “Only used once, slight tear.” That 
covers technicalities of spinnaker use 
and deployment on cruising yachts.

On racing boats, though, 
spinnakers really come into their 
own. The optimum time to deploy 
a spinnaker on a racing boat is 
when there’s not enough shouting 
and recrimination. The spinnaker will 
soon put that right. Deployment starts 
with the skipper calmly screaming 
“Spinnaker!” then going puce and 
bawling “Now…” followed by “…as in 
not yesterday!” Some time after that 
around 12 people who were sitting 
around not doing much, will finish 
their sandwiches, climb to their feet, 
and start bumping into one another. 

In simple terms, hoisting a 
spinnaker involves a halyard, whisker 
pole or Lithuanian, up-hauls, down-
hauls, in-hauls, out-hauls, sheets, guys, 
snubbers, and strops. Sometimes the 
guy can be a sheet, and sometimes 
the sheet can be a guy, and sometimes 
the guy on the sheet can throw a 
strop or hissy fit. Of course, the guy 

on the sheet—the guy can be a girl 
but usually it’s a guy, as it affords the 
opportunity to adopt the charioteer 
posture of Ben-Hur holding the reins 
and performing crude pelvic thrusts 
while wearing shorts outside leggings 
and sinister reflective sunglasses. A 
spinnaker hoist done well is a beautiful 
thing, but no one’s ever seen one. 

Once the spinnaker’s up, it’s 
customary for the purplish skipper to 
show his admiration by spitting, “That 
was a right pig’s ear.” Then, sometimes, 
for as long as three seconds, there’s a 
chance to admire the shape of the sail, 
which really does look like the ear of a 
pig who’s been to a child’s face-painting 
party. Normally, however, it’s no more 
than two seconds before everyone 
becomes so repulsed by the Ben-Hur 
guy’s ever more forceful pelvic thrusts, 
and the skipper shouts “Spinnaker…
now…as in not yesterday.” Strangely 
even when it’s stowed, in the water or 
wrapped round the keel, he still thinks 
it resembles a pig’s ear. 

And that’s all there is to it. No 
racing skipper who has ever lost a 
race ever had a decent spinnaker or 
crew to handle it. That’s what make the 
spinnaker so indispensable, for there is 
no other piece of sailing equipment that 
offers so many and varied possibilities 
for recrimination, blame, and rebuke.

Think AAordable 
Sleek Italian
Sports Car

High Performance
Blocks  Cleats  Tracks

viadanausa.com

Since 1961 in Italy, Viadana
manufactures high quality yet
surprisingly affordable sail and
cruising hardware.
Get Free Shipping! Use code: FREESHIP

Lessons Not Learned:
The spinnaker is a very beautiful sail to fly, and people love to 

see them up there. Not so much the skipper.
Keep your Surface,

iPad or phone
safe and

dry

Dave Selby is a cruising sailor and budget-boating campaigner whose long-
term mission has been to demonstrate how cost is no barrier to getting afloat, 
and to share the wonder, grief, joy, and laughter of sailing. Since buying his 
first boat, he’s been floundering around the east coast of England without 
ever dying once, chronicling his meteoric rise from total novice to complete 
incompetent. Learn more about him at www.ImpracticalBoatOwner.com.
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With the new year has come a new decade—and with that comes curiosity. What will the future bring, for 
boaters? Here’s my crystal ball. It’s based on an observation of trends, economic data, and the progress of technology. 
This fortune telling isn’t infallible, but it can give you a good peek at what’s next. 

Zuzana’s Crystal Ball
Boating in the Not-so-Distant Future

Connectivity
Connectivity is 

everything on a boat 
today, whether you work 
while cruising, need to 
keep in touch with family, 
or just don’t want to miss 
the big game on TV. The 
number one question these 
days is “How do I get Internet 
aboard?” The answer is new satellite 
technology. 

Traditional GEOs (geosynchronous satellites) were 
the workhorses of satellite communications for decades. 
Then came GEO HTS (high-throughput satellites), which 
provided twice the total throughput of their predecessors. 
Now the world is awaiting LEO (low earth orbiting) satellites 
that are also HTS, and it’s expected that when they come 
they’ll revolutionize maritime broadband access. 

Many companies, including OneWeb, SpaceX, and 
Telesat, among others, are jockeying 
for position in the space race to get 
their LEOs commercially operational. 
SpaceX’s Starlink program deployed 
182 satellites as of January 2020. In 
total, they plan to put up 12,000 units 
by the mid-2020s. Canadian operator, 
Telesat, is expected to commence 
commercial LEO operations in 2022. 
Meanwhile, OneWeb started launching 
their 650 LEOs in February of last year. 

Don’t have room on your boat 
for a dome antenna? No problem. To 
leverage LEO capability, companies 
like Kymeta have developed new, fl at-
panel solid state antennas that can 
be incorporated just about anywhere 
on deck. Prices are high but will likely 
decrease as new players compete for 
market share. 

So what do LEOs and new 
antennas mean for boaters? These 

technologies will allow you to venture into new geographical 
areas so you can be connected literally everywhere. 
Whether you cruise the Arctic, through the Northwest 
Passage, or to remote South Pacifi c atolls, soon you’ll be 
able to seamlessly stream Netfl ix, chat on FaceTime, and 
surf the web.

Hulls & Engines
The world is going to the cats. Multihulls are 

coming on strong, and now that sailing cats have paved 
the way, powercats are gaining popularity too. In charter 
it’s hard to fi nd a monohull these days and more people 
are contemplating distance cruising on two hulls even 
under power. More space, built-in systems redundancy, 
better sun protection, and heel-free passage-making are 
just some of the reasons two hulls have become more 
fun than one. 

Additionally, both monohulls and cats are starting to 
experiment with foils that lift the hull fully or partially out 
of the water to reduce friction and increase both sailing 

Talk of the Dock

number one question these 
days is “How do I get Internet 
aboard?” The answer is new satellite 
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speed and fuel effi  ciency. The America’s 
Cup showed us how to fl y on the 
uber-cats and now the technology 
is trickling down. Expect more 
foiling and fl ying even while 
cruising and chartering.

Finally, consider the 
propulsion of the future. 
Brushless electric motors and 
lithium batteries are bringing 
electric and hybrid propulsion 
closer than ever. With only 
1.3% of boats using alternative 
propulsion today, we have a long 
way to go, but the rate of change 
is accelerating as I discussed here a 
few issues ago. Another propulsion 
trend is outboard motors. High-
horsepower, fuel-effi  cient, and clean-
running outboards are fi nding their way 
onto sail and powerboats of all sizes. They’re 
compact, easy to remove for repairs, and quieter than ever, 
so don’t underestimate where these engines will pop up next.

Sharing Economy
Just for a minute, set aside your perception of boat 

sharing, which came on strong a few years ago but had 
limited success and attracted some sketchy characters. 
More legitimate ways of sharing a boat are now coming 
online. Freedom Boat Club has over 200 locations worldwide, 
and although they specialize in small powerboats, there is 
some talk of expansion into new boat segments. SailTime 
has grown signifi cantly and fractional ownership is booming. 
Both of these make sense for those who have varied interests 
that only allow them to use a boat a small percentage of 
time and like the idea of a concierge service. 

Finally, there’s charter— the ultimate in boat sharing. 
The large charter companies all have their unique approach 
to ownership so see which one may be the right fi t for you. 
One thing’s for sure: As more professional entities become 
involved in the boat sharing economy, and as approaches 
are copied from automotive and aviation, the options to go 
boating for less will grow.

As an insider, Zuzana has the privilege of seeing a 
lot of what’s going on inside the boating industry. If 
you are into the boating lifestyle, chances are you’d 
like to be privy to some of the things that will aff ect 
your lifestyle as soon as they become available. So, 
here is some of the inside information she has found 
while working the boat shows and industry functions.

speed and fuel effi  ciency. The America’s 
Cup showed us how to fl y on the 
uber-cats and now the technology 
is trickling down. Expect more 
foiling and fl ying even while 

closer than ever. With only 
1.3% of boats using alternative 
propulsion today, we have a long 
way to go, but the rate of change 
is accelerating as I discussed here a 
few issues ago. Another propulsion 
trend is outboard motors. High-
horsepower, fuel-effi  cient, and clean-
running outboards are fi nding their way 
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“Let’s go to Desolation Sound” was a 
conversation we had in late spring. It was an exciting 
and slightly overwhelming adventure to dream about, 
given that we would be sailing over 100 miles north of 
Vancouver in our 20-foot sailboat. 

Once the decision was made, Jeff began figuring 
out our trip plan and I began figuring out a food menu 
for 21 days, 17 of them with us together on the boat. 
Chateau, our little boat works perfectly for us. She can 
be sailed from the cockpit without the need to climb 
up front, has a trusty inboard diesel engine, and has a 
surprisingly comfortable interior despite her tiny size. 
We have everything we need on board to “glamp” 
comfortably. People always ask if the boat has been 
adapted for us, given we both have spinal cord injuries 
and limited mobility. The brilliant thing about Chateau, 
a Horizon Cat, made by Com-Pac yachts in Florida, is 
she is just well designed and we had no need to make 
any changes to her.

There are some challenges with long trips, 
however, including limited storage space, no 
refrigeration, no flush toilet, and living in a very small 
space with another person for weeks at a time. We’ve 
managed to work out most of these issues by bringing 
just the essentials, dehydrating all of our food, using 
a camping toilet, and being very organized. We do 
make space for all of the essentials though, including 
a guitar, ukulele, iPad, plush duvet, a slingshot, two 
inflatable kayaks and paddles, Scrabble, excellent 
coffee, Jeff’s crutches, and my wheelchair. Anything 
that doesn’t spark joy or have a purpose is left behind. 

In prepping for our Desolation Sound trip, we 
decided that we would be self-sufficient for 17 days. 
That meant bringing all of our food along with us. Given 
that we weren’t sure we would find fresh produce and 
wheelchair accessible shops along the way, that meant 
cooking and dehydrating delicious food for our entire 
trip. I spent three weeks prepping and ended up with 
four shopping bags of food, including snacks. We had 
yummy meals—including ratatouille, lentil dahl, stews, 
veggie chili, lemon citrus salad, scrambled eggs, and 
oatmeal—and brownies for dessert.

Together, Jeff and I have all boating departments 
covered. He’s the engine mechanic, trip planner, 
anchor, and dock lines guy; I’m the cook, sailor, 
perfect anchoring spot finder, and VHF radio gal. We 
both work together to make trip decisions based on 
the weather forecast, tides, and currents. Jeff is able 
to stand and climb up front to drop and lift anchor as 
well as flake the sail and tie it down. By necessity, he 
has become skilled at docking the boat, so there’s 

The Adventures ofThe Adventures of the Pocket Yachtthe Pocket Yacht
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the Pocket Yachtthe Pocket Yacht
Desolation Desolation 

SoundSound
By Jeff and Shira Standfield
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no need for either of us to jump off when we approach a 
dock. We do get funny looks when we pull up to a fuel dock 
at a marina and don’t stand up. There is usually a look of 
confusion from the people at the fuel dock when we ask 
the attendant if it would be OK for us to pay without getting 
off the boat because “neither of us can walk.” We always 
wink at each other when we see the “confused” look and 
we also smile when get our bill for a bit of diesel fuel, usually 
around six dollars. It amazes me that some power boaters 
pay hundreds of dollars each time they fuel up. 

Chateau has provided me with an opportunity to 
stow my wheelchair for several weeks and enjoy sailing 
adventures without being “disabled” by barriers. I feel 
connected to my whole body while I’m on the boat, as 
my legs follow me as I move around. There’s no need to 
stand. In fact, standing is awkward on a tiny boat. With 
a few extra pieces of adaptive equipment, including a 
gel cushion with straps for moving around without a 
wheelchair, a grabber for reaching things without having 
to go below, and an inflatable cushion to protect my skin 
while transferring out of the kayak onto the boat, I’ve 
dialed in what’s needed to make my cruising adventure 
comfortable and safe.

Jeff and Chateau left Vancouver on July 15th and 
made their way north up the Sunshine Coast, where we met 
up on the 19th. He had the opportunity to visit with family 
and have a few days to himself on the boat. I took the ferry 
and then the bus up to Madeira Park and we started our 
trip together from Pender Harbour. Of course it was low 
tide with a very steep and sketchy ramp down to the dock. 
We had to do a bit of problem solving in order for me to get 
my wheelchair down to the boat without an incident that 
would have quickly ended our trip. We spent the afternoon 
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anchored in Pender Harbour and paddled our inflatable 
kayaks while investigating some of the interesting sites. 

The next day we were off on our adventure as we 
started to make our way up the coast towards Desolation 
Sound. We started to develop our routine: make morning 
coffee and oatmeal, check the weather, clean up, get 
organized, lift anchor, and head off. We liked to arrive at 
our next anchor spot by around 3 p.m. so we would have 
enough time to inflate the kayaks, paddle, swim, explore 
the bay, dry off, have dinner, and perhaps have a game 
of Scrabble and plan our next day. The beauty of cruising 
is in its simplicity—experiencing the elements, enjoying 
the scenery and wildlife, listening to the water and wind, 
having time to think, having few responsibilities, and 
limited screen time. 

We spent the next couple of days making our way up 
to the town of Lund, the end of the Sunshine Coast Highway. 
We were able to squeeze into a tiny spot at the marina and 
dug out my wheelchair and Jeff’s crutches. We certainly 
got a few surprised looks from people as we made our way 
up the ramp toward the marina office. That night we had a 
lovely dinner at a little restaurant with a deck overlooking 
the marina and a shower in an almost accessible public 
shower, which was a pleasant and welcome surprise. 

The next day was quite exciting as we rounded the 
point to finally enter Desolation Sound. We were treated 
to the money shot, the view of the sound with stunning 
mountains in the background, the view that is shown on all 
guidebooks to the area. It was quite spectacular and we 
were thrilled that we had made it all the way there. We found 
a little bay, anchored, and had a lovely paddle that evening, 
checking out the little islands in our bay. Chili dinner that 
night tasted especially good.
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The next few days were spent meeting up with friends 
on another boat in Prideaux Haven, paddling, swimming, 
and enjoying the view of the gorgeous cliffs at Tenedos Bay. 
Although there were quite a few large and even enormous 
yachts in some of the bays, little Chateau only draws 2.5 
feet, so we were able to tuck into shallow and private areas 
and avoid the fray. 

My favourite day was our visit to the waterfall in 
Teakerne Arm. On our way up to the falls we spotted a 
humpback whale feeding. The wind was strong that day, so 
we had an exciting sail to the falls. The falls are situated in a 
horseshoe-shaped cliff and we were able to get fairly close 
to them in the boat. The wind picked up even more on our 
sail back to Refuge Cove and we had some excitement in 
hoisting the sail and setting our course in the strong wind. 
Just as we were nearing Refuge Cove we spotted another 
humpback whale breaching off in the distance. It was getting 
closer to us, putting on a spectacular display jumping and 
splashing down into the water. Jeff was able to capture it on 
video and we were able to share our experience with family 
and friends. It was incredible seeing a whale while being 
under sail in such a beautiful place. 

That evening we found a private little bay in Refuge 
Cove and had a lovely late-evening paddle exploring the 
area. There was a restaurant in the Cove, but there was a 
long staircase up to the building, so we feasted on delicious 
lentil dahl meal on the boat instead. We ended off the 
evening with quick swim and wash in the bay. 

Our last day in Desolation was quickly approaching, 
but we were excited to be meeting up with friends and their 
41-foot yacht in Grace Harbour. They were just starting 
their Desolation trip and we were just finishing. They were 
already anchored when we pulled up beside them and 
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tied up to their boat. We felt so tiny compared to them, as 
we couldn’t even see up and into their boat. I wasn’t able 
to transfer up the four feet to get up and into their yacht, 
so all three of them climbed down and dined with us on 
Chateau. It was so crowded that I had to sit down in the 
cabin to make room, but we had lots of fun and stayed up 
until the mosquitos ended our evening. Jeff and I seem to 
think Chateau is bigger than she is until we see her next to 
other boats. What we love about her is that she is tiny, but 
tough and stable and able to take us where everyone else 
gets to go.

After two weeks on the boat, it was time to say 
goodbye to Desolation Sound and make our way back to 
Vancouver. We treated ourselves to shore leave in Lund, 
as well as at Grief Point near Powell River, which included 
laundry, showers, and meals on land. Our second to last 
day was exciting as we rounded Gower Point, on our way 
into Gibsons Harbour. The wind had picked up and our last 
hour of sailing was quite epic for us. Chateau was fighting 
the gusts and we both had our hands on the wheel to 
keep her headed downwind. Jeff’s uncle and aunt saw us 
heading for shore in front of their place, unaware that we 
were struggling to keep her heading through the channel 
and not up on the beach. It was too late to reef, so after an 
exhausting hour we managed to round the next point and, 
with some shelter from the wind, lower the sail and head in. 

Our sail back to Vancouver from Gibsons the next 
day was equally exciting with us surfing large waves from 
Point Atkinson all the way back to Kits Beach. We pulled 
into False Creek that afternoon, exhilarated and proud of 
the incredible adventure we’d had together, independently 
on a 20-foot boat. We are already talking about where to 
go next summer.
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The Sea of Cortez, also know as the Gulf of California, is bound 
by the Baja Peninsula to the west and the Sonora and Sinaloa coasts of 
mainland Mexico to the east. Cabo San Lucas is a brash and brassy town at 
the southern tip of the Baja Peninsula; for boats heading south from the United 

States it is the starting point for cruising in the Sea of Cortez. 
We had left San Diego in early November and spent a month 

sailing down the west coast of Baja California onboard Distant 
Drummer, our Liberty 458 sloop. After a week in Cabo provisioning the 
boat, topping up the fuel tanks, and enjoying the many delights that the 

town had to offer, we were looking forward to a 
couple of months exploring “the Sea” as 

the locals call it.

Sea of CortezSea of Cortez

The anchorage at Isla Isabela

By Suzy Carmody
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Cabo San Lucas to La Paz
Bahía San Lucas was a pleasant anchorage with 

good shelter from the northerly winds that are predominant 
during the winter months. Unfortunately, when the wind 
veered to the northeast, the bay became a washing 
machine with winds gusting up to 30 knots which drove 
a steep choppy swell into the anchorage. The cruising 
yachts and pangas that crowded the narrow northern shelf 
were pitching, rolling, and swinging seemingly randomly. 
A cruise ship anchored in the deep east-west channel 
bisecting the bay swung unexpectedly and almost sank 
us. It was nerve-wracking being there, so we were relieved 
when after three days the wind eased and we were able to 
leave and head north into the Sea.

We had planned an overnight passage directly to 
La Paz, but with a 15-knot northerly breeze it was a tight 
beat and the blocky swell made sailing conditions quite 
uncomfortable. After a day of being pounded by the waves 
we decided to stop for the night in the small cove at Bahía 
los Frailes. We arrived after dark and found several other 
boats had had the same idea. Although Cabo los Frailes is 
only a minor headland, the water behind it was calm with 
plenty of room for us to find a space amongst the fleet and 
drop anchor.

Los Frailes turned out to be a great place to spend a 
couple of days; the wide white sand beach was perfect for 
walking, and snorkeling amongst the fissures and boulders 
at the base of the cape revealed a surprising array of 
reef fish. Hiking up the steep rugged path to the top of 
the granite headland was a good workout, and the view 
along the coast and into the inland hills was fantastic. One 
evening we had sundowners on board Distant Drummer; 
an enjoyable evening of twelve people squeezed into the 
cockpit swapping tall tales of foreign shores.

Moderate northerly winds persisted for the next 
week, so we stopped twice more on the way to La Paz. We 
were learning that cruising northwards in the Sea of Cortez 
in December is not about waiting for favorable winds, but 
more about waiting for days when the northerly breeze 
lessened and and let you hop up the coast. We anchored 
the first night in Bahía de los Muertos, a bight in the coast 
just south of Isla Cerralvo where it is possible to tuck in 
below the headland and find shelter from the swell. 

The next day the wind backed to the west and 
we had a lovely sail up the coast, piloting through the 
channels between Isla Cerralvo and Isla del Espíritu Santo 
to our next anchorage at Puerto Balandra. The bay lies on 
the east side of Bahía de La Paz and is open to the north 
and west, so we had a rolly night and were glad to make 
an early start for La Paz the next morning.

La Paz
The city of La Paz lies on the southern shore of 

Bahía de La Paz and is protected from the swell by a broad 
sandspit. The channel behind the sand bar drains a large 
lagoon and has strong tidal flows, so it is recommended to 
go in on a rising flood tide. It is well buoyed and regularly 
dredged, but when the wind blows over 25 knots it creates 
waves that break across the entrance that makes passage 
into the anchorage dangerous. Then the harbour closes 
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The rocky arroyo 
at Cardoncito 
strewn with cacti 
and other prickly 
plants

Neil and author worn out after scrambling up 
the arroyo at Cardoncito

Cruising yachts anchored in Bahía los Frailes

Blue-footed boobies 
performing their 
courtship dance
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to departing traffic, but vessels are still permitted to enter. 
Luckily, we had a light northeasterly as we navigated up 
the channel.

The anchorage in front of the town was quite crowded, 
with dozens of yachts swinging around as the tide ebbed 
and flowed—known by the locals as the La Paz Waltz. We 
dropped the pick on the south side of the anchorage, not far 
from Marina La Paz, where cruisers are well catered to with 
a dinghy dock, a laundry, and a clubhouse. Club Cruceros 
is a social club set up for cruisers by cruisers, and a very 
useful port of call when first arriving in La Paz. They have 
a radio net each morning (VHF 22a) that broadcasts what’s 
happening in town, weather and tide information, the low 
down on yoga classes, where to get your dinghy fixed, 
and anything else you need to know. Morning coffee at 
the clubhouse is a great place to catch up with friends and 
meet other boating folks.

We arrived in La Paz on December 15 and were 
looking forward to spending Christmas in the “City of 
Peace.” Many of the shops were decked out 
with tinsel and baubles, Santas and snowmen, 
with Christmas tunes playing over the tinny 
sound systems. The Hotel Perla displayed 
a skeleton in a Santa outfit—a wonderful 
blend of Mexico’s Christian and pre-Christian 
roots; Christmas meets the Day of the Dead! 
The Christmas market filled the streets of 
the old town with stalls selling a predictable 
assortment of “Made in China” clothes, but 
also the occasional poncho and sombrero 
(strictly for the tourists). Interspersed were 
open-air street stands selling tacos, hot 
dogs, and churros (delicious sticks of hot 
fried dough covered in sugar—like straight 
doughnuts but way better).

Noche buena, or Christmas Eve, is the 
focal point of the holiday season in Mexico, 
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A crocodile basking in the sun in the 
Tovara River, San Blas

The anchorage and marina at La Paz

The spectacular view of the Sea of The spectacular view of the Sea of 
Cortez from Cabo los FrailesCortez from Cabo los Frailes
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with music, family, and roast pork being the central themes. 
We joined the other Christmas orphans for a potluck at Club 
Cruceros. After a great feast and a stroll along the Malecón, 
we headed up to our favorite bar, Bob Marlin, to drink a few 
tequilas and celebrate Christmas with the friends we’d met 
along the coast.

Whale sharks are common in Bahía de La Paz at this 
time of year, and snorkeling with them was a remarkable 
experience. They are the largest species of shark but, like 
some whales, are filter feeders that live on plankton, krill, and 
any other small critters that get sucked into their enormous 
mouths. We snorkeled with one for about 15 minutes and 
watched it feed, drawing in vast quantities of water from 
just below the surface and expelling it through the gills. It 
seemed completely undisturbed by our presence; its eyes 
just swiveled around, watching us as we watched it feed. 

The Islands North of La Paz
Like most of the other sailors in La Paz, we headed 

into the islands for the week between Christmas and New 
Year. From Bahía de La Paz a chain of islands stretches 
northwestwardly, paralleling the coast with Isla del Espíritu 
Santo in the south and Isla de San Jose in the north. While 
in La Paz we had been told to watch out for the squally 
westerlies which blow up at night, making the west coast 
of these islands a lee shore. The grib files from SailMail 
are recommended by local sailors, substituting the code 
NDFD for GFS in the grib request for the best forecast for 
these westerly busters. 

Several fingers jut out from the west coast of Isla 
del Espíritu Santo and her northerly sister, Isla Partida, 
providing a series of beautiful shallow bays lined with white 
sandy beaches. Rough trails can be picked out in the 
arroyos at the head of some of the inlets linking the bays 
together. We enjoyed hiking up the dry stream bed in Bahía 
el Cardoncito, scrambling over rocks, watching out for 
scorpions, and laughing at the bizarre shapes of the cacti. It 
was too hot to climb up very far, but snorkeling in the clear, 
cold water soon cooled us down. 

After a couple of days we departed Isla Partida, 
bound for Bahía San Francisco at the southern tip of Isla 
de San Jose. Strong tidal currents flow through Canal de 
San Jose. Although we had planned the 20-nautical-mile 
passage on a flood tide, we still arrived with a couple knots 
of current against us. Clearly local knowledge is needed to 
get the tides right.

Leaving Bahía de La Paz, we thought we might have 
left the crowds behind us—but soon realized that we were 
just catching up to them. On the first night in Bahía San 
Francisco there were fourteen other boats in the bay. Some 
left the next day, but then four catamarans came in and 
rafted up together. Tents were set up on the beach for lunch 
parties; dinghies and SUPs flitted between the boats for 
social calls; and, one guy was wakeboarding through the 
anchorage behind his tender. Everyone had come out to 
party in the islands! 

We welcomed the New Year at Isla del Espíritu Santo, 
anchored in Ensenada la Gallina, watching stingrays leap 
out of the water, fly through the air, and crash back on the 
surface with a thudding belly flop. 
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Yachts can tie up at the marina in the river.
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Mazatlán to San Blas
After stocking up with supplies in La Paz, we waved 

goodbye to Baja California and set course for Mazatlán on 
Mexican mainland. Local sailors recommended retracing 
our steps to Bahía de los Muertos then crossing the Sea 
at the start of a northerly blow before the blocky swell 
built up. By following this advice we 
had a great overnight passage; we 
scooted right along with a full suite 
of sails and a 15-to-20 knot breeze. 
The next morning the wind dropped 
and we motorsailed for the last few 
hours so we could arrive in Mazatlán 
before sunset. 

As well as being one of the 
biggest commercial shipping ports on 
Mexico’s Pacific coast, Mazatlán has 
been developed for mass tourism. 
Several marinas are located in the 
Zona Dorada (The Golden Zone, as 
the tourist belt is known), but during 
moderate-to-large swell conditions breaking waves form 
across the entrance to the lagoon and the narrow channel 
may be closed. The alternative anchorage at Club Nautico 
lies just inside the harbor breakwater, close to the heart of 
the old city. The club facilities are dilapidated, but yachts 
at anchor can use the dinghy dock for a small fee paid to 
the caretaker who will also keep an eye on the boat if you 
plan to explore inland.

Old Mazatlán is very picturesque; the historic 
buildings, steep hills, and narrow streets 
have a distinctly European feel. The city 
was founded by the Spanish in 1531 but 
remained just a quiet fishing village until 
the mid-nineteenth century when it was 
developed as a seaport to import equipment 
for the nearby gold and silver mines. A group 
of German settlers established the Pacifico 
brewery in Mazatlán and have been brewing 
great beer ever since.

We explored the town on our bikes, 
visiting the basilica and the market. Later in 
the afternoon we rode along the Malecón to 
La Clavadista, a 100-foot crag from which 
men (macho, crazy, or both) dive into a small 
tidal pool where the surf crashes against the 
rocks. For 300 pesos (roughly $15 USD), 
Chapis, our champion, climbed up the steps 
and crossed himself six times as he stepped 
out onto the platform. He waited until the 
swell was just right, then did a beautiful swallow dive into 
the pool. Although I struggled with the moral dilemma of 
paying someone to risk their life for my entertainment, it 
was breathtaking to watch—and he was very proud as he 
posed for a photo afterwards.

With the steady northerly breeze now acting in our 
favour, the overnight passage from Mazatlán to Isla Isabel 
was a beautiful downwind run. Known as the “Galápagos 
of Mexico,” this isolated volcanic outcrop is home to 

thousands of birds, including frigate birds, boobies, and 
tropical birds, and is protected as a World Heritage Site. 
We anchored in the bay on the south side of the island and 
spent four days hiking and enjoying the amazing wildlife. 
The short stumpy trees around the abandoned research 
station building were thick with nesting frigate birds. The 

females nurtured their fluffy cotton ball 
chicks while the males puffed up the big 
red bladder on their chests and made 
a sort of hollow rattling noise to attract 
the girls. 

After a climb to the top of the 
steep hill to the west of the anchorage, 
we found a colony of boobies; these 
strikingly attractive birds are related 
to gannets and are superb divers. 
Both blue-footed and green-footed 
boobies share the colony. They nest 
on the ground, with the males and 
females taking turns sitting on the 
egg while the partner fishes. They are 

completely unafraid of humans— as we passed by the 
nests males would whistle and females would croak to 
warn us off. The blue-footed boobies performed their 
strange courtship dance together, lifting first one foot 
then another off the ground and raising their tails—we 
watched them for hours!

From Isla Isabel we crossed back to the mainland 
to San Blas where we anchored in Bahía Matanchén, 
a large bay a few kilometres east of the town. We had 

been advised to drop the pick at least a 
mile from the shore to avoid being invaded 
by sand flies, or jejenes as they are called 
locally. We went ashore to explore, and as 
we were crossing the Tovara River to reach 
the town we spotted a large crocodile. 
No need to take the tour to the crocodile 
sanctuary now! 

San Blas is a small sleepy town, but 
the fine church, elegant colonial buildings, 
and the old Customs house are testament 
a glorious past: in the mid-1700s San Blas 
was the base from which the Spanish Navy 
explored and colonized the Pacific coast 
of America. A taxi was the easiest way to 
reach the Contaduría, an impressive hilltop 
fort that had been built to protect the town 
and guard the colonial riches. Unfortunately, 
the original structure was destroyed in a 
hurricane, but the view over the town and 

out across the Pacific Ocean is fabulous.
The Sea of Cortez is a magnificent place for cruising 

with numerous islands and miles of sparsely populated 
coastline to explore, but also the convenience of the city 
when the comforts of civilisation are desired. We enjoyed 
sailing there during the cooler winter months. Although 
passages up the Baja coast had to be planned for when 
the strong “Northers” eased, the same winds turbo-
charged us southwards down the mainland coast. 
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Tech Tips Tech Tips 
from Capt’n Pauley’s from Capt’n Pauley’s 

WorkshopWorkshop
There are a lot of little things that can make your boat easier to use and more enjoyable. Here are some tips 
from Paul Esterle, the author of Capt’n Pauley’s Workshop. More can be found at www.captnpauley.com.

DIY Dual Fuel Filter

There is an old saying on boats, “If the 
engine stops running it will be one of three 
things: Either fuel, fuel, or fuel.” It may be 
funny, but it’s usually the problem. Either air is 
in the lines, is running out on one of the tanks, 
or too little fuel is getting to the engine.

Dual fuel fi lters allow you to switch to a 
clean fi lter while you change a clogged one, 
so it will usually eliminate the fuel problem.

On the system pictured above, the 
fi lters are Racor 110A Diesel/Gasoline fi lters. 
They are rated at 15 GPH for diesel and 35 
GPH for gasoline.

To make for a cleaner installation, 
the fi lters and valves are mounted on a 
StarBoard backboard. This keeps them on a 
common board, making it easier to construct 
and mount.

The connections between fi lters and 
valves are with fuel-rated hose to avoid 
ridged fuel line complications. It is also 
important to make sure a fuel shutoff  valve is 
included to completely shut off  fuel supply in 
case of emergency, or just as a precaution.

All hoses were double clamped with 
stainless steel clamps.

An overall view of the dual fuel fi lter unit. 
Inlet on the right, outlet on the left.
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The backside of the mounting board, 
showing the countersunk fasteners.

Above, the selector valves are set to use Filter 1 while 
Filter 2 can be changed.

Below the selector valves are set to use Filter 2 while 
Filter 1 can be changed.
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   The Polyplanar Radio has been known as the “Go To” radio for boats for years. As a matter 
of fact, on The Lost Soul and three previous vessels it was our entertainment center.

   The new MRD87i marine radio is the latest in technology for marine radios. To start with, 
it’s Sirius Radio ready. It’s also made to work with your iPhone and iPod, as well as bluetooth 
(, as we all know, everything is better with bluetooth!), and it has a USB player and charger 
built in. On top of that, it has an SD card reader for those who have their music on devices, 
and a built-in NOAA Weather band.

   Add to that the front and rear RCA line input, the fact that it’s NMEA 2000 certified, and 
has an available wired remote, as well as wirless IR Remote, and as you can see this unit is 
ready for anything!

   Oh, yeah, did we mention it’s a full-featured waterproof stereo receiver designed specifically 
for the marine environment? If not, you should know that it is. It also features a four-channel, 
45-watt output, just in case you need to blast the speakers during a party!

   If you’d like more info about this new waterproof marine radio system, you can go to their 
website at: www.polyplanar.com. Tell ‘em Bob sent you!

Latitudes & Attitudes Event & Boat Show Section

I Found It At 
The Boat ShowThe Boat Show
Polyplanar Marine Radio
Keeping you entertained while you’re “out there”!
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Lumitec SeaBlazeX2
Set the seas ablaze in the full RGBW spectrum!

Latitudes & Attitudes Event & Boat Show Section

The Lumitec brand has a strong reputation 
for performance, quality, and reliability—

and the SeaBlazeX2 underwater lights 
certainly possess these qualities. What 
makes the SeaBlazeX2 series so amazing 
is the amount of performance in such 
a small surface mountable light. Many 
competitors claim high lumen output but 
fall short of claims in actual tests; the X2 
actually exceeds the advertised lumen 

output of 6000 lumens. 
The X2 also is unique in that it is 

a true “smart light,” containing both and 
internal driver and internal relay. This means 

it requires no external control boxes. Color 
selection, dimming, or color cycle modes can be 

selected from a standard on/off switch utilizing Lumitec’s 
proprietary TTP technology. An internal relay simplifies wiring with shorter 
wire runs, as the light can be control by a command wire drawing very little 
current, from any location on the boat. If you want to use a compatible MDF or 
connected smart device, you can purchase the Poco Digital Lighting Control 
System, which provides complete color selection, preset custom color, or 
custom lighting scene creation. 

Editor’s Note: My husband and I decided it was time for underwater 
lights for our boat, Aloha Lady. We researched for months. We scoured the 
internet. We asked everybody who had underwater lights installed what brand 
they had and whether they were pleased with their choice. We peeked at our 
our neighbors’ lights whenever we had a chance. Overwhelmingly, our search 
pointed us at Lumitec’s SeaBlazeX2 Spectrum. We were impressed by their 
reputation and the quality of the product. Oh yeah, and the colors! It is such a 
simple system—simple to install, simple to use. We just flick a switch and the 
seas light up below! 
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Wakepeed
A Bold New Solution for Charging

In a resounding departure from the vast majority of multi-
stage regulators currently available, the WS500 uses a unique 
approach to charge control by factoring multiple criteria—
battery voltage, current in, current out, battery temperature, 
and alternator temperature —to create a smarter approach 
to battery care. It is highly configurable and enabled to 
communicate using the J1939 CAN protocol. The WS500 
provides charging efficiency and the singular ability to 
address the specific needs of newer battery technologies. 

For more info, go to: www.wakespeed.com.

Rick Jones, co-owner of TJC Micro, is an 
old friend of Lats&Atts. He has helped us 
numerous times when setting up electrical 
systems on staff boats (most of our staff live 
aboard or have lived aboard!). Having been 
in the DC charging business for more than 
20 years, he found that the notion of using 
current as well as voltage to regulate charging 
has always been the holy grail for intelligent 
battery care. He was excited to let us know 
that Wakespeed Offshore’s new WS500 
Advanced DC Charge Controller finally 
delivers the ability to use both components 
and charge batteries the way that battery 
manufacturers have always recommended.

Features Of The New Wakespeed WS500
•	 Adaptive	Idle	TechnologyTM	minimizes	the	impact	of	the	

alternator	on	smaller	engines	by	controlling	alternator	loads	
based	on	engine	RPM.

•	 Zero	Output	TechnologyTM	enables	the	regulator	to	limit	output	to	
loads	when	batteries	require	discontinued	charging.

•	 Multiple	alternator	support	without	the	need	for	relays	or	
switching	devices

•	 Full	BMS	compatibility	using	RV-C	and	OSEnergy	protocols
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Rutland 1200 Wind Turbine
500 watts in 12- or 24-volt DC that offers powerful-but-quiet operation!

   The folks at eMarine Systems helped us find this Rutland 1200 
Wind Turbine & Hybrid MPPT Charge Controller. It is 500-watt 
rated (12- or 24-volt DC) with a powerful but quiet operation. The 
new Tri-namic Blade offers low wind speed start up with high wind 
speed power performance and almost silent running across all wind 
speeds. It is the ideal companion for generating energy on a boat! 

   The Rutland offers three-phase (three-wire) output which allows 
for lower-cost long run installations, such as those typically found 
on a mizzen mast. The down tower controller offers both wind 
generator MPPT along with solar input with MPPT reducing 
installation cost when used in the hybrid mode.

   eMarine Systems offer several different mast and mounting 
options, as well as complete installation kits, battery monitors, 
or any other related items that may be necessary to complete 
your installation.

   If you’d like to get more info on this new system, it’s easy. Just 
go to www.emarinesystems.com.
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Atlantic Towers
A Unique, “Made-to-Measure” Hard-Top Dodger “In a Box”!

   The folks at Atlantic Tower have come up with a way to create and 
build a custom hard-top “walk on” dodger, and ship it by UPS in a 
box, which saves you a lot of money! Borrowing from the proven 
concept of their “Tower in a Box” (on the right), the Hard Dodger 
design centers on the unique top system utilizing custom aluminum 
extrusions for shape and strength, combined with a lightweight 
fiberglass panel topped with high gloss gel coat exterior.

   Attached to the hardtop are the supporting legs from their 
standard catalog of parts. These legs are adjustable fore and aft, 
port to starboard, and are cut to your desired height as part of the 
installation process.

   Ordering is easy… Just tell ‘em the width you want, the length 
you want, and the approximate location of the four legs on the 
attached diagram, and send with a photo of the forward cockpit/
companionway area of your yacht (or a sistership) and they will 
specify the correct supporting legs and base fittings for you.

   If you want more info on this strong, novel system, you can find 
them on the web at: www.atlanticyachttowers.com.

A look at the underside 
showing the strength that is 

built into each dodger.
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U.S. $7.99 - Canada $8.99 

From the Creators of 

ELAN GT5
OUTREMER 4X
SOLAR WAVE
   SOLAR DRIVEN POWER CRUISER!

BOAT SPOTLIGHT

CruisingOutpost.com

From the Creators of 

CRUISING
PARADISE
NEW ZEALAND TO
FRENCH POLYNESIA

JESSIE
SETS SAIL AGAIN!

S/V SOULMATE’s
GREAT ADVENTURE

MAST FLYING
        HIGH ON SILK!

THE BEAUTY
    OF THE BEAST

SAILING WITH
WHALES IN VAVA'U

Fall 2017 Issue #20
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OVER 200 PAGES OF CRUISING AND SAILING ADVENTURE!

OVER 200 PAGES OF CRUISING AND SAILING ADVENTURE!

From The
Creators of

U.S. & Canada $7.99 

BOAT SPOTLIGHT

DUFOUR 412
LEOPARD 50
HELMSMAN 31

CruisingOutpost.com

Isabella Stefania
A Born Sailor Takes 

Nashvi l le By Storm

A SUMMER IN

GALACIA

HITTING A REEF IN

CUBA
CRUISING
THE BLACK SEA

A DUMMIES GUIDE

FRENCH 
POLYNESIA

SAILING THROUGH

ICEBERGS
JESSIE & LUKE CROSS 

THE ATLANTIC

25 (Sorry, #22 is no longer available!)
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326 First St #405, Annapolis, MD 21403
Phone 410-268-4100, Fax 410-630-7621
cary@sailyard.com    www.sailyard.com

UNIQUE OFFERING! 

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW LISTINGS! CPYB endorsed Annapolis Sailyard is celebrating 40 
years in Annapolis as brokers of fine sail and cruising power yachts. Contact us today!  

Arne Reistad III  
717-250-2915   
arne@sailyard.com

1999 Bruce Roberts RC 45 Steel Pilothouse Ketch $99K
Venerable cruiser from a proven design, ready to begin your adventure!
Inside and outside helm stations, electronics, beautiful and open interior, 
reliable Perkins diesel, complete and comfortable accommodations to
begin your cruising life NOW.  

Contact Arne Reistad III to set up a personal viewing of Perseverance. Berthed in Puerto Rico, awaiting her new owner.
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The Bosun’s BagThe Bosun’s Bag
Hard-to-Find “Stuff” for the CruiserHard-to-Find “Stuff” for the Cruiser

Learn by doing. Get sea miles towards a license. All while helping
boat owners and delivery skippers move boats since 1993.

Keep the dream alive for the price of a winch handle.
Visit our website for previous passage opportunities. 

1-800-4-PASSAGe (800-472-7724)  www.sailopo.com

Sail for
Free!

INCREDIBLE EDGE HOLDING - NO RUST, EVER

boyeknivescom + 8008531617
Made in USA• Rave Reviews• Great Gift!

The Simple, Proven
Marine SSB Ground Plane

 Easy to install   Superior Performance
 Fiberglass/wood boats   Sail or power

(360) 510-7885
www.kiss-ssb.com

KISS-SSB

NEW!
2.0 ver
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STEERING THE DREAM 

Your best crew member - 
steers tirelessly 24/7
Have con�dence in case of 
main steering/rudder failure

FEEL THE FREEDOM
Independent Self Steering Windvane AND Emergency Rudder

www.hydrovane.com/true-stories

Hydrogenerator Fuel Cell Battery Charger

H
Y
D
R
O
V
A
N
E

WATERMAKER
WITH PANEL

MODULAR
WATERMAKER

 
Stainless steel 115/230 volt motor, 12 VDC and 24 VDC available, pump with stainless steel valves and 
ceramic pistons made in Italy, stainless gauges, stainless fittings, real time TDS analyzer.  
12 volt boost pump included, also 115 or 230 available, high pressure hoses made to order. Add-on 
module with Raspberry open source 7-inch color touch screen system coming soon. 
 
Shipping within the lower US $149, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Caribean including International $295 
 
Visit our showroom in Miami or Fort Lauderdale Florida USA, find us on-line and call with 
questions. 

Don’t Plan Your Trip
Around Water!

$2,695 $2,295
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SternPerch Seats
After market seats, pads, and rail cushions
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Works Great on Sails, Canvas, Decks,
Hardware, Concrete and More!

920-236-4233
www.MagicaRustRemover.com

RUST STAIN REMOVER

FEATURING

It’s Five O’Clock Somewhere with Barbarossa

The Bob Bitchin Show ~ Lats and Atts

Coconut Telegraph ~ News & Shout Outs

Stories from Eric Chance Stone

Caribbean Adventures from Wayne Stinnett

There’s this Place ~ Don Street’s Great Waypoints

Living Au Natural with Dr. Daniele

Live Concerts & Parrothead Parties

Boat Show live remotes

opportunity@pyrateradio.com   +1 305 459-1559

www.pyrateradio.com   www.pyrateradio.uk

Troprock & Boatsongs
played right ´roun da clock

Pyrate Radio - The Global Digital HD Radio 
Network, by and for Crew and Cruisers!

thePyrates
are here  

Music for Livin’ theDream
“Feet in the Sand, Boat Drink in Hand”
Direct from a tiki-bar, boat, or beach near you!

Smartphone (including 5G), marine VSAT, 
worldwide marina & public Wi-Fi, select island FM 

stations, and waterfront businesses worldwide.

LISTEN ON

All links available at  www.pyrateHD.com

Pyrate Radio - The Global Digital HD Radio 
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510-900-3616 ext.  104
Fax:  510-900-3617

Advertise in Advertise in 

The Bosun’s BagThe Bosun’s Bag
 Format Advertising Section Format Advertising Section 

1 column X 1 inch  $70
2 column X 1 inch  $140
1/8 page ad $250
1/4 page ad $500
Ads run for 3 full months for one low price!Ads run for 3 full months for one low price!
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Now Available!Now Available!
A full year of Cruising Outpost on one DVD!A full year of Cruising Outpost on one DVD!

Four full issues of the best read in Cruising - all on one DVD for easy referal

Year 1 - 2013            Year 2 - 2014          Year 3 - 2015ear 1 - 2013            Year 2 - 2014          Year 3 - 2015

www.CruisingOutpOst.COmwww.CruisingOutpOst.COm
Four full issues plus free “wallpaper” and a Bonus TV Show!Four full issues plus free “wallpaper” and a Bonus TV Show!

Audio Book

Emerald Bay
 by Bob Bitchin
Read by the author, this is the 
full Treb Lincoln adventure 
novel.  It started on a boat in 
Emerald Bay... and ended up 
half-way around the world! 

5 Disc Set 5.3 Hours
Reg. $27.95 Just  $15.

www.bobbitchin.com

Audio Book
Emerald Bay

Read by the author 
 - Bob Bitchin

This is the full Treb Lincoln 
adventure novel.  It started on a 
boat in Emerald Bay... and ended 
up half-way around the world! 
5 Disc Set 5.3 Hours
Reg. $27.95 Just  $15.

www.bobbi tchin.com

Wanna Cheat?  
Here are the 

answers to this 
issue’s Maritime 
Crossword Puzzle. 

Go ahead, no 
one will know... 

except you! 
on Page 176

The  Video Story  The  Video Story  Behind Captain Bob:Behind Captain Bob:
Other People’s Paradise DVDOther People’s Paradise DVD

The story of one man’s escape from 
civilization to the world of cruising. 

Now on DVD
Reg $29.95  

Now just $19.95
www.bobbitchin.comwww.bobbitchin.com
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Get Lats&Atts at these Get Lats&Atts at these 
Local Direct DealersLocal Direct Dealers

Available at Most Magazine Outlets: West Marine, 
Barnes & Noble, Books-a-Million, Indigo & Chapters plus 

these great local Marine Stores
Does your local Marine Store carry Cruising Outpost?Does your local Marine Store carry Cruising Outpost?
If not, let them know that it’s as easy as 1 - 2 - 3If not, let them know that it’s as easy as 1 - 2 - 3
1. Go to our website - 2. Sign up to be a direct dealer - 3. Make more sales!

WWWLATSATTS.COMWWWLATSATTS.COM  

Captains Nautical 
Supplies   
1120 NW Ballard 
Way  
Seattle WA

Chowder Barge 
611 N. Henry Ford 
Wilmington, CA

Corsairs Beach Bar 
6501 Red Hookm 
Plaza #201  
St. John  USVI

Dockside Solutions 
7001 Seaview Ave 
NW Suite 160 
Seattle WA

Kingman Yachting 
Center 
1 Shipyard Ln 
Cataumet MA

Lido Village Books  
3424 Via Oporto  
Newport Beach, CA

Marine Warehouse/
Bocas Marina 
2330 NW 102 Ave  
Miami FL

Merri-Mar Basin 
364 Merrimac Street 
Newburyport, MA

Port Royal Marina 
555 No. Harbor Dr.  
Redondo Beach, CA

Redbud Marina 
9001 E Hwy 88 
Claremore, OK

Redondo Marine 
1010 N. Catalina Ave 
Redondo Beach, CA

Sailboats Inc 
1560 N. Sandburg 
Chicago IL

Sailorman 
3000 S. Andrews  

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Scuttlebutt 
433 Front St  
Beaufort NC

Seabreeze Ltd 
1254 Scott St  
San Diego, CA

Whale Point Marine 
205 Cutting Blvd.  
Richmond, CA

Liberty Landing 
84 Audry Zapp dr.  
Jersey City, NJ

York River Yacht Haven 
8109 Yacht Haven Rd.  
Gloucester Point, VA

And at these Boat 
Brokers 

Curtis Stokes 
1323 SE 17th St 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Dennison Yacht 
850 N.E. 3rd Street 
Dania Beach, FL

Eastern Yachts 
335 Lincoln St 
Hingham MA

Eastern Yachts 
13C Beach st Ext. 
Vinyard Haven, MA

Eastern Yachts 
39 Alexander Rd 
Portsmouth, RI

Massey Yacht Sales 
1110 3rd St South 
St. Petersburg, FL

Whiteaker Yachts 
1035 Riverside dr  
Palmetto FL

Suncoast Yachts 
1551 Shelter island 
San Diego,, CA

South Coast Yachts 
955 Harbor Island Dr 
San Diego, CA

Moorings Yacht Sales 
850 NE 3rd #201 
Dania Beach, FL

HSH Yachts 
300 Admiralty Way  
Kemah TC

Bellhaven Yachts 
714 Coho Way  
Bellingham, WA

Wagner Stevens 
326 First st  
Annapolis MD

Little Yacht Sales 
800 Mariners Dr  
Kemah TX

S&J Yachts 
323 10th Ave West  
Palmetto FL
S&J Yachts 
17 Lockwood Drive,  
Charlston City, SC

S&J Yachts 
274  Buck’s View Ln 
Deltaville VA

S&J Yachts 
5774 Main Street 
Rock Hall MD

S&J Yachts 
7076 Bembe Beach Rd 
Annapolis MD
   
Curtin Marina 
501 E. Pearl St  
Burlington 
NJ

W
anna C

heat?  The answ
er to this are on page 175

Across
 1 Strong wind
 3 Upper deck where the captain stands
 6 Place for sweaters
 8 Narrow passage
 9 Former navigation system
 11 Easygoing, 2 words
 14 Sailing dinghy
 16 Remained on the bench, say
 18 “America the Beautiful” closer
 19 Bar stock- old sailors used to eat them 
as a cure for scurvy
 21 Bit of sun
 22 Sky description on a cloudless night
	 23	 ____	off,	untied	the	boat	from	the	shore
 25 Approves
 26 Gets to the destination
 28 ___ Capitan
 29 Moved water out of a boat
 30 Spread out, as a sail

Down
 1 Snorkler’s equipment
 2 Maui neighbor
 3 Gulf’s smaller cousin
 4 Archipelago part
 5 Navigation aid
 6 Tidy up topside
 7 Loudspeaker system
 10 Pristine
	 12	 The	Potomac	river	flows	through	it
 13 Hire a boat
 15 Travel a route regularly
 17 Back edge of a boat
 18 Goods saved from a shipwreck
 20 Begin a voyage, 2 words
 22 Single-master
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FEATUREDFEATUREDFEATURED

YEARS IN LATS & ATTS: 5
BUSINESS: Oldest Marine Company in the USA
LOCATION: New Bedord, Mass.

www.edsonmarine.com

LATITUDES & ATTITUDES - Advertiser Spotlight

“Latitudes & Attitudes isn’t just another publication where 
Edson advertises. Latitudes & Attitudes dedication to the 
cruising lifestyle, and more importantly their readers, is in line 
with Edson’s philosophy of delivering the highest quality of 
customer service! At Edson we love delivering the best solutions 
to our amazing customer base. Bob Bitchin’ and the Latitudes & 
Attitudes crew treat their readers and advertisers as if they were 
family.  The print magazine, with supporting website, social media, and 
Boat Show Parties go further than your regular advertising. At boat shows, 
readers get to talk to Bob as if they have been friends for years. An ad with 
Latitudes & Attitudes is an entire customer experience: something that cannot 
be found anywhere else. When you join the family as an advertiser, you get a 
wholehearted commitment from Bob and his diehard reader following.”

 the USA

“Latitudes & Attitudes isn’t just another publication where 
Edson advertises. Latitudes & Attitudes dedication to the 
cruising lifestyle, and more importantly their readers, is in line 
with Edson’s philosophy of delivering the highest quality of 
customer service! At Edson we love delivering the best solutions 
to our amazing customer base. Bob Bitchin’ and the Latitudes & 
Attitudes crew treat their readers and advertisers as if they were 
family.  The print magazine, with supporting website, social media, and 
Boat Show Parties go further than your regular advertising. At boat shows, 
readers get to talk to Bob as if they have been friends for years. An ad with 
Latitudes & Attitudes is an entire customer experience: something that cannot 
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ADVERTISER INDEX

ADVERTISERSADVERTISERS
You can reach the most active segment of the 

boating market - in print and online!

Marine Advertisers
AB Inflatables  181
Aero Yacht/McConaghy Multihulls 39
Annapolis Hybrid  121
Annapolis Sailyard  165
Artisan Mattress  105
Atlantic Tower  129
ATN  117
B&G Yacht Services  35
Bacon Sails  133
Balmar  111
BB Book Ad  42
Beta Marine  43
Blue Water Sailing School 26-27
Bocas Marina  113
Call of the Sea  129
Conch Charters  48
Coppercoat  37
CS Johnson  115
Curtis Stoke & Associates 154-55
Dockside Mail 117
Dream Yacht Charters  7
Eastern Yacht Sales 156-57
Edson  4-5
El Cid Marinas  36
eMarine Systems  30
Forespar  125
Forespar Marelon  107
Froli Sleep Systems  133
Great Lakes Scuttlebutt  167
Hamilton Ferris  41
HMC Handcraft Mattress  123
Humerous Ad  127
Hylas  2-3
IMIS/Gowrie  125
Indiantown Marina  109
Kanberra Gel  32
Keenan Filters By KTI Systems  33
Kiwi Grip /PYI 113
L&A Back Issues  153
L&A Ship Store  168-169

L&A TVDVD  147
L&A Winch Wench  167
Little Yacht Sales  166-167
Lumitec Lighting  104
Mack Sails  29
Mack Yacht Services  31
Martek Davits  133
Massey yacht Sales & Service 162-63
Mystic Knotwork  121
New Engand Rope  111
Next Gen  133
NV Charts  101
OCENS  119
Offshore Sailing School  15
Outbound Yachts  16-17
Pacific NW Boater  61
Pacific Sail & Power Boat Show 34
Passport yacht Sales 158-59
Passport yachts  12-13
Polyplanar  109
Port Ludlow Marina  119
PYI  127
Rainman Watermakers  25
Royal Cape Catamarans  103
S&J Yacht Sales  160-61
SailingBiz.com  129
Sailrite  182
Sailtime  56
San Juan Sailing  115
SeaFrost  40
Shadetree Fabric Shelters  123
South Coast yachts   164
Spectra Watermakers  9
Subscription ad  76-77
Summer Solstice  112
Sunsail  46-47
Two Can Sail  107
UGO  131
Ultra Marine West  11
Viadana USA  131
Weems & Plath  38

Boat Brokers 
Aero Yacht  39
Annapolis Sailyard  165
Curtis Stoke & Associates 154-55
Eastern Yacht Sales 156-57
Hylas  2-3
Little Yacht Sales  166-167
McConaghy Multihulls 39
Massey yacht Sales & Service 162-63
Outbound Yachts  16-17
Passport Yacht Sales 158-59
Passport Yachts  12-13
Royal Cape Catamarans  103
S&J Yacht Sales  160-61
South Coast yachts   164

Bosun’s Bag
Boye Knives 
Carribean Compas
Cruising Concepts.com
Cruise RO Watermakers
Davis Instruments 
Fatty Knees
Forget About It 
Foss Foam & Rudders
Gig Harbor Boat Works
Hart SytemsHydrovane 

International Marine Inc. 
Keylime Sailing Club
Kiss-Radio Tek
M&B Shipcanvas
Magica Rust Remover
Matthew Turner Tallship 
Masthead Enterprises 
No Wear Guard
OceanMedix
Offshore Passage Opp
Sailmakers Supply
SeaWater Pro.com
Snappi (Snap-a-lot)
Taste Of India
Technautics 
Wakespeed
Tufted Topper
Zarcor 

Non-Marine Advertisers
None! Why would we 
want that? This is a 
boating magazine. 
Ya wanna see fancy 
watches, pick-up 
trucks, and high-
priced cars, read the 
other mags!

These are the smartest advertisers in the marine 
industry! Be sure to tell ‘em where you saw ‘em.

Latitudes & Attitudes : Winter - Spring - Summer & Fall Issues
Next Issue: Summer 2020

Ad Insertions by 4/20/20 - Art Due 4/24/20 - On Sale6/3/20
Contact Us Today:  Ads@LatsAtts.com  510-900-3616 ext.105

DON‛T WAIT!
Contact Ad Director 
Lisa O‛Brien aboard 
Traveler in the San 

Juan Islands.
510-900-3616 Ext 105

Lisa@LatsAtts.com
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Meet some folks who have managed to make a lifestyle out of most people’s dreams. Boat people can be 
found on oceans and seas, scattered around the globe. They can be spotted easily. They are the ones who 
have a glazed look in their eyes as they scan the horizons. Here are a few we’ve seen. Have you seen any 
lately? If so, email a photo and information to: submissions@LatsAtts.com.

Boat People

Art and Alison sail Charis, a 1982 
48-foot ketch rig. They have been 
sailing her for 13 years, but only 
get to sail about four months a 
year. They have a restaurant on 
the Potomac called Gilligan’s Pier.
They’ve sailed from Maryland to 
Granada a couple of times.

This is one of Will and Katy’s 
favorite pics of their son, Jack 
Malcolm Picard Flanery (named 
after three captains: a pirate, a 
space smuggler, and Star Trek’s 
finest). Taken aboard Thoreauly, 
their Catalina 42, on the ICW in 
Clearwater, Florida.

No, this isn’t an outlaw getting 
ready to hold up a liquor store. 
It’s just Bill Mathus heading 
south, but not fast enough! He’s 
trying to beat the cold, and it’s 
obvious he didn’t quite do it! 
He’s sailing aboard s/v Carolina 
Soul in Georgia.

John Amico and his daughter, 
Melissa, are seen here sailing off 
Santorini on a Catamaran. He 
normally sails out of Channel 
Islands, California, on a monohull. 
John jumped in as a Founder when 
we started, and it looks like he’s still 
having fun out there! Thanks, John!

One of our Founder’s Circle Members, Michael Palmisano, sent in three 
pics for our Boat People section, so I decided to simplify it by running 
them as a group! His wife, Chris, is at the helm. Michael is the older son 
with the cool sunglasses. Wye Wye, the younger one, is named after 
the Wye River, where their house was located. He told them to put on 
life jackets for the life-jacket test, telling them to jump in the water under 
the Chesapeake Bay Bridge. They were too smart for him though, and 
these were the pics from that afternoon.
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 Sailrite.com  |  📞📞 260.244.4647 #sailrite

Fabric is the foundation of every sewing project. That’s where Sailrite comes in.
Start your next project off on the right foot with high-quality fabric from Sailrite. Not only do we have the best brands in the marine 

industry, we also offer free DIY video tutorials. Whether you’re sewing a new dodger or bimini, making new cockpit cushions, 

reupholstering helm seats, or sewing awnings and covers, we have fabric and how-to videos for everything on your DIY to-do list.
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